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Murray High Graduates CALLED BY DEATH
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Fourth and - Poplar under the aus- department is re-surfacing the
of Western Kentucky.
dam to Dunn cemetery near 'Benton. Mr. Mr. Pitts' many friends wish him
proposed
the
for
funds
the
under
on
constructi
highway
pices of The American Legion. Benton road this week with a
new undertaking.
Those attemiing from this coun- Dr, J. C. Barr to Speak
form the lake.
Kelley. 65 years of age. died et ,Succees in his
new public works-relief appropriMr. Smith's troupe has been com- heavy coating of black top. The
K C.
Baucure.
se0.
to
T.
named
were;
tyof
were
the
officers
The
Friday
of
hope
'Benton
in
s
the
home
the
to Protestant Minister
ing to Murray for more than
ation and it is
crew began about six miles north CalC.
J.
McDaniel,
the
Oda
n
regarding
Jones,
his
informatio
to
by
cure
road
survived
is
the
He
.
pneumonia
Puryear citizens that
dozen years and has enjoyed the of Murray and is working in to
Parker,
Joe
Shell,
R.
land
A.
the
houn.
on
lease
the
of
the
Kelley,
securing
Rollie
among
son
a
First
included
widow and
Dr. J. C. Barr. pastor of the
Hazel may be
reptrtation of having one of the the citi. It is expected to reach
Boody Russell, Alvis Wisehart, L. Presbyterian Church. Murray, will for the lake site and report at the Murray, and two daughters Mrs.
116
'
very first of the roads to be concleanest and most entertaining the city limits within a week cit''''PerW.
W.
Oliver,
lake
Alsa
The
Robertson,
meeting.
night
Norprogram.
Erie
Friday
Rollie Turner and•fiffrs.
have a leading part in the prostructed under the new
organizations which makes Mur- ten days.
brothers,
Rudd
the
Riley,
on
ry,
Carlin
be
located
will
as
proposed
ed
ton, both of near Benton.
gram of the Union County Minis"The construction of ap__improv
The re-tread on the Money?
Tuesday morning Jake Shipley ray.
"fin Grove.
Retreat for land of Burt Roberts just South
Association's
highway from Paris to Hazel
terial
Tonight (Thursday) "Elizabeth's Hazel highway is scheduled to-be-stepped out on the front porch to
with
located.
It
is
.
route
of
Pottertown
e
'
Protestant Ministers of adjoining
would open an interstate
call his small son from the lawn Romance". a comedy. Will be pre- started immediately after the Ihri
SINGING AT NORTH wORK
Whiskey Ridge bordering on the
counties on June 3, 4. and 5.
through Puryear and Paris and
NEW LAW FIRM
quite suddenly and sented. Friday night will be fea- ton road is finished. This rchid was
he
when
the
on
ridge
smaller
a
aid."
Dr. Barr will fill two periods on South and
thereby be entitled to federal
with "The Only Rorie has already been treated with
There will be an all day singing unexpectedly struck in the right ture night
m. he North which come together at a
as the supeeeetracticin of the week. white limestone rock.
of
unknown
F F Acree and Wells Overbey Tuesday. June 4. At 10 a.
bullet
a
rifle
with
eye
two
church,
Baptist
Fork
North
at
75
like
In- point which is something
The north highway gave away
have formed a new law firm. Both will speak on "The Minister's
Tenn., origin. Mr. Shipley was rushed to Saturday afternoon at 2:30 a barHARRIS FILES
2:30 feet across. The basin has a nice miles North of Jones' Mill,
gain matinee will be offered with' badly during the past winter and
where
Hospital
are well known Mr. Acres having tellectual Preparation" and
Keys-Houston
the
26.
May
Sunday,
next
has
and
in area for surface drainage
was a checkerboard of honey pots.
on the boards.
practiced here for over two years that afternoon on "The Minister
We are expecting a good sing- Immediate treatment was rendered. "Rebecca"
a spring which will feed the body.
Noble Harris his tiled with the
night, the show will 'frost bolls and complete breaka young at- the Crisis of Today". Bishop Duis
Saturday
of
the
Overbey
Mr.
opinion
the
and
present
At
and
representa
each
invite
and
year
for
ing
this
The lake when completed will
county court. clerk
Methodist
that the sight will conclude its week's performances throughs to the base gravel. The
tOrney receiving his admittance to bose, of the Southern
cover an area of approximately 30 everyone to come and be with us. physician is
tive. Mr. garris is well known In
now being 'TM is the
They are lo- Church, will be a speaker at /:30
spring.
this
the
bar
I
and
'is
count)'
All singers are invited to come not tie impaired. No further infor- with a four act comedy, "Home on surfacing
H. LockC.
by
as
estimated
acres
Murray aed the
3.
June
p. m.,
mation has been obtained about the- the Range". The Players go to heaviest coat of blacktop ever put
'he cated in the Gatlin Building.
and take part in the singing.
nal
observatio
an
made
ett
who
citizen of the West sida where
apregular
his
fill
will
Dr. Barr
down in this section.
Benton next week,
shooting.
'He
0. F. Key, Manager
survey of the location. Mr. Lockis- particularly well knowtl.
,
pointment here on June 2.
Read the Classified Colinas.
filed Tuesday of this week.
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violin and piano, with Mr. Wiuogn
klieWberter-Odie
Angell at the piano Mr Fox. Mr.
Wedding Announced
Inglis, Mr Meyer, and Mr. Dye
Mr. and Mrs. Tom McWherter played two movements of Boroannounce the marriage 'of their din's quartet or stringed instrudaughter Prances to Mr. Wood- ments. This same group with Mies
row Odle of Sugar Tree, Tenn.

Recording Secretary. Mrs. Buren Mr 4Isd Mrs. B. U. Bailey, Mr.
A. R degree and tie Peabody Conand Mrs V. B. Hodges, Mr. and
servatory of Music. She was a Overbey.
W. C. Slasmons, Mr. and Mrs':
Treasurer. Mrs. G. B. Scott.
teacher in .the Live Oak Schools
•
W. C. Elkin&
Historian, Mrs. M. D. Holton.
ito. several years and has made her
Mr and Its. D. M. Bailey. Mr.
Resistrar, Mrs. Neva Waters,.
home with her sister here where
and Mrs. Joe T. Fergerson. Mr.
Reporter. Mrs. Sam Holcomb.
she has made a host of friends.
were and Mrs. Eunice Bousden. Mr. and
-we is Ifs. an- of Kul Delightful refrissionsitts
„
in atiwrity
Mrs. W. L Bailey, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. It. W. Hawthorne of Due served.
May S.
Young..
Burton
& C. He received his A. B.
We
They Will make their home in
Bertha Simmons, Jesse Simmons,
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,
degree at .Erskine College and had
Tennessee.
Alta
Miss
Davis,
Bell,
Addle
Miss
post-graduate work at the Uni- was at borne to her bruise club
than ressuar
Rube H. Davis, Elva Bailey, Euva
Ostpy for this page should be submitted not tat
versity of Florida. He served as Friday afternoon.
a
afternoon each week.
High score prize was won by Lee Simmons. Maxine Valentine, Sliver Tea la Given
Live
the
in
teacher
and
coach
,
Sybil Simmons Clarice Allbritten,
Oak whets/a for six years. and for Mrs. C. L Sharborough.
The Intermediate group of girls
At the strains of the "Bridal
Effie Fergerson, Fay Hodges, Joe
Only members were present.
the past year has been successfulthe U. Z. church had • silver
at
Pat Elkins, Delmar Hodges, Edwin
A plate lunch was served.
Chorus- from LohengrIn. played ly affiliated with Goff Brothers of
the home
Ewin tealiaturday afternoon at
Willoughby,
Peggy
Hodges,
and
bride
the
Hunter.
city
this
by Mrs.
Waldrop.
Thursday Night. May 22
and Mrs. Jesse of Miss Clara
Mr.
Willoughby,.
illeeeptim
Beautifully arranged roses added
M 7l S Society Contest night groom came through the archway
College Freshmen And Sopbs
Simmons and son John Jesse.
Immediately following the weda colorful note to the spacious
Publie invited.
Have Picnic
of the dining room and stood be3
day.
Each
the
enjoyed
Every
one
Mr
of
home
the
ding ceremony
,
them many more such room*.
fore the improvised altar in front and Mrs G. G. Walton was thrown
A freshman-soplionsore all day left wishing
Standing in the receiving line
:Friday Night, May 24
of the beautiful old colonial fire- en suite and a lovely reception picnic was held Saturday, May 13, happy get-togethers.
were Mrs. H. T. Waldrop. Mrs. G.
Mueray High School graduating Place: having ,on each side .a tall was held honoring the bride and
2at MetroptilLs LW. neat Piducalt
T. Hicks, and Miss Clara Walegetectees. Prof. G. B. Pennebaker basket of pink gladioli and fern. groom. . Baskets of pink gladioli.
Lunch was served at the noon
drop.
to make address.
During the impressive ring cere- fern and gardenias were decora- hour. •
Beautiful Tea Is Given Al
A musical program was given
played
softly
Hunter
Mrs.
mony.
Home Management House
tions throughout the house and the
Dudley Porter of Paris, Tenn.,
during the hours by Miss Helen
EndearThose
All
29
May
if
Evening.
Me
Wedensday
-Believe
I.
long stairway opening into the liv- is president of the sophomore
Miss Clare Waldrop, Miss
A beautiful tea was given by Hire,
At :6.30 o'clock in Wells Hall ing Young Charms.",and for the ing room was entwined with fern. class and J. D. Brooks of OwensLouise Putnam, Miss blayme Ryan,
white
on
the
at
knelt
now
living
are
College
gals
who
couple
blessing the
dining hall will be held
1
The dining tattle, covered with • boro is president of the freshMiss Zane Houston, Miss Mary
Hama Management house on Wed-Alsina,111.- banquet. Dr.
,. -embroidered with beautiful lace cloth, was een
-a
ss" P,11^'
man clan.
Bennett, Miss Jane BenElizabeth
oilThe
nesday afternoon.
Carr Swill be the ptinclpit speaker. their individual initials.
t
arrangement of pastel
with an
Chaperones were Prof. Clifton
ton.
us_ were placed on a kneeling flowers.
very
made
---- 3was
room
The
living
Thurman. Dr. N. M. • Atkins, Mar
latayoleSavilLpresident at
bersolowatwined with fans and at
?ridgy ittternoon.-11bly StWhite ice cream centerect-Irith MaiMifitk'VIM' Evelyn' --irmitavg 'by spriffeelltewers- arths• the class, prearcte
the Lirge
with pink
t'
tically arranged and an open fire table whis was covered with a lace
A. A U. W tea for senior girls the left top corner tied
pink moulded hearts, and indi- Lien. and Miss Naomi Maple.
gardenias.
of
spray
large
a
W.
tulle,
Mrs.
of
chilly
home
delicate
the
at
C.
with
for
S
topped
'of M:
vidual cakes
▪
very appropriate
Eighty made the trip.
cloth and had a centerpiece of
Tall graduated candelabra of white iced orange blossoms, were served.
• •`• • •
H. Mason.
day.
e
Mary Wallis rows.
tapers on each side of the altar
Mn
t left
were
line
Mr. and Mrs. Hawthorne
In the receiving
Caldwell-Seed
Other members of the class who
lighted the beautiful scene for an extegded trip through the
softly
Slater.
J. W. Carr, Miss Evelyn
Beautiful Home Vl'edd'ing
•
assisted were Miss Rebecca RobertMendelssotMs "Wedding March" Carolinas after the reception.-The
of Miss Lyda Blow, and Miss Mildred
been
made
has
Announcement
s
tiolitmnized Wednesday
son, Miss Rebecca Farmer, Miss
was used as the recessional.
•
•
Euwannee Democrat, Live Oak. the approaching marriage of Mies Roberts
Thelma Ross, Miss Jean Frances
beautittdtt,
was
bride
Etna
The
Miss
Caldwell,
of
daughter
Helen Hare
The. marriage of
-Miss Ruth Sexton presided at the Chambers, Miss Alice Kuhn, Miss
navy
sheer
triple
a
in
William
gowned
of
D.
John
Caldwell
&
Mr. and Mrs.
Janes: Etaker and
tea table which was very pretty Norma Kuhn, Miss Betty Pogue,
fitted
Hawthorne was 'solemnized Wed- blue ensemble with a short
•
• Mrs. Hawthorne was reared in Cave City, Ky. to Lieut. H. B. with a centerpiece of perfect Mary Miss Arra Nell Beasley.
dyed
with
trimmed
and
nesdat afternoon at 3:30 o'clock jacket
s
Murray. graduated at Murray High Scott of Atlanta. Ga.
Wallace rose buds and silver acMiss Mary Ruth Brown, Miss
A beautiful picture of Miss Cald- cessories.
in the home of the bride's sister. matching lace insertion and rhine- School. and before going to Florida
•
Dainty sandwiches, Gretchel Hamrick, Miss Julia Mae
hat
picture
large
Her
stone pins
G. Walton.
were Hamrick. Miss Georgia Johnson.
Mrs.
was a member of the Murray High well appeared in Sunday's Courier- cookies, and sgiced tea
Journal
The, ceremony was performed was a Lucienne Bertrand model School faculty.
served.
Miss Rachel Sammons, Miss Ne.Ue
braided
and
chiffon
Lieut. Scott, the son of Mrs
by Rev.' A. H.' Cole in the living of navy blue
.
the hospitali- Alexander, Miss Sue Farmer.
She is a woman of sterling
Others assisting
Matching accessories of chara,cter. possesses a keen mind. Sally Scott was reared in Murray.
Roberts,
dred
44 room:which was exquisitely deco- straw.
7,7
Misses
were
'tiesrated 'with baskets of pink gladioli. navy blue and white three-quar- a winsome personality, and many He has relatives and many friends Zietell
Fewell, Music Club Meets
Icy
it,
Lot.
ter length gloves beautifully har- lovable _tritons
here who offer congratulations:, Eleanor Gee, Elizabeth Daniels,
fern, land bowls of gardenias.
•
•
.
•
•
carAs the guests arrived they were monized with her outfit. She
The Music Club enjoyed one of
Her host of friends here join
Mildred Miller and Gladys Homra.
registered by Master J D. Henry. ried an arm bouquet of pink Briar- relatives in offering congratulations Cordell& Erwin
five called during the the most delightful programs of
Seventy
Circle "Meets
Jr. aftd ushered to their appoint- cliff roses, lilies of the valley and and many wishes.
the club year at its closing meethours. "
• • • • •
ed places by Master G. G. Wal- fesn.
ing Tuesday evening. May 21, at
- The Cordelia Erwin Circle of the
•
Mrs. Hawthorne is the charm- Mrs. J. W. Hawthorne Nee Miss
ton. Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Drennon the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Alice Waters Missionary Society
A ptelude. -Schubert's Serenade." ing and accomplished daughter of
Eta& Baker Is Extensively
hosts to their bridge olub Broach with Mrs. W. S. Swann,
were
met with Mrs. Edith Dulaney Tue.s-was daftly played by Mrs. J. D. Mrs. Banker and the late Judge
Mrs. George Gatlin, Mrs. Franklin
Entertained
evening.
Friday
day- afternoon with 23 adults and
following, Witham Bayer of Murray, Ky.
Benr/...
beauty to the Inglis, and 141375 Robbie Mae Broach
added
roses
Pink
The
present.
Miss Etica Baker, who was mar- several children
Mrs. Gordon Hupter played "i.ibes- where the family have been promas hosts.
rooms.
-by List and,a Ord0 l Lore inently connected for years. She ried on -Wednesday; May 15. in circle leader. Mrs. J. T. • Wallis,
Miss Lillian Watters presided
Mrs. Drennon had high score
meeting
the
business
of
over
presided
University
William
the
John,
of
Flir''''to
graduate
Oak,
Live
ly" by Carrie Jacobs Bond. is a
You •
A delicious ice course in a pink over a brief business meeting
and
finance
plans
discussed
her
and
received
she
a
where
with
honored
Kentucky
HavithorsseL. was
was song by Robert ,Tuttle.
d
Color sehasst wit" .before Miss Ola Brock, leader,
It was decided to
round of partied ,
the develgave a abort -history
the
parsonage'
at
Tea
'The
Sliver
AtWong MOM irlirlsiim
opment of chamber music and
Present were:
with
in
a,ccordance
June
late...in
dinners,
breakfasts.
pre-nuptial
Dr. and Mrs. N. M. Atkins, Mr. presented the college string quinteas, showers, bridge parties, and the idea advaneed. from the otfter and Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, Mr. and tet, artists for the evening. Mr.
circles.'
receptions for her, were Miss
Mrs. C. S. Fox. director of the string enMrs. Bell gave the Scripture Mrs. G. a Pennebaker,
Dorothy Price. Mr. and Mrs. SherA. F. Yancey and the sembles, first played three moveMr.
Lowry,
wood Harvard. Jr. Mrs. George reading and Mrs E. B. Houston. hosts.
ments from Carpenter's sonata for
Butler. Mrs. C.' V. Schoppe. Mrs. president of the society, gave a reHerbert Clifton Green, Mrs John port of the Conference meeting in
Attaway. Mrs. Thomas Radford, Paducah.
Lovely garden flowers were used
Mrs. Alfred Airth, Mrs. W. &
Nichols, and Mr. and Mr's. G. G. in profusion from the 'lovely yellow rosebuds in the wall vase at
Walton.
bowls of
the front door and
thoughtful looking large pansies
C. D. C's Have Business
and sun gathering coreopins and
Session
dainty sweetpeas all intensified the
The Murray Chapter of U D.rts t hosfiss' hearty welcome.
met with Mrs Albert Laissiter. •
Um. W. W. McElrath and Mrs.
The committee reported that the Burrus Waters Assisted the host,
recent work on the stature of in serving a lovely pink and white
Robert E. Lee in the court yard ice course.
had been completed. A bronze
Mrs. Penn Roberts and Mrs
plate in memory of Mrs. Effie Oury Windsor were guests.
Gatlin was placed on the stature.
The next meeting will be with
• She was chairman of the building Mrs. 0. J Jennings.
• • • • •
committee, and raised more money
' for the construction of tbie beau- Mrs. Jesse Shamons Honored
tiful monument than any other
With Birthday Dinner
Fresh delectable meats are a food for every day
. member. The plate was suggested
in the year and and is as nourishing and essential
Relatives, neighbors arid friends
by Nathan Stubblefield and others
and as healthy in June as January.
Mrs
and
Mr.
of
home
the
at
met
at the time'but had been neglected
•
honor
to
recently
Simmons
Jesse
CHOICE CUTS—SELECIIED FOR YOU FROM
until recently.
, Officers for the coming year Mrs. Simmons on her twenty-fifth
BRANDED MEATS—Just call
birthday.
• were chosen as follows:
was
At noon. a bountiful lunch
President Mrs. W. P. Roberts.
Vice-President, Mrs. Henry El- served on the lawn in picnic style.
Those present included:
. lion..
----TELEPHONE 12
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Willoughby.
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Brack Willoughby.
Charlie Smith.
Phone

Mn. Joe T. Lovett, Editor

au,Moos

Miss Marjorie Barton at the piano
then played the f rritnor piano
quintet by Franck.
At the close of the program the
club expressed appreciation to
the guest artists, and gave a its..

--quay

•

"a"Oht•

Do Yost Want a
"Genuine"

Frederick Wave
Save $2.50

'Calendar

Our Regular
$7.50 for ..

$500

Croquignole or Spiral

$5 "New Process"
$3.50

Our $2.50
Permanent

For grey, dyed or bleached
hair. Treats hair while being
waved and assures a lasting
wave.

Gives you a soft, natural
wave with ringlet ends, or
you may tutve "curls" galore.

SHAMPOO-and FINGER W4VI2,- -Dried. 20e

NOW, LONta,"MOVELY-LASHES
(So fascinating to men)
Ask us about this bright eye dea!

FASHION BEAUTY SHOP
Mrs.

Neely Gannon, Prop.

OPZRATORS-Chrystal Barger Thomas, Nell Stroup
Deathel Scott
MAYFIELD, BY,
1111 East Water Street

p.

.
-4

BEFORE BUYING
SEE THE NEW

ELECTROLUX
The Automatic Refrigerator
That Has EVERYTHING—
Plus Silence and
Economy in Operation

_of

It Costs Less
in the long run to have your

FRESH

CHEVROLET

Sold On Easy
Terms

'' Serviced

MEAT

At Your Chevrolet
Dealer's

Around Which to Plan Your Menus
Every Day in the Year

and your satisfaction is
guaranteed

PORTER CHEVROLET CO.

Phone 97

MURRAY MEAT MARKET

NOISELESS—CLEAN—ECONOMICAL

Operates with kerosene and freezes4ice readily. Impressive cabinet designs equal to electrical
boxes.
No moving parts and nothing to wear out in
the mechanics of operation. You'll maTvel ikt their
beauty and be pleased with their economy.

RILEY RADIO CO.
TELEPHONE 107

Murray, Ky.

•

WALLS
BARE

NT
I

%FE I.

RNER'S

2 STORES
Murray, Ky.

e.

c••

I

I Am Quitting Business in the Shr oat Building and My Basement Store
TWO STOCKS of Drygoods, Shoes, Clothing, Men's and Women's Furnishings, to be closed out to the BARE
WALLS. All fixtures for sale and buildings for rent. Many special prices will be made at Shoe Store on odd
TOM 0. TURNER.
lots, but we will continue Shoe Store in present location, (Signed)

I bear you a message so filled
every family in this section.

I AM HERE TO SAVE, YOU MONEY!
witO human throbbing interest in every

word and

stirring appeal in every line, that

I have absolute authority in dealing with this stock. There are no strings attached to my contract. I will
you will be happy to get. And will not be undersold. I AM LITERALLY DYNAMITING PRICES!

•
•
.....101.4•1•••••••

•INikilorlatearmre.•••••••••—•••• •

•

give

you cannot help but welcome tibia opportunity it holds out tia

you bargains--Bargains you never dreamed
J. A. PHILLIPS, The Man in Charge.

about—Bargains

V

war••••••

0 Se

ses•

e
t

Nonsimino

C piano
• piano

ram the
ion to
a rise

maesmint
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- - -----ing vote of lttanks to Miss Lillian Jr.,
a similar number at the Training
Read the Csasit4ed Colman.
Acreage devoted to orchards is where'profits last year encourageisia
Murray. High School AuttorMrs. Harry Sledd, and Mrs
aumb
Watters, retiring chairman of the C. L Sharborough.
Senior Banquet
A social hour followed and nice
School. As an example the last
increasing in Casey county demonstrations.
steadily
club. The new chairman, Mrs.
••• ••
refreshments were served.
—
month
out
of
06 " fed at Murray
The annual junior-senior banHall Hood, appointed committees College Home Ec. Class Gives
••• ••
awe
,
uet was given at Murray Righ High • School, 82 made a gain of
taramviareap,g„ aa4-fegibia_socaii --ilk`slosOi.tnners
Clam. Lee Clark Circle
Satisot Saturday evening.
hour followed..
'
from I to 5 pounds. This enabled
Meets
•
The Home Economics class in
Besides the musicians who sup'Members of the junior class and many of them to win blue ribbons
SerTable
Catha
Lee
Clark
Circle
of
Advanced
and
The
Foods
plied the excellent program, Mrs.
Miss Juliet Holton, sponsor, were and all to better fight off tubercuCallis Wear Willis of Nashville, vice under the direction of Miss the Methodist Missionary Society hosts.
losta and other diseases.
the
deDurant
Fair
Tueshead
of
met
with
Mrs.
Tenn., Mrs. Ralph Stanfield, Los Elizabeth Lovett.
Long tables were plgoed in the
This fund is exhausted and on
Organdies, Nets, and Crepes in Pastel Shades,
Angeles, Calif , Miss Kathryn Pus- partment, entertained with a six day afternoon. The meeting was
large gymnasium. "Super-flivver" Saturday evening, May 25, the 2 No. 2 1-2 cans Peaches 26c
frilly and as flattering as can be.
dom, and Mr Leslie Putnam were o'clock dinner Wednesday evening in charge of Mrs. Joe Baker, circle
deco- public will be given an opporMrs. E. B. Houston, was the idea carried out and
complimenting the senior home Chairman.
No. 2 can Peaches . . 10c
guests.
effect.
tunity to help build it up.
• •
economic majcirs who will receive president of the Alice Waters rations were that
• •
8-oz, Vanilla Extract .. 10c
beautiful
dance
"Devon's
Isle",
a
three
course
menu
elaborate
An
degrees in June and August.
Society, gave an interesting and
Choir Of M. E. church Is
39c
served by the home economics pantomime under the direction of Ovaltine
Honered With Dinner
It was the last of a series of din- inspirational report of the Mem- was
12c
class 'under the direction of Miss' Mary Frances Spears, will be 1-lb. box Crackers
ners that they have recently had' phis Conference held recently at
• Marguerite Holcomb.
given-at the College auditorium at 2-lb. box Crackers
20c
The Hire-Austin S. S. Class of in the dining room of the home Paducah.
e M. E. Church gave a dinner economies department. Palms addentertaining 8 o'clock. She will use her stu- Lynn Grove Flour
. 95c
and
The 'clever
It was announced that a silver
dents from Murray, Mayfield, Ful- 24 Lb. Bag Flour
rty Monday evening at the home ed a festive atmosphere to the tea would be given at the home program was as follows:
78c
Paducah
in
this
lovely
ton,
ahd
ef Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melugin room and the Bible was beauti- ot Mrs. Joe Baker next- Tuesday
1000
Sheet
Roll
Toilet
Toastmaster. W. C. Elkins.
will
and
dance
program. Music
for the Methodist choir.
ful witti roes and candles.
afternoon from 2:30 to 5 o'clock.
"Steering Wheel", Prof. W. J. tell,i a story whieh promises to
Paper
Sc
Small tables holding petite bouA six course menu was served._ All circles of the Missionary lit Caplinger.
please all.
The costumes and 1-lb can Hersheys Cocoa 15c
quets were set in the different
ciety are invited.
"Bumper", Pat Cosington.
Covers were laid for:
lighting effect will lend to the FLOWER POTS ... all sizes
rooms.
The regular June meeting will
"Head Lights", Elizabeth Wat- 'artistic program.
Miss Lyda Bloiv, Miss- ElizaA lovely menu was served.
be held with Mrs. Dewey Jones.
son.
The admission is 10c for all
in eyelets, seersucker, linens, voiles
SEE OUR OIL COOK
beth Daniel, Miss Imogene Brown,
Present were:
"Horn", John Thomas Irvan.
A delicious frozen salad was
student, and 25c for adults.
Miss_Mdcired_ Miller, Mies Sterna
—
STOVES
and
AugUlta
including'
Vie,
'Flat
senied
-file— Members,'
Rev. and Mr -O. A. Marrs, Miss Townsend, Miss Mildred Roberts.
and
trio
girls'
selections,
Vocal
Dorothy Dale, Miss Lula Clayton_
two guests.
Plow gear, Hame Striugs,
Miss _Heien ,Zennett. Miss
girls' quartet:_Beale, Miss -Raeber:
Back Bands, Hoes and
hy Smithson,- Miss-. -Eleanor
Mflrer
-ffoy‘
tali-dance, Sue
X;e7ay Luncheon Today
barni
.
Robbieg -Iiroach, Mrs. Walter
Rakes, Forks and
Gee. Miss Gladys Hemra, Miss
Charlotte Owen.
For Misses Graves
Boone, Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Mrs.
Evelyn Hammack, Miss Pauline
Diggers
Covers were laid for one hunJohn Farmer Mrs. Roy Farmer.
Pate, Mrs. Elizabeth Harrell.
Mrs. R. M. Mason is entertaining ctrel,
•
•
.
•
Miss Louise QuertermenSe--MrSee us f,r all kinds of Fresh
with a luncheon today honoring
and Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Howard Home Department Observes
Meatff; Home Killed
Miss Mildred and Miss Margaret Undernourished Children To
Brown, John Thompson, Wm. CarPoetry Week
Graves who leave May 29 for a
and K. C.
Dance Pantomime
From
Benefit
rier, Lavelton Dye, Harwood TilEuropean trip to be gone until
We Select the best cows and
The Home Department of the
ton, G. C. Ashcraft, Mills Ruth
for
Club
Woman's
Murray
NEW
UNDER
The
September.
vealc_for ..g.osei meat.'
Woman's Club met Thursday .at
Weeks.
MANAEIrEMENT
the last lew-- yeen a ism, made it
Those includeC:
of Mrs. M. G. Carman.
SEE US
Mrs, Charles' Hirel-Mrs. F. E. the home
possible to give milk to the underOren Keys--Rethshares Lassiter
Hosts were Mrs. Carman. Mrs.
Miss Mildred Graves. miss Marg- nourished children in the Murray
Crawford. Mrs. N. P. Hutson, Mrs.
trivite you to come in to
LAWN MOWFOR
SEE,
US
Leslie Putnam, and Mrs. Herbert aret Graves, Mrs. Alfred Wolfson.
see us
grades and the Training
Herman Ross. Mrs. Garnett Jones,
_High
Drennon.
WEED
CUTTERS
Mrs. John School.
ERS
and
Sharborough.
Mrs.
C.
L.
Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. Clifford
The club* has sponsored a poetry Rowlett, Mrs. Ed Diuguid Jr., Mrs.
'Melugin.
This, last year $70.56 was given
contest in Murray in observance'of Harry Sledd,'Miss Carrie Allison, to the Murray High grades and SANDWICHES, SHORT ORDERS.
BEER COLD DRINKS
.
National Poetry Week. The com- Mrs. W. H. Graves, Mrs. Will the same amount to the Training
College Chemistry Club
mittee in charge was composed of Mason.
School. Close to 6100 more was
Has Dinner Dance
Mrs. C. S. Lowry. Mrs. G. B. PenWE DELIVER
collected from parents who were
MRS. SAM ROBINSON, Manager
The College Chemistry Club had nebaker. and Mrs. R. A. 'JohnsADDITIONAL SOCIETY ON
able to pay. As many as 65 a day
Telephone
$5
a dinner dance in the Wells Hall ton.
were fed at the- High School and
PAGE TWO. SECTION TWO
dining room Saturday evening.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry had charge of
Professor Walter Blackburn, the program Thursday.
sponsor of the -club, acted as toastProf. F. D. Mellen gave the talk
master.
Talks were made by of the afterhoon which was most
President Winslow and Prof. A. interesting.
His subject
was
F. Yancey.
"Modern Trends in Poetry". By
An elaborate menu, special mus- request he read some of his own
ic, and a program dance were poems and those of his son Fredenjoyed.
erick Mellen. Mrs. Lowry read a
Covers were laid for 50 includ- number of poems written by Muring club - members, -Shell' dates, eay people.
_
--PrOf.- and Mis Walter' Blackburn.
Mrs. Pennebaker introduced the
and Prof. and Mrs. A. F. Yancey. children who won and presented
the prizes. They were as follows:
Mrs. Walter Blackburn was at
Junior and Senior High grouphome to the Monday bridge. club Mary Mellen.Mellen. prize "Stars Toand a few others on Wednesday night". by Sara Teesdale.
afternoon the 22nd.
Intermediate group—Martha Lou
Roses were tastefully arranged Guier of the sixth grade at Trainin the living room.
ing School, prize, "Silver Pennies",
in -person,
Following the game a delicious by Blanch Thompson.'
party plate was served to Mrs.
Lee
Primary
Group—Minnie
Chas. Hire, Mrs. Herbert Drennon, Churchill of Murray High School,
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, Mrs. B. F. prize, "Sing Song's by Christini
Scherffius, Mrs. B 0. Langston. Rosetti„
Mrs. M. G Carman. Mrs. Joe
The poems with those that reus
vett, Mrs. J. H. Branch. Mnse.
etivesHaossorable mention will 'apf'
F.!Yancey, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. pear in next week's Ledger

WHITE WAv I
114`e DANIS'DRESS ShOPPE ...
MARKET
Announces a Showing of Party and
Graduation Frocks

Saturday Special;

0

10

CREPE DRESSES
Greatly Reduced

*

Ural
or
ore.

Smartly Styled
SPRING and SUMMER
DRESSES

gignOCIODECK:E110
Announcing

$1.98, $2.98, $3.98 $5.95

HATS

BUS STATION
LUNCH

ILL

Open 24 Hours a Day

'110SIIMpas17
.
----11/t

$1.00, $1.95

.
Women's
Fast Colored WASH DRESSES
69c
-0 values, now
$ . 9 and-$170
TWO for $1.00
Women's Four Gore Panel Slips. $1.00

FAIN 8z BELL-

Plate Lunch 20c
ikl1teIRDIPMFAEMEAMIL51

DAVIS DRESS SHOPPE

Why We Ask You to Buy
a MEMORIAL from

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS

When anyone asks you to buy a monument or a
memorial from him without giving you full and sufficient
reasons why it is to YOUR advantage to do so, he is more
interested in getting your money than he is in giving you
satisfaction and your dukne.y's worth,,

III "(

Since you are spending your money for something
that should be permanent and you are governed and guided by your undying love for one who has passed on, we
naturally feel that our business is quite different from the
general run of what is known as "trade."

eadIcal

We value our reputation for fair dealing and good
service. We feel that this is the only way to build a busi-nes, for we are not here tod,ay and gone tomorrow—we__
don't drive into the county for'a day or two and then not
come back for five or six months. When we eteet a mon-ument, a memorial or a marker for you.we want you to
be pleased and we want it to be such a good job and represent such a good value that you will feel like recommending us to your friends.
Your friendship and good will is worth more to us
than all the rest of our business—stock and material and
equipment—put together. Making a sale is not nearly so
important to us as making a friend and a customer.
We feel that we have certain advantages which enable us to give you what you want and a sound value.

t in
heir

ia—eieinThe
—ro

When It Comes
From

Ryan,

In the first place, let's start right 4 the beginning-WITH THE MATERIAL THAT GOES INTO THE
FINISHED PRODUCT.
We do not buy our materials from salesinen who
call on us in our office nor from catalogs. WE GO DIRECT TO THE QUARRY WHERE THE STONE IS
TAKEN FROM THE EARTH THAT MADE IT.

•

There are several advantages to this method of buying. In the first place we see what we are getting before
it is ever'shipped to us. We do not buy -sight unseen-and
run the risk of having something pushed off on us that we
would not want any customer of Ours to- have.
Marble, stone and granite are likeTany other things
that are taken from the earth. There are good grades and
bad grades. Some have flaws and faults while others are
perfect. We go to the qua-Try and examine all we buy

It Must Be
Right

,

•

examining each stone for flaws and
rejecting those which have them. Of course
this is a little more expensive than buying by
mail or from a salesynan, but our volume of busto absorb that extra cost withiness enables
out passing it on to our customers and guarantees that they are getting the right kind of material.
The cutting of your stone is a most important and exacting operation and we never slight
any detail of it in our plant. When a new and
impkoved piece of cutting machinery comes on
the market we install it immediately. We never
employ- any but the very best workmen. And
we require not only that a workman be capable
and experienced and that he use the very best
and keenest tools, but also that he be conscientious in his work. Our stone cutters are just as
anxious to please you as we are, for they take
pride in their work and know that your approval and recommendapion brings steady employment to them.

You may be intereated in seeing the work of cutting stones and memorials of
all kinds. We will be glad to have you call at any time at our plant on Depot street
and see for yourself just how the work is done We will be glad to explain the methods used by our workmen. And we would liko to have you observe how careful and
thorough they are that every operation be performed just as it should be.
And then we feel that the most important part of our business is SERVICE.
We realize what a sadly overworked word SERVICE is, but we would like for you
to give 'us an opportunity to demonstrate with you just what we mean by SERVICE.
For one thing, we endeavor to assist you in determining just what kind of a
memorial you want without trying to lead you into' something that you do not want.
In other words, we try no high pressure salesmanship'to work down certain stocks
and do any other tricks of trade.
We realize that grave markers, monuments and memorials are not often purchased by any individual—probably- notiffZre than three or-f'o'ur times in a lifetim,
on the average. Consequently, the average purchaser is not Thoroughly informed
about the qualities of the various stones and other such matters that make a' good
value.
For that reason, it is desirable'to purchase a monument from a home dealer -v-r-bo
makes his home among you, whose,record and reputation you know and who is
right here from the time the stone is purchased until it is cut and properly erected.
There may be some who do not understand just how reasonable an appropriate
grave marker may be purchased. Many h ave been surprised to learn that a suitable
marker may be purchased for as little as $10. Prices range upward, but whether
you buy a $10 marker or a beautiful and massive receiving vault you will get an 100
'
cents for each dollar expended in quality, workmanship and service.
When you have made sacrifices in order to render -deserved-tribute td the memory and love of one dear to your heart, you are entitled to the utmost that dan be had
for Your expenditure.
Our business is a permanent one just as the memorials we erect are permanent.
.
If you have a loved one lying in an unmarked grave we will be glad to go into every
detail with you regarding an appropriate and enduring monument. There is no obGOLDIE ORR, Manager.
ligation on your part.
•

MURRAY MARBLE -WORKS
Murray, Kentucky

Telephone 121

RYAWS

"Your Satisfaction Is Our Success"

.0.
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FIRST BArtiST CHURCH

Miss Mahan AttnOtiatb$
For Seeretiut of State

The Wornans Missionary Society meets Tuesday at 2:30 P. M. Mrs.
- •
W. T. Sledd. president,

DANVILLE, KY. MAY St-Anstai wiE seek the
Democratic nomination for State
Treasurer was made today by Miss
Sara W. Mahan, of Boyle County.
Who is now serving as Secretary
of State. an office to %which she
was elected by a majority oe more
than 23.000 votes, the largest ever
to be given a woman far ilifIce In
Kentucky Suring her prelim incumbency.'. the manner in which
the office has been candected by

Not tiver.ybody in
Calloway county sub.
Sunday School at 9:3e A. M.. Dr. H. M. SicElrath, superintendent
scribes to the Ledger
Morning Warship at 11 A M with preaching by the pastor otif
-Preparation For A Revival."
olas
& Times but nearly' The Training Union meets at 6'so P M. R. W. Churchill.-ss
director
Evening Worship at 7:46 (Note the Change), with preaching by the
everybody reads id
pastor on "Obedience."

1

In preparation for the approaching revival meeting which begins
June 2. cottage prayer meetings will be held in every section of the city
throughout the week, except Wednesday, as follows:
MONDAY, 4:45 P. M.
At the home of Barber McElrath; Peter tieppner and J. E. Skinner.
leaders.
At the\horne of Biddle McDaniel; Ruben FalvSell,-Nat Harris and A.
W. Willard, leaders,
At the honie of Mrs. Amanda White; R. R. Gregory, Ray Bagenstose,
R. W. Churchill. leaders.
At the ho, of W. P. Roberts; J. H. Thurman. Dr. H. M. McElrath,
W T Sleds!. leaders.

Check

.

TUESDAY. 7:45 P. M.
At the home of Ira Fox; R. F. Gregory, Ruben Falwell, Max Churchill. leaders.
At the home of J. E Houston: Barber McEirath, Albert Lassiter, R.
W Churchill. leaders.
At the hunk: 0 Wade Crawford; J. E. Skinner, prof.
J. Yanc.cy,
Ralph Churchill,'leaders.
At the home of Eugene Tarry: Dr. W. if. Graves. Dr. 0. C. Wells,
A. W. Willard, Nat Harris. leaders
At the home of Mrs. Rayburn (East Main); 3. H. Thurman, Treman
Beale. W. T. Sledd. T. L Smith. leaders.
WEDNESDAY. 7:45 P M.
.
General prayer meeting at the church, with reports of cottage prayer
leaders,
meetings
group
led by the pastor.
by
20c
for
3
THURSDAY, 744
At the home of J T Hughes; Ruben Falwell, H. M. McEIrath, Prof.
10c G. B. Pennebaker. leaders
At the home of Peter Heppner: Albert Lassiter, J. E. Houston, Hall
Hicks, leaders.
eozge Upchurch; J. H. Thurman, W. T. Sledd, Jr.,
At the homef
eted4
GN
Ralph Churchill 3 for ne
At the home of F. IL Peratte: R. F. Gregory, Dr. 0. C. Wells, Max
Churchill; Harmon Jones, leaders.
At the home of Mrs. F. N. McEtratis Treman Beale, R W.- Churchill,
23c
.4.
T. L. Smith.. leaders.
FUDAY, 7:45 P U.
At the home of J. H. C
R. F. Gregory. R. H. Falv.,e11. leaders.
3 for 20c
HEALTH SOAP
At the home of J. E. Skinner; J. H. Thurman. Barber McElrath.
leaders.
At the home of W. T. Sledd. Sr.; Treman Beals R. W. Churchill,
Harmon Jones. leaders.
At the home of Wallace Lassiter: J. T- Hughes, Dr.
M. McElrath,
G. B. Pennebaker. leaders.
SE CORDIAL INVITATION IS EXTENDED TO EVERYBODY IN
6 Lb. Bucket Snowdrift _____ _SLOT THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY TO ATTEND ALL THESE SERVICES.
48 Lb. Compound ShortenJ. E. SKINNER. Pastor
$1630 to $6.6a
Ina
Nem Supply Geld B/oom
Coffee
_____
Pure Coffee. 2 lbs.--------!Sc
American Ace Coffee
3k
24 Lbs. Guaranteed Flour
'Sc
The Varsity_21d" Club cif Ntir7.
24 lbs. Cheaper Hon tor
papering
ray State - College "wet • Tuesday..
We
Eiaporated !Praises. lb.
Se
May 14, to make plans for a final
Nevi Potatoes Ned Mew Cab"get-together" of the year. It *was
bage. per lb.
•
Sc
decided to have a fish fry Friday
Broken stick Candy. lb.
night, May 17.
Juicy Florida Grapefruit _._. .5e shown at the Home
Ap- President
Woodrow
Sinunons,
2 lb. Box Crackers
If or tee pliance Show last week.
Charieston..Mo.. presided over the
Quart Peanut Batter
•
We
1 Gal. Onion Sets
Many were pleased at Meeting. The function is to be held
Nos 21,. Delmonte Pesellwe
241e the show and if you went at the Murray Boy Scout cabin
No. 2,.( alifornia Peachy.
ise it demon4rated in your on the south edge of town. Activities will begin at 6 o'clock.
1 Palm 011ie Snip
14e
home, call 56
3 New sunbright Cleanser
14t
Pay in Trade for Candled kegs. 22c

let Seap

F. U.

ILIJX:::.
Rinso

LIFE BUOY

Miss Mahan has been commended
by those having business to transact w4th it and in the. press -of the
state.
Under Miss Mahan's administration the office of Secretary of
State has been conducted on a
budget of $6400.00 less expense to
the state than under her predeceswas accomplished in
This
sor
the face of added duties caused by
three special sessions of the legislature and Federal government
New Deal legislation, much of
Which calls for recording With the
Secretary of State. It is on this
record of faithful and conscientious
Service that Miss Mahan is asking
the endorsement of voters of her
party in the Democratic primary
next August, an action which has
striking precedents in the party in
Kentucky.
Although Miss Mahan has given
most of her life to the public setvice, she has only once before
smight an elective state oak!, that
being the one she now,holds. Immediately prior to that she had
been twice honored by the people
of Boyle County with election to
the office of Circuit' Clerk, the
second time without opposition.
Miss Mahan gained public;petice
throughout Kentucky- first in 1807.
when she was the find woman
ever to have complete charge of
a successful campaign for a Democratic nomination for governor of
Kentucky.. This was when she
managed the gubernatorial primary
campaign of her uncle, the late
Judge S. W. Hager: in oshich he
ObTaftie
..(tit Majority of. 33.000 Prim
to that she had been his secretaty
In the office of State Auditor and
In 1908 she was made assistant
state librarian, to which she was
successively reappointed until 1920.
when she returned to make her
home in Boyle County., Frinn. that
time till 1932 she represents-I:I the
Eighth_ Congressional District on
•the State Central Executive committee, retiring from that; position
after her electioni as Secretary of
State.
It is Miss Mahan's purpose to
seek no honors at the hands of the
electorate beyond the endorsement of her service to the state
which she now asks be given by
election -to the office of State
I Treasurer_

11111011111111111111111111111. Varsity Club Plans
Picnic and Fish Fry
We Have the
EASY
WASHING
MACHINE

•

-

SWANN'S GROCER
-PHONE 24 and 25

Johnson-Fain Music
AMY
111111111M11111111•111M11
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FISHING DAYS...

OYSTER

HAPPY DAYS!-

and how ever you go about opening it, you'll find
that you'll have to have a reserve-something back
of you for times of necessity-and this can best be
built up through insurance.

Be ReadyReady on June
First
We have your needp-in
fishing equipment . . .
hooks . . . lines ... sinkers . . single lines all
ready to throw in the water.

One of your first steps toward accomplishments will be INSURANCE.

R. H. THURMAN
AGENT NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Celebrating Its 90th Anniversary

Reels and rods and about
what the fisherman
needs.

T WEAR

2c SALE OF NOTIONS
Wire Hair Pins, 50 for
Bob Pins, 18 pins on card
Mercerized Thread
Steel Thimbles
Shoe Laces, 2 pairs
and many other 2c bargains

,

2c
2c
2c
2c
2c

Plow Shoes1 leather middle soles $1.35
$2.25 plain foe Shoes
$1.85
Solid Leather Shoes, $2.40 value S1-.98
Ladies' and Children's White Shoes at
Reduced Prices
Socks
Sc to 23c
Fast Colored Prints, rd.O
. ..
10c
All grades
Staple Yard Goods at
Close Prices

a

SATURDAY SPECIALS
$1.35 Men's Overalls
$1.15
$1.15 Overalls for
75c
(32 to 42 sites)
.

W. S. FITTS &40N
•

Hazel, Kentucky'

5.

I

DRUG

Very

All tObileco will I* matured this
year and it must be on the proper
form. All contract signers will be
checked closer this year because
each one should !Edon( more about
the terms of their contract. If
any one is uncertain as to terms
of contract they should inquire
at the county agents office.
'Milt column has never mentioned
the processing tax but so much has
been said about the ill effects it
is having on farmers that the time
is here that a statement will be of
interest to those who read this
column, I am sure.
The processing tax is to farmers
as the tariff Is to the manufacturing concerns. The Secretary of
Agriculture and the farm leaders
at Washington are going to fight
for the processing tax as long as
manufactoting companies have the
tariff that they are forcing the
farmers to pay. Farmers should
support this act and see that tstig
processing tax is continued. If the
Govern/tient protects the manufacturing people why not the farmer?

Best Quality"

CHRISTIAN CHURCH MEET
AT BARD WELL MAY 30-31
The annual convention of the
Christian churches ,of the Purchase
District will be held with the First
Christian Church, Bardwell,
May 30-31.
CausigesWea-sopeo•-e4--6:30Thursday. May SO,„_with a Young
People's Banquet in Una, basletnent
of the church. Four short talks
by young people. Lucille Pollard,
Martha Lee DeBolt, Dorothy Sutherlin, Ruth Nall.
Dr. W. D. 'Ryan. Fulton, will
preach at 7:45 P. M. on "The Foundation of Loyalty."
r.
Friday morning. May 31. Claude
Cummins,
E.
Chas. E. martin.
Maurice L. Marling, -Dr. R9.
Braden' will speak on different
phases of loyalty to the load"
church. E. 13. Motley will, close
the morning session with a sermon on "Conses.ration to Christ,':.
Friday afternoon Ferry L. Stone
will speak on -Loyalty to the District Program," • Allen
Wilson
speaks on "Loyalty to the State
Missionary Program." Claude E.
Cummins will speak on "oLyalty
to the State Religious Sducation
Program."
The last hour .of the convention
will be devoted to women's work.
The convention closes at 4:45 p. m.

time the past singing with Mr.
Key, Ralph Moss and several other
leaders from Tennessee.
There was a good crowd at SunPfleloss! ss-se * gaud collection
We invite you to
was taken.
come every Sunday evening at 2
o'clock and bring some one with
you. There is a class for every
one.
will
Blankenship
Rev.
The
preach at this place Saturday
night, May 25. Come and hear
him. He has a message that will
do you good.
E. B. Brandon and family visited his mother, Mrs. Mollie Brandon, near. Pottertown Sunday.
Miss Louise Cleaver of near
Faxon atttnded Sunday School
here and vIsited Miss Lottie Finnel while here.
John and Earl Brandon, Elbert
Outland and some more from this
place attended the services at the
high_ school at Murray Sunday
night tfiTnIc
they got home.
Well, maybe I will- write again.
-Busy Body

••••••11...••••..air.

•
.
home co kingo-_„
100 porkions-itempti±V,
--served-surpr
isingIyilow ptiC
_
No wonder folks enjoy eating here! Home offers no tastier home cooking-or bigger portions of sour favorite dishes.
Everything Is selected most carefully-pre laced with utmost
cleanliness. And you'll be delighted with the loss prices, iiio•

•

YOUNG DEMOS MEET
The officers 'and county committeemen of the Young Men's Democratic club of the county met at
the National Hotel Friday nisbt
for a luncheon and business session. The meeting was presided
Wer by- tc-cx W7aflWr, pfgsident,.„
A similar mdeting will
Friday night, May 31, of
officers and committeemen.

HOUSE
A 'i
1p
..

to celebrate
our appointment as
AUTHORIZED ,DEALER
for the New
•

SPECIAL PLATE LUNCH. 20-no drink. Sandwiches, Cold Drinks. Beer, COmplele Menu.

CHEVLVEI ALLEyNCH
..11•......11•111...M.

rpm-

Complete Service
at the SHELL SERVICE STA..
TION, South Fourth Street.
SHELL SUPER-CHARGED
SUPER SHELL, gives one more
mile per gallon
with antiknock qualities and at no extra
charge.

COUNTY AGENT NOTES

THE MOST IMPORTANT
DEVELOPMENT IN SAFE FOOD
PRESERVATION

Shell Oils and Greases
give '4-rea.ter lubrication and
--asSure a longer life ..for your
car with .greater ease of operation.

STAR VALUES
from NEELY'S---inHazel

Lubrication and Crank
Case Service
We have installed a drain
rack and offer complete lubrication and crankcase service.

SAVE GASOLINE ON
LONG TRIPS

We appreciate the trade our friends are
giving us and want to thank them for •
their patronage and - invite the people
generally to visit our store.
WE QUOTE YOU A FEW PRICES:
No. 2 Galvanized Tubs
55e
Three10-cent boxes Oxydol . . . . . -21c
Marvel 10-gallon Cream Separator $3.39
Jersey Cream Flour (24-lb. sack) $1.00
Betty Washington Cast Range
$30.00
9x12 Gold Seal Rugs.. $6.00 to47.25

SUPER-SHELL saves you up to
a cupful in one hour of steady
running. Every drop vaporizes more completely.
•

Try One Tankful

Use SHELL
KEROSENE

SHELL SERVICE
STATION
SOUTH FOURTH STREET

Neva Waters, Manager
for your home use
or foryour
CHARLIE HALE, Shelltractor
- Distributor
Bus :more
and is more econ Stop at the sign of She'll
omical.
Stations throughout county'

H. I. NEELY & SON
Hazel Ky.

4

sIble

study will begin next Sunday at 10:30 and preaching will
be at 11:30 instead of 210. '
We had a large attendance -list
fourth Sunday, and a splendid interest was manifested. We are also
having a fine interest in the Bible
study.
Remember the change in time
for next Sunday only, and be
sure to be on time.
A cordial invitation alwitys extended to all.
L. H. Pogue, Minister

Livestock

•-•tir

LIBERAL
TERMS

See our display 4
your earliest
convenie5-Ice
WE WILL ACCEPT YOUR
OLD ICE BOX IN TRADE

STUDY THESE FEATURES* Porceloid exterior finish
* Super-sensitive temperature control
* Porcelain interior finish
* Automatic temperature
regulator

•

-

Pure aluminum freezing
trays and grids
* Double-sealed insulation
* Variable freezing control
* Constant air circulation

What a refrigerator:Here's everything you have ever
wanfëflii Convenience and economy, at prices that
are lowest in STEWART-WARNER history. It's good
looking, built for long life and costs no more to
operate than an electric bulb. You'll agree that here
is a superlative value.

E. S. Diuguid -& Son
FURNITURE-

,
,

WILLIAMS CRAM CHURCH
OF CHRIST

Vancleave News..
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25c off; top $8.65. `few $9.70; 180
lbs. up $9.5009.65; bulk unsold;
150 to 160 lbs. $9009.33; ISO to 140
lbs. $8.5081.85; 100 to 120 lbs. $7.75
68.35; sows $11.6008.65.
Cattle, receipts 2,800, calves receipts 2,000; steers slow; cows
about steady; mixed yearlings and
heifers steady; bulls firm; vealera 25c lower; mixed yearlings and
heifers $8.004-0.25; few cutter and
low cutter cows ;3.500.4.75; sausage
bulls $6.00n6.50; top vealers $8.q5;
good to choice $7.50o8.75: medium
to good $025s17.50; nominal range
slaughter steers $6 75o 1375, slaughter heifers $6.001411.25.

4-H Club News
Junior week for 4-H Club members will be held in Lexington
June 3-8. The following boys and
girls representing each club will
go from Murray: Odine Swann,
Milstead James, Robert Outland,
Dorothy Neil Stark or Geraldine
Hurt and the healthiest boy and
girl will 'also go and represent the
Calloway County Clubs in the
"Health Contest". The boys and
girls of these clubs having the
best health record will meet at Dr.
Outland's office Thursday morning of this week for examination.
The boy and girl having the most
perfect health record will win the
trip to Lexington and compete in
the Junior 4-H club Health contest
there.
Fathers and business men of
Murray and Kirksey are contributing to make this trip possible.
These boys and girls will go with
the county agent.
Mr. McKinney will be in Murray May 29 ands30 and will help
the county agent make plans for
Healtii is very good at this writthe trip to Junior Week.
.
ing except a few shave measles.,
Mrs. Finnel and daughter Robbie
are victims of the measles.
Mts. West is improving slowisti
and she thifiks it won't be long
sinti1 she eon stain to Sunday
EAST ST. LOUIS. III., May 22 School again:
--1 U. S.
D. Ai-Hogs, receipts
Singing! Singing! Singing! We
7,500: 500 direct; market slow. 10 invite everybody out to it every
to 15c lower, pigs and light lights. Saturday night
We had a good

The county agent has riseived
word that sorne parties are trans/erring tobacco bases from one
tfv-amet. to anothl.
er stwrh
icitle v_r
uonidaetir,Inconof
This
contract and should not be done
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Mrs. H. J. Spiteland, Model,
Tenn., is visiting her daughter Mrs.
J. S. Ahart and Mr. Ahart and
family of East of Murray.. 4. —
Mrs. Talmadge Robinson has returned to her home after undergoing an operation at Mc Keys-HousA marriage license was issued ton Hospital recently.
If sou, have visitors of whom
Lovely sheer chiffon and lace
Saturday to Horace McKenzie and
your are not ashamed, please
Frances Riceherson, both of South dresses for summer wear. Murray
report them for UM column.
of Murray in the New Hope sect- Garment Co.
tion
Mr. and Mrs. T. L Smith, Mrs.
Miss Margaret Wooldridge, of the
M. 0. Wrather was in Frankfort Amanda White, Mrs. A. B. LassiMurray State College art departMonday and Tuesday on business. ter, Mrs. Wade Crawford and Mrs.
ment, will arrive in Murray, June
Mrs. R. R. Meloan left Tuesday Garret of Bell, Teim., motored to
1, after an extended visit with
Memphis last week to the Southern
relatives in Tennessee and Arkan- for St. Louis to spend several
Baptist convention.
sas. Miss Wooldridge spent the days with her sister, Mrs. Lute
Mrs. W, H. Bynum visited her
greater part of last year abroad Thornton at the Melbourne Hotel.
Ernest Kelso, Mr. and Mrs. Luck daughter, Mrs. Ruby Gish. in Padustudying art. She will resume her
position as head of the college art Burt and son and Mr. and Mrs. cah over the week end.
Elmus Beale left Monday -for
department
in
the
summer Claude Rogers, and Frank Rogers
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Frankfort ao_Sitend a meeting of
semester.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Miller are Walt Rogers, near Clear Springs, the state board of charities and
corrections. The bei.
will be in
the proud parents of q baby boy, Graves county.
nem May 26. Re has been named
Mrs. L V. Henson, or itenton, is session mist of the week since it
Robert Morris. '
recovering from a recent major-Mtlet pan on a- number of paroles,
made necessary by the overMiss Marie Shoemaker was able operation at the Keys-Houston
crowded condition of the state's
Hospital.
_s_
_
leave
the Keys-Houston _Hospital
to
Dr. and Mrs. A. Y. Covington, prisons.
Wednesday for her home in Hazel.
Repr. Waylon •Rarourn was a
of Morganfield, visited friends and
New Summer merchandise haat
relatives in this section' last week visitor in „Frankfort the first of
bought in St. Louis. Murray Garend. They vatted Mr. and Mrs. A. the week.
ment Co.
0. C. Wells, Jr., son of Dr. and
Charles Underwood, Mrs. Tip I. Covington, Paducah and her
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, who is attending
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
G.
Irvan,
Rehdon and Mrs. Joe Hargis reNorthern Illinois College 9f Opturned to their homes in Long Hardin. Mrs. Covington was formtometry, Chicago, Ill., has recently
erly
Irvan.
Miss
Mary
'
Kathryn
Beach, California Thursday after'
Mrs. Charley Hughes and daught- become a member of the Phi Theta
spending several days visniagi here
er
Miss Ruth visited Mrs. Hughes' Upsilon Fraternity. It is one of
and attending the bedside of their
the oldest and most outstanding
mother Mrs. Lowry Underwood. father W. N. Jackson, Jackson, fraternities on the college campus.
Mrs. Underwood is recovering Tenn., Sunday.
Mrs. Tom McDaniel underwent
Mrs. J. E. Tucker and daughter
from an illness of pneumonia.
an operation at the Mason MemMr. and Mrs. Howard Allen, Cloteel were visitors in Benton, orial Hospital last Friday.
Nashville, visited friends here last Sunday.
Binder Twine, "that good twine",
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Gilbert of
week end. Both are former stuWheat Binders in 6 and 7 foot
dents of Murray State College and Louisville and Mr. and Mrs.Gemmie platforms. Sexton Bros.
have many friends here. Mr. Al- Gilbert spent-Sunday with Mr. and
The following people from in
len was a former football player Mrs. Irve Brewer.
and near Murray attended the
White hats for summer—crepes. Southern Baptist Convention last
Mrs. B. B. Keys and daughter
Miss Winifred have taken an straws and felts at $1, $1.95 and week: Elder and Mrs. Carroll
apartment at the home of Mrs. $2.95. Mrs. Myrtis Walker, up- Hubbard, Elder Hubbard is pdatOr
stairs ih Ryan's.
Tat Miller, West Main street'
Of the Memorial Baptist Chid' of
Durrett Padgett, Railway Ex- Murray, Mrs. F. A. Taylor, Herman
C. B. Fulton left Mondqy for
Frankfort where he will visit press Co. agent here, was admitted Cathey, Elder W. W. Dickerson,
friends and will return to Owens- to the Mason Memorial hospital pastor or the Spring Hill Baptist
boro for a few days to visit with for treatment laid /Thursday.
Church, Elder C. H. Wilson, pasMr. and Mrs. Jess Egner, Mrs. tor of the New Bethel Baptist
his son W. L. Fulton. awl Mrs.
Fulton. Mr. Fulton went to Frank- and Mrs. Jim Strader, Mr. and Church, Elder John Flynn. pastor
fort with E. J. Beale who went to Mrs_ J. E. Tucker arid daughter of the Eddyville Baptist
Church._
Frankfort the first of the' weelr.
Cloteel spent Sunday with Mr. and and Elder Hicks Shelton, pasted'
Mr. and Mrs. William Maddox Mrs,..Qakland Conninginimk of the Salem Baptist Church. Thal
are the parents of a six pound
Mrs. W. B. Jones, Georgetown, reported an enjoyment of this, the
baby daughter. born Monday ev- Is the guest of her daughter Mrs. greatest of all Baptist gatherings.
ening at the Mason Memorial Hos- A. F. Yancey and Mr. Yancey and
Nat Gibbs has purchased the
pital. Mrs. Maddox is a niece of daughter.
lunchroom formerly operated by
En. Will H Mason
Miss Hampton Goodwin, Detroit, Carter Robertson on West Main
We have Wheat Binders in stock Is visiting her uncle J. H. Chur- street.
also Mowers and Rakes. Sexton chill, Mrs. Churchill and relatives
The following boys were disBros.
charged from the Keys-Houston
here..
Hospital last week: Okie Tackett,
Bill Woods, Irvan Thomas, Verley
Ratliff, James Hammont, all of
Camp Cadiz; Robkrt E. Lee, Geo.
Shoemaker, Ell Horsley, Delmer
Croley, Carl Buchanan, of Camp
Murry. .• 4
Better hats in leghorns. malt
straws, felts and onion skin $1.95
to $6.95. Mrs. Myrtis Walker,
Bethshares 7-siter has taken an
interest in the Bus Station Lunch
and is associated with Oren Keys
in the management. He purchased
the interest of Nat Gibbs.
Mrs Paul D Willis. Nashville, is

Why Not Build a New Home
This Spring?
GOOD HOMES . . .
GOOD LUMBER ...
GOOD MERCHANTS
The THREE Go Hand in Hand
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As a lumber merchant we are doing our part
in helping our town and county to build homes
with GOOD LUMBER, and at the same time keeping the prices down at the very lowest on good
lumber.
We select our mills when we buy lumber and
get the VERY BEST IN THE SOUTH.

Why not build a new hoTriethis year?...
What better investment can y o u
make?
Where can you make a safer investment?

Jusf as sure as times go, you will pay MORE
materials LATER ON—Remember
building
for
this. Why wait to build. This is the best season
of the year. We firmly believe if you build your
home on our advice to build now and not wait, that
before the year is gone you will THANK us for the
advice to go ahead and NOT WAIT!

A New Home ... a Repair Job or Remodeling. We can help you plan and
help you select the RIGHT KIND of
MATERIALS. :
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Make yourselves some money...
.Spend your money 4nd have something
to show for it, and let thiebe a home—
KEEP THE HOME INGOOD REPAIR.

'Murray Lumber Co.
incorporated

PHONE 262

AFT ERNOON, MAY 23, 1-935
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let.

visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs director at Hollyavood.
before the court of appeals on the day. Let's_ make it larger next
H. P. Wear.
Prof. F. D„ Mellen will go to Teaehers' Equalization pay suit Sunday.
Raymond Pearson visited Mr. Mississippi State College for the Which the Calloway county board
Preaching- next Sunday at 10:45
oducatkin brought against the A. M. and 7:30 P. M.
wad. T...m...6.
44 .letest 4..
state.
Hugh the English department.
on
Mrs. Pearson and
Young people's meeting at 6:30
Clifton Morris, manager of the
Stephens returned with him to
W. B. Jones of Georgetown,
evening.
Mrs. Wy., left Tuesday after a few days Capitol Theatre, has announced o'clock Sunday
their home In Nashville.
Prayer meeting Weanesaay night
Pearson and son had been visitors visit. with Mr. and Mrs. A. F. that the show expects to start installing its new, upholstered seats at 7:30 o'clock.
here for several days.
Yancey and daughter.
not later that' the first of June.
Purchase District Convention at
Elmo Workman is ill at the
Manila Orr, who has Peen underMrs. Lora Padgett of 'Ripley, Bardwell May 30-31. Convention
home of his parents East of Mur- going treatment at the Mason
ray. Workman was taken with a Memorial Hospital Is much im- and Nashville, Tenn., is visiting opens with a banquet at 6.30 P., M.
severe scold and pneumonia was prhved and was discharged the Miss Dona Padgett, Mrs. Love Wil- May 30.
liams and Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
feared Wednesday.
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME"
first of the week.
Whitnell,
Mrs. Elliott Wear and daughter
Mrs. Elliott Mitchell, Mrs. Roy
E. B. Motley, Pastor.
Miss Mary Williams of FrankNancy Brooks will go to Clinton Shelbourne and daughter of Padu- fort spent
Toesday night and"Wedthis week to visit her father M. T. cah were guests of Miss Naomi nesday
DEAF AND BLIND MUSICIAN
here.
Benedict. Miss Judy Benedict who Maple for the May Day program
COMES TO M. E. CHURCH
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Barnett spent
has been in school here returned Thursday.
Saturday night and Sunday at
to her home to spent the summer,
Mr. and Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin of Hazel with Mr. and Mrs. Colman
Helen May Martin, famous deaf
Mrs. Mary Graves Coy *as Nashville, Tenn., spent the week Hurt.
and blind musician will give an
admitted to the Mason Memorial end here viaiting with relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Bub Doron are entertainment at the Methodist
and friends.
Hospital Saturday for treatment.
building a new home on the May- church, Sunday evening, May 26,
Jack Frost cif Louisville was the field highway.
at 7:30 o'clock.
The newest wash silks in pastel
Mrs. J, D. Hamilton and J. D.
Murray Garment CO. gueet of Miss Maryteona Bishop
shades.
She has appeared in churches.
_
ToumB -thrill at their styling.
. _the _ past week end.
..klamilton, Jr., will leave 'the mid- theatres, -and. -school auditoriums
Miss
Margaret
Tandy
spent
Satdle of June for Detroit to visit all over the country. and has reQuite ••a bit of interest wee
urday with Miss Suganne Snook in Misses Mavis and Gladys Hamilton ceived praise, from many of the
aroused
in Murray
Wednesday
Paducah.
and Mr. and Mrs. GUIver Hamilton. leading musicians of the country.
afternoon over the address and
Mrs. Homer Williams, North
Mrs. Geo. Gatlin and daughter Though she neither sees, nor
subsequent conversations of Skee.
Fifth
street,
received
wbrd
last
Miss Eleanor Oury Gatlin have hehaerse
Thornton. 11-year-old
six
, she speaks with difficulty.
boy
night
of
the
serious
illness
of
her
taken an apartment in the home She enjoys
prodigy who is touring the counbrother,
Raymond
Farmer,
Bed- of Mrs. J. D. Rowlett on West
try with his father. Skeezix made
Miss Martin plays difficult pieces
a speech in the court house yard ford, Ind. Mr.'Farmer is critically Main.
• on the piano. She not only plays
ill
with
pneemonia.
and amazed his hearers with his
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Holland of the piano but she also "hears".
Beautiful felt hats in Pastel Benton have moved to
knowledge of national and interMprray. She does this by placing her hands
shades
and panamaa. Murray Gar- Mr. Holland has again been
national affairs and American hisem- on the instrument, and by means
ment
Co.
Come in at once.
ployed' as keeper of the college of vibrations, she "Hears". She 'is
tory,,, He discussed every President
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Johnston grounds.
from Washington to Roosevelt and
an accomplished lady, and has reto prove that his talent was hot of Hickrhan spent the week end
ceived much favorable comment
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
merely one of memory he -intelli- with relatives in the city.
wherever she has gong.
Mr. and Mn' W. H. Foster and
gently answered a number of quesThe public is kindly invited to
tions propounded him. The youth baby of Carnithersville, Mo., were
Sunday school at 9:30. W. Z attend her concert to be given
came here from Mayfield and Ful- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Carter, superintendent. Splendid Sunday evening at date mentioned.
Broach on the week end.
ton.
attendance last Sunday for a rainy
0. A. Marrs. M. E._ Pastor
Norman McKenzie, famous Mur,Imm••••
News has been received here of
ray
State
College
football
.star,
has
•
the serious illness of Dr. A. D.
as athletic
Russell, of Dover, Tenn., in the accepted a position
Clarksville, Tenn., hospital of in- coach and mathematics teacher in
fluenza and pneumonia. Dr. Rus- Union City, Tenn.
The Rev. and Mrs. 0. H. Boatsell is extremely well known In
this county as he formerly lived wright, and the latter's mother.
at Model and has many friends Mrs. Page of,,, Walnut Grove, Mo.,
here. He is the father of Dr. A. are visiting his father, Frank .BoatF. Russell, who practiced here un- wright, and other relatives on East
til he received a cemmission In the side of the county. 'Rev Boatin the building formerly occupied by the W. S.
medical reserve corps of the army. wright had his ,tonsils removed, at
Fitts and Son Store, East Main Street.
It is said that Dr. Russell's change the Mason Hospital last week, and
will return to his pastorate this
for survival is very slim.
ROME ELKINS, Manager
Tha-following C. C.-C. boys have week at Elbridge, Tenn„ Methobeen admitted to the Keys-Houston dist church.
B. Alexander, wife -of
Hospital this -week for treatment: • Mrs.
Roy Pope, Benton; Malcolm Cun- Attorney Alexander of Paducah,
ningham, Berke Fox. Elijah Size- and daughter, Leslie Frances. visitmore, James Knight, Derella Beal- ed her father. Frank Boatwright
mear, Jimmy Broughton and Eu- and other relatives over Sunday.
returning to Paducah
Sunday
gene Sears of Camp Cadiz.
by
Burns
New felts in pastel shades. biege, night, accompanied
pink, blue, yellow. They're Just Geurin, son of 0. H Geurin. who
the thing for all -time wear. Mrs. is working in Paducah, and Miss
Ann Elizabeth Randolph who is
I will appreciate any business given me and can
Myrtis Walker.
offer you many bargains.
County Attorney and Mrs. John teaching there.
Mrs. U. S. Pierson of Little Rock.
Kirksey of Paducah were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Wal- Ask., is the house guest of Mrs.
Mayme Ryan Hughes.
drop Monday evening':
M 0. Wrather returned Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. John Ryan and,
• -Master -Jean- Ryan -.have had as afternoon from Frankfort mhere
guests Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Klein be 'attended the oral arguidents
-"
--- 1111,0
and baby daughter of New York
City. Mrs. Klein's stagt name
Ellen Low4)and the baby's is Jilt,
*
Andre. .They were en route to
California where Mrs. Klein ind
daughter will visit her father at
Ocean Side and Mr. Klein will assume his duties as actor and movie

"
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ANNOUNCING THE OPENING
OF

ELKINS GENERAL STORE
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MEN.WANTED!
Comfort, Style and Value
hi Cool Clothing
This Store!

at

Linen a n d Tropical
Weight Suits that have
Style and Fit.
See our selection of
Summer Suits

Groceries, Drygoods, Work Shoes, Ladies Shoes, Wash Trousers, Straw
Hats, Boy's Suits and hundreds of items

ROME ELKINS

Suits
Oxfords
Trousers

Sport

STRAWS for comfort and
STRAWS for looks. Every
desired style in every type
of straw in complete selection that guarantees your
satisfaction.

W.

* * *

We have Sport Oxfords in the, two-tone and
in solid colors in both perforated and the solid
leather.
These are priced to you at $2.95 to $5,00. In
making up your mind about your Sport Oxfords,
just ask to see our WHITE WASHETTE sports.
We GUARANTEE that you can wash ink, grease,
grass stain, simply by using soap_Lind watex. No
polish needed.

You can't have too much
underwear in summer,when
frequent changes are :desirable and more comforfable..
We have 'ern—Shirts. and
Shorts, single piece' garorients of the famous Wilson
Bros. make. New F)-ench
Shorts.

We want you to see, our line of. WASH
TROUSERS. They are the snappiest, and The
cleanest made of any Wash Trousers we have ever
had. just ask for LIBERTY Trousers—$1.00 to
•
$2.50.

—NEW—

For summer wear we have a complete line of
Cool and Comfortable SUITS. We haVe the TROPICALS, PALM BEACH, LINENE, LINEN and all
mesh and SEER-SUCKER suits. They are at prices
that you can afford—$4.95 up.

rirestosse
Per

Tires Stop 15 to 25
Cent Quicker

Our Straws are remarkable values, and how
good they feel on your. head. Just drop in and t#y
on one of these. We have them in the BANGKOK.
Leghorn, and Perforated Straws in the soft hat,
and sailors of all kinds of weaves.

FIRESTONE TIRES
HOLD

77 World Records

SHIRTS SHIRTS SHIRTS
If you have tried an ARROW Shirt, we don't
have to tell you about them, because you KNOW.
If you haven't tried one, you really don't .know
what you have missed. ABSOLUTELY- GUARANTEED NOT TO. SHRINK,one parttele.. We also
have these in the new, Tuberized collar; they are
guaranteed not to WRINKLE or MELT DOWN—
$1.95 to $2.50. -We have other SHIRTS at
150c up

FIRESTONE ONE-STOP SERVICE. We'll get your car in 100 per cent
Perfect Condition for that Memorial Day Trip. Featuring FIRESTONE
Tires, Tubes, Batteries, Spark Plugs. D-X Lubricating Motor Fuel and
Diamond Oils and Greases. COMPLETE LUBRICATI9N SERVICE by
Trained men using the latest and best equipment and best materials obtainable.

Cars Washed, Polished and Waxed
4,0.

Super -Service Station

W. T. Sledd & CO:
"If It's New;-'. We Have It"

DEPOT STREET
V•dozottn.,••••-•

of JACKSON PURCHASE OIL COMPANY
A

East MAO Street
_

urray, Kentucky

Look cool—be cool ii( new
Summer Oxfords. Supreme
values in attractive, co)nforlable-,Tootwear Tor men.
TIES, SHIRTS, PAJA:JAS,
ODD SUMMER TROUSERS,
HOSIERY.
•
YOU WON'T RE DISAPPOINTED AT

GRAHAM &
JACKSON
The Store for Men

•

.;
-

..;••

_

rta

•••
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Murray Expects Increase In
Enrollmentfor the Summer
0

Students Get 10-13ay
Holiday Before
Opening.

semester.
Dr. Carr recently announced that
piacticaily all of the presenCfaculty will be in charge of tbs 13 departments, offering 181 courses.
the
of
one
With expectations for
The Training School will be open,
largest summer enrollments in its in. order that those wishing to re'ceive their certificates before the
entire history. Murray State eel
new law is effective may work offlege opens it 10-week summer
• ptactice teaching this sumterm with registration June 10, mer.
after a 10-day holiday for faculty
.gave as another
College officials
and stbdents who attended the of their reasons for predicting the
collike;Wittleg the spring 'sereester. largest summer enrollment in The
clay-to register tor credit. school's history the extremely low
The
for the summer session is June -13. cost of attending Murray College
and thi term will close August 17. this year. They estimate that for
The teem will be divided into two the entire 10 weeks" $88 per perthe expense.
easily
.
_.... cover
five nick periods; itie_tiretjalgihr Loje_woWd
...
nuts Jigne 10 and entimg July 13, and that in many cases it would
and 'the last front 'July 15 'to not be that much. A tentative program. published
August 17: Classes will meet six
days a week derine the -whole pending publication of the regular

ist

I

Corn-Austin Co., Inc.

college cataleg„lists in the 13 departments the following number
of courses: agriculture, 4; art. 5:
biology, 5' commerce, 13; educe'den_ 16; English iwith journalian
and public speaking). 16! foreign
languages, 12. geography. 7; health
education. 21; home economics. 8;
mathematics, 6; music. 28; physical
science. 19. Other courses will be
opened if the students so desire.
This is the first time commerce
has ever been offered in a summer
session. Commerce courses to be
given this summer- include elementary and advanced courses in
typing, shorthand, and accounting.
In 12 years of phenomenal
growth. Murray State College has
served WOO individual students, issued 3.065 certificates, and conferred 690 degrees. Ninety-lour persons from Murray College have
attended graduate schools, and 24
have held public office.
During the first six years the
institution' was accredited by 'the
following essecistiosser Keniustk-y
College Association; Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools; American Association of
Teachers Colleges; and also became
a member of the Soothern InterCollegiate Aathletic Association.
Recently' it was accepted as a provisional member of • the National
Association of Schools of Music.

Teacher Pay Action
Heard in Frankfort

THE PUBLIC VOICE

shoulders of Uncle Sam, itile 78
per cent of men drawing World
War benefits, who were never entitled' to draw) so the 22 per cent
Who deserve it, could be paid, yea,
even double their present allowance; and not hurt Uncle Sam, or
the tax payers, and'I almost feel
safe in saying that a presidential
veto would not be on records of
the past, or present administration.
county
up
Calloway
Check
records leaving out all political
pull, and personal favoritism, and
see how far the above percentage
wills-wise-it. Have this done by a
reliable physician who is are entire
stranger in this county, and as the
parrot said to the old maid, "You'll
be surprised how much you didn't
•
know,"Crossgrain", H. B. Arnold

to this ColeiRS thr00
FRANKFORT. ,j(y.. May 21- Contributions
Topic, of Interest Are Alwar,
Oral erfallefFe$6111.611,?7.1oteddit
W..1.fiserrao"1ney Os Not Neesesa rtly Express the %%own of
by the Court' of Appeals th the
Slits Nerrupaper.
appeal of the Calloway County
Board of Education from judgTHAT BONUS VETO!
ment of the Franklin Circuit Court
holding invalid an act of the
Although it is only my personal
special 1934 General Assembly apopinion, (and you can't cash iti I
propriating approximately S800,in
4400, to teachers
forty.three believe the best move the Americounties and twelve graded school can Legtun could have made, or
still should make, is to help resiistricts.
move that white elephant from the
W. J Webb. Mayfield, and Richard Priest Dietzman. Louisville,
argued the case for 'the board,
while Assistant Attorney General
William R. Attkisson represented
Auditor Talbott The court took
the case under submission.
The Calloway board had sued
State Auditor Talbott to compel FOR SALE-Ice refrigerator, cahim to pay county teachers $22,- pacity 50 lbs., spacious and roomy
293.16, their share of the appro- box and in good condition. See
Pirinted fund. Circuit Judie Joaejs .Mrs..
Itc
Patients admitted to the Masan
C. Jones held April 11 that thes
Hospital the past week:
pair
a
ago,
weeks
LOST--eeveral
its
Legislature exceeded
authorityDurrett Padgett, Murray; 0. FL
of pink gold rim glasses with
in making the appropriation, is
Boatwright, Elbridge, Tenn.; Mrs.
Finder
nose
please
shell
pieces.
view of a previous Appellate Court
C. H. Downs, Model, Tenn.; Mrs.
decision invalidating the teacherri' -return-to Elizabeth Rhea Finney, Elizabeth Rawls, Brighton, Tenn.;
lp
School.
grade
Training
Seventh
equalization fund act of 1930.
Mrs. Sherman Webb, LaCenter;
The money appropriated in 1634 FOR SALE-Fox Terrier Puppies. Mrs. C. E. Lamb, Providence: Mrs.
was intended to compensate teach' Come by and see them. Leslie Tom McDaniel, Murray; Mrs. Mary
ers who did not receive their share Pogue, Murray. Ky.
'ltp Grace Coy, Murray; Manila Ore,
of.the equalization fund before it
Murray; Otis G. Perkini. McKenFOR RENT-4-room house, gar- zie; Mrs. Wm, Maddox, Puryear;
Wel voided.
den, some fruit, truck patches, Miss Betty Hamilton, Trimble.
cow
pasture. etc.; 15 minutes
Patients discharged from the
from college, on good road. Good Mason Hospital the past week:!
Creek,
l-ick
Big Sandy Circuit at
at
once.
Possession
community.
Mrs. Kirk Pool, Murray; DdeSaturday. May 25
H Finney.
rett Padgett, Murray; Miss KatheMcKenzie Circuit. at Seminary,
F. F. Acree and Wells Overbey. FOR SALE-Fillie colts, coming rine Cherry, Hazel; Otis G. PerkSunday, May 26.
announce the formation of a part- :Ione year Old: Good calves 1 year ins, McKenzie; Mrs. Myrtle Walls,
Cottage Grove - Circlet, at Hick- nership for the general practice
Manila Orr, Murray; Mrs,
old heifers. N. L. Lockhart. Itp Murray;
ory Grove:- Sunday, June 2.
Elizabeth Rains. Brighton, Tenn.;
of law in all the courts of this
Atwood Circuit, at Trezevant. Commonwealth both
State_ and FOR SALE-8 year old dark bay C. W. Jones. Murray; Mrs. Ruth
Saturday. June .8. '
Federal. with offices in Gatlin horse, good condition. work any- Maynard, Hazel. 4_
, Sunday Building. Any business entrusted where. Mrs Mary Jane Cerra.
First Church
Paris
to us will receive at all emelt way. Almo Route 1.
ltp
morning. 'June 9.
Dresden Circuit, McClain's prompt and efficient care.
or
tuning
PIANO
needs
YOUR
IF
F. F. ACREE.
Chapel, Saturday. June 15.
repairing call Leslie Putnam's
Advt.
WELLS
OVERBEY
at
etc.
Paris Second . Church.
residence for appointment. In
The Murray Rotary Club held
Lebanon. Saturday. June 16.
' Murray one week only. John W. their annual track and field meet
Dresden Station. Sunday mornTravis.
Itp for the youths of Murray High
ing. June 23.
and the Murray Training
Alma Circuit. at Bethel. SaturakOMACH ULCER; 43-As PAINS, School
last Thursday. . The meet
WESTERN DISTRICT OP
da. June 29.
IlltstDICESTION victims, why suf- School
was under the supervision of G. C.
KEZIPtUKY
fer? For quick relief get a free
Kirkse_y_ Circuit at- Coldwater.
Ashcraft who was aided by Sim--r Sunday.-June 30.
sample, of .Udga, a doctor's preHazel Circuit, at Providence,
scription, at Dale, Stubblefield &
IN THE MATTER of William • Co.
Jy4p
Saturday, July 6.
Gleason Station, Sunday morn- Lynch Coleman. Bankrupt. No.
,FOR RENT-3-room private, newly
3439.
ing. July 7.
deeora . d up 1 ex apartment.
McKenzie Station, Sunday night.
On the 17 day of May, 11935, on
Close in on North 5th. St. Man
fuly 7.
considering the bankrupt's petitien
See Mrs.
Gleason Circuit, at Liberty. Sat- for discharge heretofore 'held la- and wife • preferred,
1 tc
Jim -Strader.
urday. July 13. '
the Clerk's Office of this Court-IL
Puryear Circuit, at Buchanan.
IT IS ORDERED -hy the court FOR RENT-one 7-room
house
Sunday. July 24.
that a hearing be had thereop on ready now; one 9-room house
Murray Station. Sunday night, the r day ..of June, 1935: in open ready June 1, both near college.
July 14.'
Court at Louisville, in said dis- J. H. Farris, West Murray.
tic
Murray Circuit. at Goshen, Sat- trict, at the hour of 10 o'c/ocie
urday. July 20.
a. m., ,
arid all known creditors., BROOM CORN GROWERS-get
Hardin Circuit. at Hardin. Sung
kf sailer persons in interest-Wei your seed.. You can plant until
day. July 21.
directed then and there to appear, July `1 and make good. Brooms
Sunday. and show cause, ii any they have. are High. Square Deal Broom
Faxon Circuit.
Railroad
St. at
July 28.
why the prayer of the -.aid peti- Shop. Main
J7p
Mansfield Circuit at Manley's tioner for discharge shall not be • Crosiing,
Chapel. Saturday. August 3.
granted. A copy of this order
Manleyville Circuit. at Pleasant shall be published at least 30 days WANTED TO TRADE-a six horse
International gasoline motor with
Hill, Sunday. August 4
before the date of said hearing in
Paris Circuit, at Bethesda. Sun- one issue of The Ledger & Times, 12 years service for good motor of
or ten horse power. Would
day. August 11.
a newspaper printed in said disDistrict Conference will be held trict, and the clerk of this,,,, Ceure buy. G. M. Cathay, Murray
1423p
.
- at least 30 days before the date of leaute
at Henry. Tenn.. Juty-1641.Howell R. Taylor. P. Z. said hearing, will notify all known %ELM'S NATIONALL FAMOUS
creditors and other parties in CHICKS-Low. Summer Prices.
interest of said hearing by mailing ' Highest Leghorn Pen Illinois Egg
to them copies of this order ace, Contest. Officially Pullorum testWe wish to express our deepest dressed to them at their places of ed. Approved. Matings contain
ndreds pedigreed males. Hatchand most heartfelt thanks to all residence as disclosed by thile
3423p
those who were so kind, helpful record or otherwise ascertained by ery, Paducah. Ky.
and sympathetic in word and deed the Clerk.
sell
will
wagon,
-good
SALE
CHAS. I. DAWSON, Judge .FOR
during the illness and death of
on 12 months time with approved
IL.
S.)
our
beloved
wife and sister.
Wagon at R. W. She!.
security
A Copy-Attest:"
Elpecially do we appreciate the
ton's, Kirksey. K. H. R. McCuisClerk.
PHELPS.
LILBURN
loyal and faithful service of Dr.
ton, 13918 Brush St.. Highland
By W A. Blackburn.
E B. Houston. Dr. C It Jones
ltp
Deputy Clerk l'ark. Mich.
and the nuese. Miss Annie Hooper.
May God's richest blessings rest
on you all is our prayer.
•W P Prichard. Mrs. Opal'
Blakely,'Mrs Frances Dailey,
Miss Ruby Maye lehalkely.
---- It Pars to 'Read the trbussittod

M. E. Conferences
Meet; Third Round

CRASSIrp IEID

AIMEIRTIMINN

Hospital News

This little picture gives
- you a small idea of hos('
happy we are over your
ge-nerinig-respotise- to TIStstipening of our new store.

•••••••I

. We are very grateful to
all of you, and hope you'll
be corning in real often.
4

SPECIAL VALUES THROUGHOUT
THE STORE
Hyde-Park Suits. 24.50 values for $19.75
'Manhattan Shirts, $1.95.value's for $1.48
'Freem'an 2-color Shoes, $5 val. for $2.95
'Star BrandShoes, 2-col., $3.50 val. $1.95
$2.95
reit Hats,$5 values for
$1.00 to $2.50
Straw Hats
89c to $1.95
Wash Pants
4110
ElkSretn-d- Oirefalls
75c
Elk Brand Work Shirts

Corn - Austin Co., Inc.
Successor; to OWEN-HOUSTON CO.

Where Quality is Not Expensive
Oil-EKING THE IOLL0141N6 NATIONALLY KNOW
LINES:
Freeman Shoes
Hyde Park Suits
Bradley sv.eaters
Shoes,
Star Brand
Cooper Undern ear and Sox
Style Park Hats
Hickok Belts
- Manhattan shirts
Paris Garters
Elk Brand ter-rail.

District Court of the
United States

Boys 14 to 16 entered and rittIngs: '30 - yard' dash,' -Wynn, AUL
Finney; 100 yisid dash. Wynn. Ellis,
Jones; broad jump, Wynn. Junes,

standing.
Wynn, Ellis, Hart; baseball throw,
Ellis. McClain, Wyatt; high lump,
Jones. Wynn. Hart. Wynn won
first place. Ellis second, and Jones
third. Prizes were; first. fountain
!en; second, knife; third, pencil.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly

everybod_y reads it!

"Only Fire Can Damage
My Property"
That, in effect, is what a property owner
says when he insures his property against
fire only.
But experience says windstorm, explosion, falling aircraft, flood, etc.-too are major causes of serious financial loss.

New Law Firm,
Acree & Overbey

Rotarians Hold Field
and Track Meet 16th

-

and Morse, college students, and'Sledd, Hale, Hood, Chief
Hayes. About 150 boys were included in the meet.
Refreshments Weitile-Ja,eieatees
K. C. Frazee and ice cre
pickles, hat dogs were served.
Boys from 10 to 13 in the meet:
50 yard dash, Graham, Pool.' Hood;
100 yard dash, Graham, Farmer,
Williams; broad jump, Williams,
Graham, Durick; bored jump
standing, Graham, Cable, Pool:
baseball throw, Utterback, Graham,
Waldrop; high jump,. Graham. Ed
Farmer. Total points, Graham first
and Williams and Farmer tied for
second. First prize was 'a baseball
glove to Graham; second, baseball
to Williams, and third, pencil to Ed
Farmer,
Moss.

The prudent. property owner insures his
property against, not only fire, but all
threatening haizards. That sounds expensive, but actually is not-a fact we'll
gladly explain. No obligation.

Frazee, Berry & Melugin
GATLIN BLDG.

PHONE 331 -

"Et Does Make a Difference Who Writes
Your Insurance"

SPERM(

SPO

f

Everything You'd Exoect in'a $200 Electric
Refrigerator

With 12 Famous

Card of Thanks

FEATURES
Streamlined Cabinet
of Striking keauty
Super-4owered Unit
Only 5 Moving Parts
New "Touch -a -bar"
... a Touch Opens Door

AN-11

3-Inch Dry Zero for
Finest Insulation
Automatic Interior
Light.. .Full Vision

WE WERE
_GLAD TO HAVE YOU

10-Point Cold Control
to Suit the Season

THER'

----at the ------

Convenient FingerTouch Tray Release

REFRIGERATION AND
APPLIANCE SHOW
1,9Jo".1,t10§p w

p corn pate cl:j1)_.bea41.y_
and refinement of'the- FRIGIDAIRE and
<omparecr.them .gelzerally, we believe.tliat you ai;e FRIGIDAIRE minded.
,
.
We invite you to come to our show..
-Tom at anytime and feel the same freedom to look over ostr'diOlay of Frigidires and 4141--a-n-y-9-c6stiirm-y-ott--Asixh-re-•
garding them. ! Better still we would be glad to demown
onstrate. any model for your in
'hone. just call 56 and yve will place
one at your enr.*nl,ence.

INDICTOR
PA UR OT
I the New York
Police Tracks Down
the Evidence on How
Goodyear's Greatest
Tire Stands Up on
Cars of G-3 Users! ,

EVIDENCE IOUS IN!
FRIGIDAIRE '35
in the three lines offers a
size refrigerator for every
home and at a price that.
anyone can afford:-

Be sure that the name
'FRIGIDAIRE"
iii on the electriet4 refrigerator you buy.
' YOULOWE IT - Tb YOURSELF TO INVESTIGATE
FRIGIDAIRE BEFORE
BUYING

Johnson Fain Music Co.
TELEPHONE 56

Centered Evaporator
105 Ice Cubes-- Fast

MURRAY, KY.

New
Refrigerated
Glass Rolling Pi n_
New Water Cooleir:?.. a
Boon in Hot Weather
Useful Shelf Space...
Over 13 Square Feet

ivory load ths complat• thrillirts
414e.
1
story In The Saturday livening i/
Coliler't. Liberty.

Amazing G-3" ootprInt
Facts" gathered from
Coast to Coast

rtga"-Iktsc:1
PROVED frsqueeoscoodost.
0-01:01fItAll
of *Ana ir
PROVED MARGIN
PROVED
mew care quicker is
arlatainso.
SUPERTAIST CORD
*Ives PROTECTION
against blowout*.

SEE OUR LOCAL EVIDENCE!

New "Foodex" Provides
Room for Vegetables

I All-Weather-introduced
WIN after "third degree"
road tests- has more than
lived up to Its claims - has
proved itself better than we
said it *as. Stacks of evidence
clinch the coos! Come *se this
v astonishing itre- that costs
YOU no extra price!

G

Sure! GoodYeers are C;UARANIrEED AGAINST ROAD HAZARDS
as well as defects

MURRAY, KY.

PHONE 170

$8.50 a Month

$1295°

GOOD7rEAR

.4 BEALE MOTOR COMPANY
.
Incorporated

$5DOWN

Other
Sixes
For Only

Plus Small Carrying Chargt

Sears Roebuck and Co.
129 NORTH 3rd ST., PADUCAH, KY.

OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS
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May Day Celebrated Here;
Miss Jane Ferguson Queen
Spring Festival Is
Staged on Campus
On May 17

w.

p.
on
lea

One of .the most elaborate May
Day celebrations in the history of
Murray College was staged on the
campus Friday afternoon, May 17,
by the Training School students
before approximately 2000 college
students, parents, and townsmen.
Miss Naomi Maple, chairman of
program
committee,
Mrs.
anklin Inglis, in charge .of the
group daeces, and Miss Clara Rimmer, in charge of the solo-ail-hens,
directed the affair.
Miss Jane Ferguson was Queen
of May, and the other attendants,
chosen by the student body were:
E. Linn, maid-of-honor;
Mary
cep& Austin, crown bearer; Phil

11.

in
b.
Ftr
ly

Crawford, Norman WitVIII60
:•••train bearers; Betty Bryan Langston, Jane Weatherly, Betty Yancey,
Anne Lowry, Clara Jane Miller,
and Martha Sue Lassiter, flower
girls; Erlane Stubblefield, Jack
Durick, queen's jesters; and Clifton Cochran, James Dale Clopton,
queen's clowns. Senior attendants.
Mary Hicks, and Jewel Yates;
Junior attendants, Louise Waldrop
and Frances Downs; Sophomore
attendants, Alice Parker and
Dorotha Barnes; Freshman attendants, Dorotha Baucum and
Faustine Adams; Junior high school
attendants, Georgie Johnson, Marjorie Wall, Martha Robertson. and
Mary Ruth Brown.
The program was as follows:
Grand March of Villagers.
Entrance of Queen and her court
Winter.
Winter,
?Suing of

Rachel Linn; Snowflakes, first
grade girls; Icicles, third and
fourth grade boys; Snowmen, fifth
and sixth grade boys.
Return of Spring. Persephone,
Zane Houston; Raindrop', first and
second grade boys; Sunbeams,
ithet; Wink 111111:"Itithbow Dance, seventh and eighth
grade girls; Flowers, fifth and
sixth grade girls; Maypole Dance.
Recessional.
A feature of the program was
the "Lord of May", with Josiah
Parker acting the part of. the

Rogers. Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs. have encouraged them to press on complete success.
evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Jesse Stone. Coldwater, Mr. and in their efforts to fit lip tempdrary
Hospital Staff
All of‘our friends who are inMrs. Bud Waldrop, MurritY. Mr.
quarters ana carry on thZ orgaA.,
terested in the building program,
and Mrs. Virgil Lambert,'Mr. and
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
ization.
---though not members Of the Church,
Mrs. Oury Choral. Harrisburg, Ill.,
At different times in the past
N. A. Paschall, libute (I.
are urged to be present ttext SunOn West Main
Sunday School at 930 a. m. E. day morning.
Me sing Mr's. Conn Moose and the .people of the community and
•
son, Mrs. D. A. Moore, Wiswell, surrounding counties have .--soar-ra
-'ASS' are urvited to all of our serMr. and Mrs. M. 0. Wrather, Mur- substantial gifts to the hospital
Morning Worship at 1049 a. m. vices.
ray, Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Wrather, ,wpich have been greatly appreci- The pastor will bring a message
CARROLL HUBBARD, Pastor
S. Pleasant Grove, Mr. and Mrs. ated. Once again when the friends
that will bear directly on the
Powell
Wrather
and children, of the institution have come to
The U. S. Marine Corps is now
Route 1, Mr. Noah Mills, Frank our- aid an the most trying crisis building program that is before
accepting young men for enlistMills, Backusburg, Mr. and Mrs. and have brought of their gifts to our people. At this serv;ce we
ment. Applicants must be between
help provide the needed equipGranville Scarbrough, Route 1.
make another special offering 'on the ages of 18 and 25 years and
ment for our new place, we have
Mr. and Mrs. John Joyner, Mr.
Every member must tie able to pass a rigid physWas Rachel Linn, as "winter" and Mrs. Roy Caldwell, Union City appreciated every gift-not alone our building fund.
for its material worth, but for the of the church is expected to be ical examination.
did a solo dance, and other dances Tenn., John
Clare, Muncy Clark,
For further and complete inforfine spirit of comradeship and co- present, and all others arp invited.
repreeeting winter were the clence
S. Pleasant Grove, Mr. and Mrs.
Operation which prompted them. "Ye shall not appear before the mation, please write to the U. S.
of the snowflakes. the dance of the Carmen
Rogers and
children.
Marine Corps Recruiting Station,
icicles, and the dance of the ;now Mr. and
We now take this means of ex- Lord empty; every man shall give
Mrs. Leibert Jones and
Room 824 Post Office Building,
men.
children, Salem, Mr. and Mrs. pressing our sincere appreciation as he he is able, according to the Chicago, Illinois.
Miss Zane Houston, after having'
Wayne Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Otho to all the good friends who have blessings of the Lord thy dad.
been pulled onto the scene in a
Clark, T. Clark, E. Pleasant Grove, so kindly helped up; to the gener- which he ;math given thee." Deut. •
flowered chariot by "wind", gave
ous neighbors, patients. and frtends 16:16-17. Let us make this a high
a ballet dance depicting the rewho gave so liberally in the day in the life of our church. We
turn of Spring. Other dances in Appreciation Message
shower of useful gifts of last Wed- hope to begin our new building at
From
Mason
Hospital
this scene were the dance of the
nesday and to Mrs. John Smith 'Tenth and Main before very long.
raindrops, the dances of the sunEvening Worship at 7:30 p. m.
and Mrs. B. G. Humphreys, who
Since
the
disastrous
fire
of
Febbeanins and rainbow, and the
were so untiring in their efforts The pastor will preach.
ruary
17,
when
the
main
building
dance of the
,firmer*.
in promoting the shower to sueR - Prayer meeting each Wednesday
of the William Mason Hospital
with its entire contents was completely destroyed, the institution
has received many helpful gifts,
and expressions of sympathy which

I

sell for delinquent state and county taxes, property of the following named persons on May 27, 1935,
same being fourth Monday, at the county court house
door, between the hours of one and four o'clock P. M. A
more complete description of the lands and lots may be
found in the office of the county court clerk of Calloway
county.
Amounts due for taxes shown below do not include
penalties, interest, advertising costs, etc.
CARL B. KING1NS, Sheriff Calloway County.

I appreciate your past business,
and favors and wish to serve you
again. I have a real car in the
Ford V18 to offer you and Invite
you to call on me at my new
location.

EDWIN STOKES

may be the poorest
hitters in Murray
Softball
League

TOLLEY & CARSON FOOD MARKET

Stone News

Union City, B. C. Williams, Sedalia,
Judge and Mrs. E. P. Phillips,
Murray, Wylie Hughes, Harris
Bro. and Mrs. Thomas Pate,
Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Lon Crouch, Rowena and June of Murray, spent
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch Friday night in the home of Mr.
and son, Lynn Grove, Dellon Pur- Bernice Grogan.
dom. Murray, Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
Miss Burline Winchester spent
Waldrop and daughter, Murray.
the latter part of last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wrather,
her aunt., Mrs. Burnett Outland,
S Pleasant Grove, Mr. and Mrs. F.
and Mr. Outland near Brandon.
P. Wrather, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Grogan.
Wrather and daughter, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hendon and
Mrs. George Rhea and daughter,
Mrs. June Wilson spent Sunday
Murray Route 1, Mr. and Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hendon
Hardy Adams
Coldwater, Bill
near Providence.
Adams, Coldwater, Will Broach,
Miss Clyzelle Linville attended
jtoute 1, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
the play at Buchanan Saturday
Rogers and children, Lynn Grove.
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambers,
Carlie Winchester and Emily
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bowden, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Rogers and son. Louise were here last week to attend the funeral services of their
Lynn Grove, Mrs. Jennie Rogers,
father and grandfather, Mr. Dug
Route 1, Hafford Rogers, Dexter,
Winchester.
Charlie Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis.
,and
Clark and son, Kirksey, Mr. and
Bobby visited Mr. and Mrs. ThothMrs. Will Dulaney. Puryear.
as Hargis near Cherry Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Erwin, Tier'
Several folks from this neighline Erwin, S. Pleasant Grove, Roy
borhood attended the funeral of
Hurt, Almo, Mrs. John Hurt, PenMr. elute Allbritten at Concord
ny, Mr. and Mrs. Horace( Churchill, Murray, Mr. and -501.. Ebb Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Newell Johnson, Mr. Fonzie
Clark and children, Murray, Mr.
alyi Mr.. Berry Winchester were
and Mrs. Ben Cotham, Brown's
celled Tuesday of last week to the
Grove, John Stone and son, Dee
bedside of their father, Mr. Dug
Stone, Taylor's Store.
'Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Finney and Winchtester, who was real ill. He
passed away Wedensday at 1:00 at
children, Murray, Miss Carrie Wil,the age of 74. Mr. Winchester had
eax, Murray, Mr. Joel Cochran
lived in this neighborhood for a
(Engle), Stella, Mr. and Mrs. Mart
long time until a few years ago
when )'ie moved to Murray. He
Member of the Baptist
wait
church" and was a good neighbor
and a friend to those in need. To
know 'Wade Dug" (as most folks
called him) was to love him.

NAT GIBBS,
NEW LOCATION

NAT'S PLACE

gf

To all my friends and former
patrons, 1 wish to announce that
1 ant now connected with the
BEALE MOTOR CO., Ford V-I
dealers.

REXALLERS

CITY OF MURRAY"
15.06
Federal Land Bank, 40 acres land
67.00
Hays> Mrs. Sudie, 4 lots
19.50
Hicks, J. Woodard, 1 lot
63.39
Irvan, Dr. 0. B, 1 lot
30.00
McCord,- Mrs. Martha, 102 acres land
44.93
McDaniel,'lames R. 89 acres land and 1 lot
16.00
Philritui, Lindsey, 1 lob
17.01
Purdom, Mrs. E. H., 1 lot"
WEST MURRAY
3.00
Edwards, James W., 1 lot
Rolfert A. 54 acres land
4<•
1.50
Howlett,
.!Joe, 2 lots.
SWANN
5.50
Kith William, 35 acres land
5.25
Cagle, Mrs. S. M., 96 acres land
3.76
Skineer, Mrs. J. H. 25 acres land
BRINKLEY
29.05
Adams, J. V., 105 acres land
7.00
Cox, E. M., 40 acres land
19.00
Enoch. Gus, 80 acres land
6.24
Johnson. Charles W, 20 acres land
3.00
Riley, B. H., 29 acres land
9.00
Singleton, W. R. (Estate), 32 acres
HAZEL
17.50
Mathis, Thomas L.. 50 acres land
5.78
Wilson, J. T., 72 acres land
CII'Y OF HAZEL
225
right, W. J, 1 lat
.
*-÷"1-113/0
erry E. 13.,1'rkst
- 4P,17.•
4.75
rain, L. A., 1 lot
6.00
McCloud, Mrs. Mabel, 1 lot 9.37
Peterson. John, 2 lots
CHURCH OF CHRIST
5.50
Petty, Robert M., 10 acing lend
I have recently purchased
CONCORD
Min. Thomas Pate preached at
11.26 the West End
Allbritten, F. W. 92 acres land
lunchroom Hazel last.Sunday. It was his last
8.25 from 'Carter
Bradshaw, L. I, 60 acres land
Robertson and appointment there until his evan4.00
Coleman. Frank, 7 acres land
invite
my
friends
to call on,. gelistic work begins. He will not
1.50
be in the church -.here Snore than
Crabtree, Mrs Myrtle, 15 acres land
me
there.
12.62
two more Sundays for meetings
Dunn. B. F., 160 acres land
,BAR-B-Q of the very best scheduled in several states begin.
6.24
4••
encion, Thomas, 13 acres land
13.88 quality-everyone likes it
Let us all assemble in time for
anbro, J. M, 89 acres land
7.00 and our business is growing Bible study Sunday morning.
Kimbro, J. J., 29 acres land
The church urges all members
25.19 on barbecue.
oody, E. R, 160 acfes land
Cold Beer and most any kind of to hear Bro. G. C. Brewer at 3:00
17.50
parks, C. L., 130 acres land
in the college auditorium.
Sandwich
LIBERTY
Bro. Pogue continues the broad3.28 THAT GOOD GULF GASOLINE
ngel, G. R., 100 lanai
cast over station WPAD in Padu41.92
Burkeen, A. J.. 180 acres land
AND, OIL
cah. Hear him each Friday at
3.00
Donelson, Euv.an. 57 acres land
1:10.
8.50
ariand, W. L., 100 acres land
Thomas Pate, Minister
7.00
L., 33 acres land
(Aland,
13.00
Miller, Gus M. 84 acres land
•
15,48
McDaniel, W. W., 109 acres land
8.24
Scott, .Kara, 80 acres land
10.74
alker, A. A. 45 acres land
EAST MURRAY
25.50
liver, N. V. (Estate) 70 acres land
WADESBORO
3.00
ones, Charles L., 62 acres land
19.50
mith, Viola !Estate) 132 acres land
CITY OF DEXTER
6.80
arnett, M L. 2 lots
8.50
rnestberger, F. M., 1 lot
9.25
(ere, E. J., 51 acres land
WADESBORO (Catered)
2.62
Iiidspeth, W H., 28 acres land
7.00
land
acres
Ernest,
40
iudspeth,
10.00
Ingleton. J. B. and Johnnie, I lot
SUPERVISORS 5.25
•
ress, B. T, 45 acres land
7.50
rnestberger. J. 0.. 13 acres land and 1 lot
3.74
Gordon, J. A 1 lot
13.50
rogan, Joe, 40 acres land
e.50
ones, Mrs. C. A., 1 lot
5.24
(nes, P. L., 15 acres land
3.00
Marion D., 20 acres land
8.73
aer, ivtinna. G..--50 acreS taild
4e.35
tiler, John C., 160 acres land
12.37
Outland, Colie, 60 acres land
UM.
land
acres
35
Henry.
Outland.
3.76
erbey, Robert N, 20 acres land
5.50
land
Ie'res
Rai', Willie H. 21
95.01
hompson, Mrs. L'dilla, 1 lot
16.50
urnbow, Fred, 98 acres land
PROMISCOUS
favorite
ties for every summer occasion
Smart
22.00
,gue, Thomas hI., 9 acres land and 1 lot will be WHITE ... and here you'll find the grandest models In
CITY OF MURRAY (Colored)
town In all of the popular new materials. Lots of sportsy
2.63
radley, W A. 1 lot
styles for active or spectator wear. Stunning models for ev7.50
Curd, Wallis, 1 lot
7.00
ery type of daytime occasion or for formal costumes.
NOIs. ABle, 1 lat
11.50
Gammons, Laura, 2 lots
13.4)%
Murray's new shoe store is receiving the compliGardner, tom, I Tot -3.50
•
many on the complete line of both ladies'
ments-of
Gilbert, Laverne, 2 lots
13.50
Grogan, Galoe, 1 lot
and men's shoes.
9.50
Hardin, Bert, 2 lots __ " 9.00
Hudspeth, Dave (Estate) 1 lot
YOUR FEET CAN BE PROPERLY FITTED
6.911
•
andspeth, Viola, 1 lot
2.00
-AT THE
.1.irtin, Betty, 1 lot
8.49
McGehee, Lon, I lot
8.00
mer, David, 1 lot
10.24
land
acres
81
'Y. Lee,
10.49
•
1 h. Virgil, 1 lot
13.50
WEST SIDE SQUARE
..11, Elmo, lot __
9.01
lot:
Mary Alice, 1
8.40
(
...('.11is, Ben, 1 lot ___
•

EDWIN STOKES
Now Selling
FORD V-8

The

SHERIFF'S SALE OF LAND FOR DELIN- Guet4 List of Wrather
QUENT STATE AND COUNTY
Gathering Last Week
TAXES
Rev. mad Mrs, 0. C. Wrather,
I will
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T. 0. TURNER SHOE STORE

but the Liggett's $50,000 Chocolate is a hit everytime. You'll find our soda fountain the most sanitary, rating Grade A by the State Board. Stop in
for a drink and chat with friends and hear the latest softball gossip.

FLOUR ,
DIXIE LIMITED
$1.00 value
24 pounds

OUR DRUG DEPARTMENT
is efficient with never an error or bobble. Two
registered pharmacists on duty to give you prompt
and efficient service.

78c
$1.55
45c

48 pounds
12 pounds
10c

SOFTBALL NOTE:-We're losing all the games
first quarter and then take the REST, says Bob
,Williams and Hilton Hughes.

Dale, Stubblefield & Co.

10c

LID(

23c

WO Rinso

LIFEBUOY
HEALTH SOAP

•

THE REXALL STORE

GOLD LEAF

3 for 23c
23c

Nothing

3 for 19c

ANNOUNCING the appointment of the R. H. VANDEVELDE .& CO., dealers for Westinghouse Electric Refrigerators and Ranges.

Better
. $1.15

24 pounds

COFFEE,2 lbs. groupd to order .......28c
TOILET TISSUE,6 Master Brand,
25c
1,000 Sheets
25c
.
.
Tissue
One box of 4 rolls- Charmin
PET MILK,6 small cans 23c;3 large cans 23c
CORN FLAKES or POST TOASTLES,2 15c
5c
LARGE SEEDLESS GRAPEFRUIT
K. C. BAKING POWDER,3 10c cans 25c
43c
TWO 25c cans
10c
SODA, Arm and Hammer,3 for
PICNIC SUPPLIES, paper cups, plates, napkins, cold meats and spreads of all kinds.
MEAT MARKET
Swift's Best Branded Beef,
Choice Steaks and Chops,
Dressed Spring Chickens.
We pay the highest market price for fresh Eggs
WE DELIVER
PHONE 37

to p;oase, your ayes...year-after-year

ssconomy to piens° your pocketbook

Announcing

NEW
DeSoto -- Plymouth

"Fw Westinghouse

Dealer

REFRIGERATOR
5 -YEAR
PROTECTION PLAN
Standard .1 -year
warranty.a plus 4
years' additional
protection against
service expense on
the sealed-in unit,
$S included in price.

PLYMOUTH TUDOR
Note the Plymouth following_ in Murray and ask
.
any 9f the enthusiastic owners-shoat titeir,t.eon..,
omical operation.
We are the only dealer in Murray who can service your car.

•Amazing ned:Pleatures make
Westinghouse the refrigerator
you've always wanted. Sealed-in
unit never requires oiling. Dial
Temperature Selector provides exactly the freezing speed desired.
Revolving Shelf and
IlljFct-f-ube Ice MINIS Fall
Tiry bre just two of
'this =Ws:many
new features.

•

R. H. VANDEVELDE & CO.

,
Rushing s Garage

HARRY JENKINS, Manager
PHONES-Office 435; Residence 437
PLUMBING, WIRING and SHEET METAL
HEATING

s RUSHING
C. I.
I South Side Squat

•

••

a..
•
•

•
• ••••••,•••••21* ••••-•••••••
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•
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LTVA-Delegation
• Goes to WasInogton
Continued front Page 1. Sec

II

W•RIMM•00...11•

*much as both 'parties agreed that
'illittaft...Poderal Power Commission
Irttlement would, be final and withOut appeal Waldo asked for over
000. but TVA lawyers insisted
the amount would be much

=

Pm
'
"'Among the plans which the TVA
squire from the Waldo Mare plans for the rural
rification of one of the counties
Ijacent to the dam site. Officials
the Lower Tennessee Valley ksglaciation said today that it is their
Use rural electrification program,
asecentiy- announced by president
_Roosevelt, can he coo
Ole proposal to construct the Aurora Darn.
The petitioners who will go to
Washington plan to ask govern!tent officials to authorize the
actual construction of the dam, be- -ginning-wain-the-work- of- clearing
the reservoir area. They will point
out that thus far the Tennessee

'yin

;

Authority tias colifiried
-Iterations to the upper valley re
--therotnoto.tr- astritlity
-'has received but little of .the devetopement. They will point oot
the need for electric power. lower
rates, emplemeno land 'reel
Latge Class from Murray Post
atton, prevention of soi! e
.• 1I ifib
and the davelopernent of industHere &t'3:30 P. .11,
ries in the lower valley.
All eligible members t..1 the MurOfficers of the lawer Tennessee
Valley Association are: W. S. Swann ray Post who intend to take the
Isturray. Ky., chairman of the board initiation into the 40 az 8 at Paduof directors; T. 0. Turner: Murray.
cah Saturday are requested to re•Ky.. president: B. F.,Diggs. Paris,
Tenn., vice-chairman; L. J. Hortin, port at the Calloway county court
Murray. Ky.. acting secretary- houie at 3:30 p. m. sharp Saturday
afternoon in order that. the entire
treasu-hee
' Counties included in the Asso- class may make the trip to the
ciation - are: Kentucky: Graves. Cal- initiation at PadUcah in a body.
Approximately 25 members of
loway, Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle.
McCracken, Lyon, Trigg, the _Murray Post have signified
_
tenden,_their_ intention_ of.taking. advantag.Livingston, -Christian,,; Henderson. of this special opportunity to join
the 40 az 8. the welfare and fun
Union, Webster, and
Hopkins:
organization within the American
Tennessee; Obion. Stewart, Carroll,
Legion. The class is due to reHouston. Lake, Dyer, Benton, Fiendport at the court house in Paducah
arrson. Haywood, Lauderdale. Madiat 5 p. tn. Saturday, May 25.
son, Weekley. Henry, Montgomery,
The First District Vulture of the
Dickson. - Robertson.-Gibson
phries and McNairy:
Illinois.
M2S.Sae, Alexander.'

40 & 8 INITIkTES
TO GO IN SATURDAY

I

the high school commencement the first fracas, the winless ,Ffex- Out of Town Visitors
Miss Lula Paschall, Puryear, Teen..
events and, as a result, foul sets of jilts dropped their North straight
'Funeral Mr. L. Vickery. Puryear, Tenn.,
Prichard's
Mrs.
For
games are on the play-off list. The c$ they continued their hitting
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. fierrOn, Hazel,
games of Thursday, May 9, will be slump, getting only six .hits oft
Klink,
Ruth
Memphis.. Mrs. W. C. Dick, Basel, Bert
Mrs.
played off astot Friday night, May •Itattord Paiker. Brown, new Rex31. These are: Bluebirds vs Van- till 3rd sacker, appeared to be • Tenn., Mrs. W. a Carter, Bartlett, .Moore. Hazel, W. C. Osborn, Hazel, develde and Parker Garage vs. "find".
The Givasers touched Tenn., Mrs. C. E. Hays, Bartlett- Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Walker, Kenton,
Miller. Bartlett, Tenn.
Bank of Murray.
ftWafkkIefe.!t! kr,
4°;.711.1.11141tre
Dora Gholson, Bartlett,
Miss
Tenn.,
W. D. Prichard, Dyersburg, Tenn.,
Next week's schedule follows:0
0
1
2
3
0-7
Parker
t
Tenn.. Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Fow- Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Prichard, Dyer,
Rexalls
1 0 0 0 0 I 0-2
Monday Night
Dyer,
Prichard,
Alton
ler, Benton, Rev. J. D. Canady, Tenn.,
Pariter, Calhoun; Stubblefield.
Bank Murray vs Sunburst
Henderson, Tenn., Dr. B. E. Wom- Tenn'., Mr. and Mrs. W. P. TV-,
_Alibritten.
Junes prug VS Model
ack, Jackson, Tenn., Rev. L. H. Knight, Trenton, Tgam., Mr. and
Vandevelde fliAlly broke in the Estes, Jackson. Tenn., Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Neely, Hazel. Rev. and
Tuesday Night
win column by beating a make- Mrs. E. L. Robinson. McKenzie, Mrs. W. G. Blakely. Golden Pond,
Bluebirds vs Parker
shift Bank of Murray squad by a Tenn.. Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Baker, Ralph Blakely, Golden Pond, Mr.
Rexall vs Vandevelde
rally in the last of the 7th. With Hazel, Rev. G. L. Smith, Puryear, and Mrs. Paul Dailey, Puryear,
Tharaday Night
the Bunk leading by four runs. the Tenn.
Tenn.
Bank Murray vs Jones Drug
Money boys made four errors in
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Kelly. Hazel,
There were quite a few others
Sunburst Vs Bluebirds
give the hungry Mrs. J. C. Hooper, Puryear, Tenn., whose names we failed to get.
the
last
half
to
Friday Night
Plumbers' three unearned runs and Mrs. L Hooper, Hazel. Mr. and
Bluebirds vs Vandevelde
like ball game. The Bank got 13 Mrs: J; B. Poyner, Puryear, Tenn.,
Parker vs Bank Murray
hits arid-1 runs While 9 Bank er- Mr. and Mrs. Jo. Wynn, Puryear,
Thersday,rlday IS
Model took the league lead with rors 'gave the Pipe Wrenchers 8 Tenn., Rev. and Mrs. H. Miller,
runs on only 0 hits off Charles Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. S. T. Fields,
Four Sets of Games Have Been four victories and one defeat by Jones.andy
Puryear, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Cardowning Parker 7 to 3. Story. the
Postponed, Play 4 Nights
Will read your palm and tell
los Roberts, Almo, S. P. Looney,
Bank
2 0 2 0 2 0 1-7
Cleaners' new hurler, and Doctor
Next Week.
Mrs. William Looney. and Miss your fortune.
1 0 2 0 0 2 3-8
Smith allowed the same number
Located on J. Robertson's propJones, Covington:. Yarbrough, Annie Looney, Paris, Tenn.
All softball games this week of blows. 9, but the Models hit
erty on the West Highway.
Tenn.,
Paris.
Miller,
Mavis
Miss
more
timely.
Ferguson, Humphries.
were postponed in deference to
Mode
0 1 0 0 4 0 2-7
Parker
0 1 0000 2 3
Story, Scott; Smith, Chrisman.
Sunburst maintained its tie with
Model for the leadership by trimming Vandevelde 11 to 7 in the
nightcap the same evening. Each
team got the same number of hits
as runs. The Milkmen made 7 in
the second, which enabled them'
to coast through to victory.
Sunburst 2 7 0 1 0 1 0-11
THRIFTY or BIG M
Vandy
0 3 2 2 0 0 0- 7
GOLD MEDAL or PILLSBURY'S BEST
May 17
24The games of Monday. May 8,
were played off Friday night. In

SOFTBALL PLAY TO
RESUME NEXT WEEK

GIFTS FOR GRADUATES
ON CREDIT

Pay

Only 75c

A Week

A BULOVA VATC14 IS TUE
PEPPECT Gfrf,egAunrut,
LASTB•iG,USEPUL:
SEE Ti4CSNATC424
AND"MSS AllERICA-Tkio
OF TI-IEGPEATEST BUL.CVA
VALUS WE WAVE EVER
CV-CV:RED!

F24Poundk
COFFEE.Pound 25c
BEANs
B Ns
RICE

•Friday,

automatic. Entire
tope is handsomely enameled
At • new low price.

$475

Feed the children milk three times a day and
watch them bloom with health And vitality of mine
and body.' But be sure the milk you serve is rich
in quality and natural nourishment.
Science shows that good
pure milk is the finest all
around food value obtainable in any one food or
liquid. Give your children and family the benefit by serving it at every
meal, between meals and
at bed time. Telephoner
your order.

VALUE
GREEN

Return Milk
Bottles
When you buy a
bottle of milk, you
assume an obligation to see that the
empty ,bottle is re-4
turned tot the route
man or the grocery
front which you
bought the milk.

Murray Milk Products Co.

Calling you to take
advantage of the reduced prices in
-4

1

LADIES' READY
TO WEAR
—in—

BASEMENT
STORE
West Main Street

$3.50

$8.95
'Pay Only 50c A_ Week

initial* in Gold ,FREE!

$2235

Par-Only

75c A Week_

LIBERAL CREDIT—EASY TERMS*

.MANIAS tCa
227 BROADWAY — Phone 2700— Paducah. Ky.

3 N.C_11.- 2 CANS

20c
38c
23c
25c

C. Club GRAHAM
CRACKERS, 2-lb. box 22c

Wesco SODA CRACKERS,
16c
2-lb. box

Standard CORN,
3 No. 2 cans

C. dub SALAD DRESSING,
10c
8-oz. jar

23c

1.0c

White Naptha P. & G. SOAP,
25c
6 giant bars
C. Club
ROLL+

Fancy
Sugar
Cured

HAZEL

MURRAY

CORN, Country Gentleman,
No. 2 can
PINEAPPLE, 2 1-2 size can .
MILK, Pet, 3 tall or 6 small ...
CORN FLAKES; Miller's, 3 pkg.

Others $9.95 to 965.00.

On
pul
far
ove
ret
par
me
Gr.(
ily
ant
A
to
cep
-all
giv

wil

.Or
bor
or
gut
his

the
(nit
10
an(
Pet
Au
be
wa
ass
1
tax
sch

C. Club TOMATO JUICE,
19c
4 small cans
C. Club APRICOTS-PEARS,
19e
No.2 1-2 can
SILVER DUST,2 16-oz pkgs.
with Dish Towel Free 27c

We

ing
en,
the
in$
1
on
lay
tor
an;

210
27c
U-TOTE 'EM SHORTENINGZT('" 21c
33c
BACON

Perfectly matched! Choice
of colored stones. an ideal
gift for the girl graduate.

The newest! Genuine leather
case; silk moire lining; beautiful fitting..

-EA

Standard PEAS,
No. tcan —

FANCY
SUGAR
CURED

BROWN SUGAR, 10 lbs.
10c
16c
19c
20c
39e
j5c

RICE, 10 lbs. for
TOMATOES, 2 No. 2 cans
SHORTENING,
55c
4-poisncl cartcfn
SOAP,OCTAGON,Toilet, 3 tsars , I3c
TOILET TISSUE,
25c
7 rolls
19c
RELISH SPREAD, T. G.,pint
9c
'
Q. JELL, 2 pkgs.
25c
cans
1-2
PEACHES, 2 No. 2
25c
PEACHES, Evaporated, 3 lbs.

Fresh Vegetables
,LETTUCE, CELERY, GREEN BEANS,
NEW POTATOES, NEW CABBAGE,
TOMATOES, STRAWBERRIES.

BEANS, Great Northern, 4 lbs.

20c

SODA, Arm and Hammer,
4 packages.

15c

'MATCHES,6 boxes

14c

SOAP,0. K., 7 bars

25c

LARD, PURE HOG, 4 lbs.

63c

----f

25c

PEANUT BUTTER, pint

18c

PUFFED WHEAT, pkg. . ....

2105:

BACON BUTTS
3

BANANAS

25c

CANS

IC.3L;:rEIN ITELC-)W -29c

5c
LB*, IC

98c

100-pound bag

CANE SUGAR 100's sal' — 10 POUNDS

Feed and Seed at Special
Prices

•

1- 5c

-POTATOES

Sc
75c

_41

22c

POUND

2 P°11nds

COCOMALT, caer
SPAGEIETTI,4No. 1 can
FLOUR, Guaranteed, 24 lbs.

Small Sides
10 to 12 Lbs.
Half or Whole

NEW CABBAGE
FRESH GREEN _BEANS

COFFEE, 100 per cent pure, lb.. . 15c
10c
PEACHES, Argo, No. 1 sliced
SUPER SUDS, 3 boxes,

Pound

waste
No Rind,
Sugar Cured.".

DOGGIE DINNER

19c

PICKLES, Sour or Dill, quart

BUTTER
BAcel•

Fancy
Sliced
B'fast

PURE CANE SUGAR, 10 lbs. . . 50c

Full size — rapieforend with
leather straps and good hardware. Artificial leather lined
Your ,initials in gold FREE!

Cho

Embassy PEANUT BUTTER
25c
23-oz. jar

ARE
WHEN
YOU SHOP HERE

Ring and
Necklace Sets

Fitted O'Nite Case_

FProun
encdh

EXTRA FANCY
BLUE ROSE
6 Pounds

MRS. JAMES

a

Sack

c;OHPaorLcindPicked

NAVY

FRIDAY, SATURDAY and
MONDAY

Leather Gladstone

ha!
tha
Th
Par
he
in
7

Pound 17c;3 Pounds 49c

JEWEL

GROG" CAVINO1
-Lighter is

Pounds

Cou nt
Cl u brY

Telephone 191

Combination
Lighter and
Cigarette Case

•

'

USE SUNBURST
PASTEURIZED
griaTOlt—..maet, dependable. 15
Jewels a29.75

is

ex!
wh
Si,,
me

roger Piggly Wiggly Stores

The
"Debutante"

'24'5

stit
ant
La
his
isti
the
• in

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

Buy all of your Graduation gifts from Menai' on
credit! Select any article of fine jewelry or quality
luggage in this great store you want and have it
charged. Only a nominal down payment required—
the balance can be paid in small weekly or monthly payments. There's no added charges or interest
to pay for credit here.

A new creation in honor of the girl graduate.
A beautiful, large diamond set in the new
style four prong mount-'
Mg. Choice of white
or natural yellow gold.

Oa

C
MARY WANITA
"The World's
Wonder,"

How They Will Thrive on
WHOLESOME MILK

MANAS OFFERS

•

40 & /lis making special rate of
sto0. tor the initiation Saturday,
- and cap
which, covers fee. dues :
add medallion. The usual rate is
51500.
S.nce a mock AZIitiStSeM ts a -part
a :he program, A L Scott, of the
Paducah vulture, has advised that
all candidates wear old Clothing
Saturday night, overalls preferred.
Mr. Scott 'added that "it will be no
worse than going through the
Argonne but we will not use any
poison gases or have any Big Berthas and no one has ever succumb-ed."

50c

I.
awl

•
_1!.41161Rver"."1"w.-.„

tessewanitawasuseali;aszas.roarwe-

t

$5

a
;1
.

at,

!VNir.

Tenn.,
Hazel,
, Bert
Hazel,
tenton,

Pages 1 to 6

Tenn.,
, Dyer,
Dyer.

New SeriesNo. 369

r. and
v. and
Pond.
id, Mr.
uryear,

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,869, SWORN
TO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, May 23, 1935

MORGAN ORR FOR Keen Johnson Candidate
SWANN ESQUIRE
for Lieutenant-Governor

others
let.

Outstanding, Popular Farmer Announces for Fill-in Term in
August Primary.
•
Morgan Orr, popular and substantial farmer of the South Pleasant Grove section authorizes The
Ledger dr Times this week to make
_his formal announcement for Magistrate of Swann district subject to
the action of
theafkineCralln slarla
In the August primary, Mr. Orr
is a candidate to fill ont the unexpired term of John W. Myers,
who resigned, and which Bun
Swann is now filling by appointment.

CA C

id tea

I prop-

MOM

Mr_ Orr, who is 52 years old,
has been a successful farmer in
that iketion since young manhood.
Though born in, Tennessee, his
parents moved to Calloway when
he was a baby and he was reared
in that section.
Though he has never before been
a candidate . for public office, Mr.
Orr has filled several positions of
public trust with ability and satisfaction. He has served as matt
school` trustee and secretary of the local'telephone company, all without pay. He is a
member of the South Pleasant
Grove Methodist church. His family consists of himself, Mrs. Orr
and two sons.
Mr. Orr said he had no platform
to offer or promises to make except to do the best he can for
-all the people of his district and
give a square deal to -all if honoree- by his friends and neighbors
with this office.
----AncT those iiiRd—knoW Mofgan
_Orr, know that his word is his
bond and that' no written pliellrgrs
or promises are required as a
guarantee that he will perform
his duties honestly and capably.
—Polit. Advt.
•

overseer,

I.

•

City Starts Drive
On.Tax Collections
' The city has started a drive on
the collection of privilege and
automobile taxes. A penalty of
10 per cent will be added June 15
and after July 15 an additional 5
per 'cent will be added. After
August 14 another 5 per cent will
be added'and after September 14
warrants will be issued and fines
'•
assessed. '
The automobile and privilege
taxes arsa, tsoth included in the
schedule. The automobile taxes
were reduced at the first meeting in May from $4 to $3 on passenger cars. The truck rates remain
the same and are licensed according to type.
The city is also making a drive
on the enforcement of parking
laws Chief Hays states. Car operapark within the lines
tors
and spot indicators.

A.

/C

c

3,
c

.
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S
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RICHMOND, Ky., May 17—Keen
Johnson, editor of The Richmond
Harder and Secretary of the
Democratic State Central Executive _Committee, today announced
as a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for Lieutenant Governors
Mr. Johnson is a former President or the Kentucky Press Association, a graduate of the University of Kentucky, and served
over seas with the 89th Division
in the World War. Three years
ago he was' elected Secretary of
the Democratic State Central Executive Committee at the time the
headquarters offices were installed
in Frankfurt.
At the request of the Democratic
editors of the state Mr. Johnson
inaugurated a press bureau in connection with the party headquarters, that for the past „three years
has issued frequent news bulletins
concerning the policies of the
Democratic administration and the
activities of the various departments of state
gbvernment at
Frankfort. In the preparation of
this information Mr. Johnson has
kept in close touch with the problems confronting the state government and with many of the legislative ' es that may come before
the n
„tegislature.
This i 'he first time Mr. Johnson has e
spught public office,
although
uently been
-on the firing z
r Democratic
nominees, where he has earned
The -reputation of_ being, a, ready
and able speaker.
Mr. Johnson formerly edited the
Elizabethtown Mirror in Elizabethtown and, after having edited
it, completed his education at the
University of Kentucky. during
which time he was a member of
the editorial staff of the Lexing•
ton Herald. He later became editor of The Anderson News of
Lawrenceburg and then editor of
The Richmond Register. At the
present time he is the Kentucky
member of the National Code Authority of the Graphic Arts Industry under the NRA, and a member of the Board of Directors of
the National Editorial Asoseialgest,
Last year he was President of the
Kentucky Conference of Social
work...
A saving of 30 percent on tractor
fuel may be made for Warren
county farmers through work of
the Farm Bureau.

I

-"Fis ,,.00

THE LEDGER & T

SECTION TWO

County Agent Stuart Brabant of
Todd county estimates that farmers
will use 8,000 tons of limestone if
they can arrange to have it crushed.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Potato Shaped Like
Wind Is Brought In
S. D. Stewart, correspondent
for the Ledger SC Times at Pine
Bluff and known to his many
readers and admirers- as "Mud
_SpI Mee' hi ensehtsin. Tuesday an:
Irish potato that is shaped
almost exactly like a clenched
human hand. Mr. Stewart gave
the potato to Dr. Will H. Mason
after exhibiting it on the street.
The tuber is not only the
shape but practically the size
of the hand, with a wrist and
seven fingers.
One of the
fingers hits- a remarkable resemblance to a nail 'and two
others have dents about where
the nail would
begin on a
finger.
The potato was found by E.
R. Matheney, merchant at Big
Sandy, Tenn., in a sack which
was delivered to him by the
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co.
Mr. Stewart obtained it from
Mr. Matheney.

.„

KEEN JOHNSON

Commerce Group to
Sponsor TVA Film
at Murray Theatre
The Murray Chamber of Commerce is making arrangements to
sponsor, the TVA educational film,
"A National Program in the TennValley", which will be shown here
in the tatter part of June thrdbghthe courtesy of the Capitol
Theatre.
The feature is a sound film—with
voice and music—and will be given
free of charge to the public. The
music is by the United States
Marine Band and Orchestra. The
film contains five reels and requires 48 minutes to screen.
Included in the film are motion
pictures of the power dams, construction projects, land reclamation,
and vivid portrayals of the aims,
objectives, and achievements of the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
Since Murray is situated in the
vicinity of the proposed Aurora
Dam in the Lower -Tennessee
Valley, the Chamber of Commerce
officials are of the opinion that the
public will be interested in the
work being carried on by the TVA.
No definite dates have been set
as yet, but W. L. Sturdevant, director of the information division
of the TVA, has assured secretary
L. J. Hortin of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce that the film may
presented during the latter part of
June.

Native of County
Dies in Illinois
, -

William Roy Dale, Jr., passed
away at his home in Greenville.
Sunday night and the baby was
taken to Sumner where a short
service was held at the cemetery
Tuesday afternoon at four o'clock.
Services had previously been held
in Greenville where he had made
his home for a number of years.
Deceased was me eldest son dif
Dr.- W. R. Dale, of Sumner and
was born in MuTraa's
his father moving to Oblong when he was
an infant and later locating in
Sumner. In his youth and early
manhood he fqllowed the printer's
trade and, fly several years was
employed as a compositor on the
Lawrence County News at Lawrenceville. Later he worked on
the Sumner Press at Sumner- and
about thirty years ago took
traveling position with a drug fir
in St. Youis, his territory bein
Southern Illinois. For the pa
several years he had been employed with the Mcesson-Merrill Drug
Co. and was a frequent visitor in
Olney until recently when he -wsp
called inie the St. Louis nate*.
Last Thursday he was taken seriously ill and was removed to his
home in Greenville. For a time
he appeared to be regaining his
strength, but a turn for the worse
came -Sunday and he passed away'
that night. Death was the result
of ulcers of the stomach.
Roy was about 55 years old and
is survived by his widow and one
daughter,, Jane Catherine Dale. a
teacher in the Greenville sChoolsa
—Olney, Ill. Record.

a year in Calloway,
Marshall. Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere is
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State at Kentucky.
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Calloway To Get $47,000 More
Annually from Sales Tax Than
It Pays State Under Law,Said

-I can't say enough for Cardui if
I talked all day," enthusiastically
writes Mrs. L. H. Caldwell, of Statesville, N. C. "I have used Cardui at
'Intervals for twenty-five years," she
adds. "My trouble in the beginning
was weakness and nervousness. I
read of Cardul in a newspaper and
decided right then to try it. It,seemed
before I had taken half a bottle of
Cardui I was stronger and was soon
up and around."

It Pays to Read the Claiudfled

fited them. If it doe.
consult a physician.

APPLIANCE SHOW
IS GREAT SUCCESS

HONOR ROLL
Correspondents and local adve;
Users who gel their • copy in by
Monday:
Murray Con. Caal ea Ice Co
E. S,..Ettuguict Ze. Son .
Murraa....4uto Parts Co.
Murray Lumber CO.•
•
City of Murray
Murray Milk Products Co.
The Chatterbox
Elder L. H. Pogue
Lerman Bros. • Scatter Brains
S. Pleasant Grove
Capitol Theatre
Rev. E. B. Motley
Bus Station Lunch

FRANFORT, May 20—Calloway ures for the first half of the year.
county will pay $29,647.42 a year
As result of the reduction of the
_ the_ state _nits -tax and there - state real, estate tax fracaill cents
will be returned to the county as to five cents on the hundred dolits part for payment on road bonds lars Calloway county paid " into
or for road building $26.391.96, the state treasury last year $2,761,kiased on Collections for the first 47 as compared with $17,;18.21, in
six months the sales tax was' in 1932, a saving of 514,956.74.
effect. This is exelusive of the
Automobile owners in Calloway
money returned to counties from county were saved $6,904.93 as reautomobile truck licenses, divided sult of a reduction of approximateequally among all counties.
ly dO per cent in automobile liThere are 106 counties- out of censes.
the 120 in which the Money reThe savings in real estate taxes
turned to them, together with the and in lowering of automobile lireduction in property tax and censes, together with the money
G
Eagleunet r's Flat
automobile license fees, totals more returned to the county from the
Vancleave News
than they pay into the state treas- state treasury totals $107.830.77.
Kirksey Kinklets
ury through operation of the sales
Although relief money is being
tax.
spent in every county for aid of
As result of the sales tax enact- the unemployed, this expenditure are seats 'or various esTucational,
ment the per capita distribution is not included as calculations of charitable and penal institutions
from the state school fund of money returned the counties are of the state which have benefit$11.60 resulted in $56,260.00 being made. However, had not federal ted by the state's ability to make
returned to Calloway county for funds been supplemented by state appropriations for their maintenmaintenance of her school sys- funds, made available from sales ance. Most of the other counties
tem. aThe preceding year when the tax revenues, it is doubtful that the have received large expenditures
schoof per capita was $6.00. she federal relief agency would have for relief.
Figures on .sates tax collections
received about half that sum.
continued to Make disbursements
In addition Csildway county re- for relief purposes.' Federal and are necessarily those for the counceived $3,287.14 for purchase of state funds spent for relief in ties in which the tax is collected'.
free school books in the first four Kentucky Ida year amounted to The entire tax is not necessarily
paid by residents of these coungrades as result of • an appropria- $16,515,781,
tion of $400,000 made from sales
The 14 counties which pay in ties, however. Much of the sales
tax revenues for that purpose. The more ,than is saved in reductions tax collected in counties where are
amount of money returned to Cal- and returned to them through the located the larger 'cities, is paid
lowajeounty from the one-third of tax readjustment program are: by out-of-town shoppers from surthe total collected from the sales Bourbon, -Boyd, Boyle, Campbell, rounding rural areas.
tax which is distributed to the Clark, Daviess, _ Fayette, FrankThe berry crop in McCracken
counties, together with the money
Henderson, Kenton, Mason,
received for se-In:kids and free McCracken, Woiadford, and 'Jeffer- county' may -be short - due to the
drought, but the quality and price
school books exceeds the amount son.
Four -Or thoie.
of stiles tax and state properlsi tax
Boyle,' outlook are g-00d, says the county
paid by 847,104.21. based on fig- Fayette,' Franklin and Jefferson. agent.

I

Many Attend Both Days Friday
,
and Saturday; Prizes Oven
in Drawings.
Murray's ,first home appliance
and electrical refrigeration show
was a great success. The ,show,
held ,Friday and Saturday....,drew
hundreds of Murray and Oalloway
Ettltwines
housewives.
county
were held in tria—Eicisine- hours i
each evening. .
The show was sponsored by the
Johnson-Fain Music Co.. Riley
Kentucky-Tennessee sCo.
Radio
Power Co., and Sexton Brothers_ Merchants had attractive &Splays featuring refrigerawashing
tors but -also showing
machines. ranges, Irons, fans, and
many appliances.
:4
Visitors registered upon arrival
•
for prizes and were given ice
cream and refreshments. Among
those receiving prizes were J. S.
Pullen, electric iron. H. C, Vinson,
6 quarts of milk. Mrs. I. E. Lassiter, can of Gulf oil, Mrs. Herschel .
Corn, table lamp, Rome Elkins.
electric toaster, Mrs. Houston,
radio, Mrs. Earl Holland. ,can .of
oil, Mrs.,,Clifford Phillips, refrigerator set..

Ligth '&

Thirty ,4—H chibs in Bell county
have 885 members starting projects
with a probable increase to 1,000
farm boys and girls.
_Only a few Rowan county poultrymen 'lost -movethan 5 per cent
of the chicks started where good
feed add -iiferity_ of water' Were
provided.

7gic 8i,q Deomnd_ 4'74 &yea 70clay irrt CCOIWOU/

IT- PAYS-3 WAYS
-BUY CHEVROLETS
YEAR AFTER
YEAR
DEPENDABILITY

Not Everybody in
Arrest Five For
Calloway county sub.
Game Violations scribes to the Ledger
Game Wardens. .1_ a Bugg and & Times but nearly
J. R. Oury arrested five then in everybody reads it!
Calloway county last week on
charges of violating state fishing
laws.
F. H. Flora, O. B. Farley and
Lester Jackson were arrested for
fishing without licenses and their
sentences were probated aftey
they were ordered to purchase
licenses.
Carl Jones and Glenn Jackson.,
charged with dishing in'arunning
streams in the month of May, entered pleas of guilty and their
cases were continued for settlement.
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Lady Took Cardui
When Weak,- Nervous

ta"

-

11111

LUMBER

lifft

BUILDING
SUPPLIES -

Thousands of women testify Cardni benenot benefit you,

1'S-Ton Stake (157' wheeilmao)

You wouldn't give your floors
this kind of wear—but even if

rC.L.

HAN N
PERFECT Fib
-ENAMEL
,would give greaitr service.

•

•

Hanna's Perfect Floor Enamel is tough. . . . It's
made to withstand the wear and tear of heavy shoes
and the rough play of the kiddies.
Perfect Floor Enamel is made es.
pccially for interior and exterior floors
and woodwork that are badly worn.
It covers up the battere/. and scam-cr.!
places and leaves a'beau tut, hard sur•
face that is easy to keep clean,

for
•••

EVERY ICE CREAM USE
The soda you had after the movie last night
.. . the pie a la mode you'll have for lunch today'
... if they didn't have GOLDBLOOM in them you
missed a lot of flavor and -real ice cream goodness.
Insist on GOLDBLOOM when you -crave that •`e-xtra something" in ice cream. It fills the bill perfectly, every way it is served—at your favorite soda
fountain or restaurant—or for regular desserts at
home. Six delicious flavors—comes in brick or

Incorporated •

262

Murray, Ky.

will get better haulage service at lower cost
by buying a Chevrolet Truck because of
these triple economies:
I. Chevrolet Trucks sell at the
world's lowest prices.
2. They use less gasoline and oil
because they are powered
by six-cylinder valve-in-head
engines.
3. They give longer, more de-

pendabk service because of
the extra quality which Cheva rolet builds into every part of
its products.
nearest Chevrolet dealed--this
uciek. Have. a thorough demonstration of
the right Chevrolet Truck for your, haulage needs. Buy a Chevrolet and get better
truck performance at the uwrld's lowest
prices!
Visit your

CHEVROLET 1140T)R COMPANY,DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
'Compare CherrcJees lose deliveredprices on4fie"
.,

p.)4.A.C.terms. A General Mawr, Vahei
DEALER ADVERTISE MENT

CHEVROLET TRUCKS
PORTOR MOTOR.,

Murray Luithber Co.
.Phone

Today. when every wise buyer of trucks is
particularly interested in getting depend-able transportation at lowest cost, the
money-s4ving advantages of Chevrolet
Trucks have a particularly strong appeal.
Truck buyer after truck buyer is discovering that it pays three ways arbuy Chevrolets. And truck buyer after truck buyer
is deciding to take advantage of the big
savings which Chevrolet offers. You,too,

TENTH

and MONROE

PADIJCAH, KY.

WEST MAIN STREET

PHONE 47

MURRAY, KY.

s
.5.
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Mrs, Walter Hamlin. Judge and Mrs. J. H. Churchill, Mr. and
rest in various places. Others will Mr. and
E. P. Phillips. Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Wrather, Mr. and Mrs.
Mks.
and
to
vacation
August
the
wait .until
Alderson, Mr and Mrs. J. 0. Wrather, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Wert
Mrs.
states.
many
in
visit relatives
Jim Thompson, E. J. Miller, Clif- Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Charley Clark.
E. P. Phillips, Me
Judge and
ford Phillips, Ben Grogan.
Quilting And Rare Raisilig
Mrs. abort Lassiter, ItIrs.
Mrs. 'Ella Hamlin. Mrs. Ada and
Home
4-114aPalielik- MIMS&
Vedeirre.
Smith. Mrs. Fimer Lovins. Leg*Cnreol
• On Friday. May 10. friends of Parker. Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Out- Huelett Clark and 40seph UnderMrs. Lois Thurman-gathered at her land and sons Billie Joe and James wood.
home, and the day was spent in Edwin, Bruce Lovins. Mr. and
An enjoyable soiial occasion
Mrs. Ed Lovins. Bart Osborn. J. A. was had and refreshments of ice
quilting and raising of a barn.
C. fee this page should be submitted not later thaa Teenier
At the noon hour a delicious Ellison.. Miss Kate Ellison. Miss cream and lentoriade were served.
Annie B. Ellison, Miss Eva Gray
afternoon each week.
dinner was served.
Following the gatOering the six
McCuiston. Miss Nellie Smother- left for Memphis to spend the
Those present wet' as follows:
floor of the Training School. Mrsman and daughter Marjorie. Misses night and continued their trip
Mrs. Laurine McCuiston. Mrs.
Marf McCoy Hall, head of the
Lorine and Lovelle McClure. Orval Monday.
Haneline.
Emma
Mrs.
department, and her students ,will Roy Lovins,
McClure. Mrs. Hardin Wrye and
Era Lovins. Mrs. Cora Lee
Berline and .Barbara
be in charge. No admission. Pub- Mrs
daughters
21
Mrs.
May
Rolfe.
MEM;
illdirads/
McCuiston. Mrs. Duna
Mrs. Fent Mohunlic invited.
and
Mr.
Gene.
Nigh
Murray
Branat
nisht
Society
Ada McNutt. Mrs. Chrissa
children Gene Dale and
and
dro
Mrs.
Tucker,
don. Mrs. Pearl
85119°1Thursday !Earning.
Flora Buc- Nancy Eva.
exercises... at Gladys- Blalock. Mrs.
ment
Commence
Mr. and Airs. Burman Parker
Charlton. fairs.
TilePe
n sday AftrifeTe••-Mbiy21
Mrs.
hanan.
_leetmr_
;
.Dr
State frilleste
The largest attendantin several
Thurman. and son Witham Thomas, Mrs.
Lois
1M.
Magezind riutf-Ineeets-wittr
Tucker
Rexie
of
Lester Smith of Univirsity
Miss Eva Vick Self. Mrs. Fannie Lee, the months was present at the meetGarner.
Marian
Leland Owen.
Miss
address.
Indiana, will deliver the
Gene ing of the Lower Tennessee Valley
Boyd, Miss Annie Lovins, Miss lye Rev. and Mrs. Edd Outland.
Everybody invited to hear him.
Grayel PitFriday Maisie& May 24
Boyd. Itss Pearl Boyd. Miss Elva Pitman. Ethel Pitman.
• • •••
Association here last Friday afterBoyd, Miss man, Ruby Pitman. Will Pitman. noon at which it was decided to
, Art department at College will
Club of Murray Tucker. Miss Eulala
English
The
Fay
George Pitman, Patra Smith,
have a marionette show in chapel
Tucker.
send a delegation to Washington to
tegolleneieve a banquet at the Bonnie
PaL smoi\
at 1.90
33000
present Ilre- Vule
larel'fir
Tri Tucker. Rarriond IteCtfLetnn, Srentie
—
—•c
National Hotel Satte
Marjorie Miller_ Will Lovins, Mrs. names for Aurora Dam.
Amos Outland. Orval Boyd. 012111
18.
May
Geneva
Friday Night. May 24
Blalock. Cecil Boy Lovins, Annie Lovins,
Those present with the counties
The long "T" shaped table was Garner, Huston
raduatrng exercises at Murray
Pm- Loving, Charlie Loving, Raiford they represented were: T. 0. TurMcCuiston,
roses
of
Clayborn
bowies
Boyd.
with
pretty
very
Lovins.
Gene
Norman
Loving,
School.
gh
ton Thurman. W. B. Outland. Joe
ner, President and W. S. Swann.
candles, and place cards.
Mrs. Cratus Bomer and children
Isaac
chairman of the board, L. J. Horprogram was enjoyed as fol- Dick McNutt, Ellis Tucker:
A
Ann
Mary
Ronnie,
George.
T..
J.
25
May
Setarday Afternoon,
Brandon. John Pat Lovins, Bob
T. 0. Baucum. H. T. Waldteop,
lows:
and baby. Mrs. Guy Lovins, Liz- tin.
Last meeting of the Alpha DeQuest for Mastery Stubblefield. Robert Walker.
Harry I. Sledd, Waylon Rayburn,
-The
Subject:
HenW.
M.
Cucy,
Ellie
Elkins,
zie
Hosts
partir.ent of Woman's Club.
M. 0. Wrather, E, J. Beale, Walof Literature-.
Etrnus Outland, Norman Lovins. ry. Radford Henry.
Mrs. A. M. Wolfson, Mrs. E. B.
Herbert Dren- Freemon and Tremon McCuiston.
Dr.
.
lace Rogers, Jr., Joe T. Lovett,
Toastmaster
afterthe
in
late
left
The guests
Houstols, Mrs. C. L Sharborough.
LOVIII.S.
Bruce
county; Arlie Olive, Mike
Cajloway
Tucker.
nan.
Lee
Eddie
McCuistoe
Mr.
for
noon, wishing
Mrs. Joe Lovett. To be held at
Winslow, J. F. Wila take off on Mason Smotherman. Earl Tucker.
John
Dowdy,
Sense
Common
birthdays.
more happy
the hothe of Mrs. Lovett at 2:30
C. Tellus Chariton. Milton- Boyd, many
Forrest
Prof.
son. Graves county; Judge E. R.
philosophy/.
p. m. •
Scillian. Lyon county; Bill PhilHicks Thurman. Hoyt McClure.
Pogue.
Richerson-McKenzie
lips. Caldwell county; W. R. HazelError_ I a take off on journalism), John Poyner. Melten Pace. Muse
Saturday
Saturday Evening, May CS
Marriage
wood. Carhsle county; G. L. DrafJoe Horrell.
Rolfe. Gus -Parker. Conrad Bucmade
been
has
ent
Dance pantomine. -Devon's Isle".
Announcem
fen. Albert Strow, Marshall counFalse Illusions ia take oft on hanan. Dick Walker, Fent MohunFrances
Miss
of
marriage
to be given by dance pupils of
of the
ty; Senator H. P. Atwood. Trigg
teachers). • Miss Mary Elizabeth dm.
Mary Frances Speara. at college
Richerson to Horace McKenzie. county; Hecht Lackey, Malcolm
Edwards.
Harlon Rolfe. Raiford Lovins.
Murray
by
by
performed
Sponsored
.
was
auditorium
marriage
Wallace, John Kirksey, McCracken
Novelty dance features. Miss Charles Blalock. Charlie Lovins The
Rev. R. F. Gregory at the county; Ben Diggs, Henry county,
Woman's Club. Proceeds to go to
McCuiston. Howell Thurman. the
Helen, Western.
Keys
adSmall
They
fund.
street.
children's milk
home on West Main
Tena.. and Judge Newt Lindsey
A large number of English major Paul Thurman. Roy Thurman. ad
mission,
were attended by Perry Hendon and Mr. Culp; Benton county,
and minor students ,attended.
David Tucker. '
and Miss Velma Ruth Heath.
• • • ••
Tenn
Lars Nelle Buchanan. Geneva
Sunday Afternoon. May 26
Following the marriage a dinner
Buchanan. Peg.
To Have
Grey
People
Hilda
Murray
Lovins.
college
at the home of
them
Baccalaureate service at
given
was
Mae
Linda
-Pleasant Vacations
gy Maxine Buchanan.
Dr C C Brewer of
auditorium
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Blalock. Frances Tucker. Mary
Richerson. near New Hope.
Mempnis to vve the address. Pub- ,Several Murray people will have
Buchanan and Norma Luther
Frandes
A, number of friends of the poputhe first of June to spend vaca- Jeane Lovins.
lie invited_
lar young couple attended. Sunday
tions elsewhere.
several friends were invited to a
There are not any definite or
Mrs, A. M. Wolfson and daugh- Mr. Pink MeCiiston Honored,
Saturday Afternoon. May 26
dinner at the home of the groorteg -early plans for the.. construction
leave next week for New
Wilt
ter
On 89th Birthday
At-430 o'clock. faculty tea in York where they will sail June 4
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Beul Mc- of the Aurora Dam, according to
--Wells Hall parlors for seniors, par- on the Statendan of the Holland
word from the T. .V. A. headOn Friday. M.,y 17. relatives, Kenzie.
ents, and alumni.
quarters received by -J.- D
Line for Belgium. There they neighbors and friends gathered at
Model. Tenn. Mr. Dill wrote the
will spend the summer with rela- the home of Mr Pink McCuiston
Tuesday Evening. May 28
authority protesting the constructives and friends.
and celebrated his 89th birthday.
tion pf the dam and the reply folAt 8 o'cilock. presidents review
At the noon hour a bountiful
Misses Mildred and Margaret
•
•
lows:
for the college seniors. Musical Graves will said from New York table was spread on the lawn with
Over two hundred were present Mr. J. D. Dill
and phewical exhibition at stadium.. on June 4 on the 'Statendam' for delightf01.. food.
Music was furnished by the Mc- for the reunion Of the Wrather Route I
will join a party
Committee in charge . Prof Roe Europe, They
of Model, Tennessee
European countries Cuiston brothers with string in- family Sunday at the home
the
tour
and
Stewart Prof. W. H. -Fox.`and Miss during the summer months.
strurnente ',Organ and vocal selec- Frank Wrather West of Murray
called Saturday at the Dear Mr. Dill:
Naomi Maple. No admission. A
Mrs. G. • B. Scott and sons John tions were given by. various - guests and several
home. The occasion for the event
real treat for the public.
Ed and Buis-t will leave next week present.
Replying to your letter of April
Those included were as follows: was the return for a visit of the
fctr Dallas/and Corpus Christi.
Wednesday Afternoon. May 29
Mr Pink McCuiston. Miss Julia Wrather brothers from Texas' for 29. we are making surveys of the
Texas to/visit relatives.
visit and one of the first in entire lower Tennessee River to
Exhibit of College Art departMrs. 'C. L Sharborough and McCuiston. Bob McCuiston. Miss a short
are Bob Wrath- determine whether a dam should
ment in studios on the second dati
rs Marion and Jacqueline Mildred McCuiston. Miss Voline many years. They
•
Bert Wrather, "be built in tfrat -reach and, if so.
been ,esirly in 'June to visit McCuiston, Erwin McCuiston. Miss er. Tyler, Texas,
John Wrather, of at what location. Plans for a dam
Texas,
Kilgore.
Raymond
31cCuistori,
Lee
San
a
C,.t•
and
Dallas
in
th relatives
Orleans. McCuiston, Clayborn McCuiston. Kilgore. and, Dr. Rufe Wrather. at Aurora Landing have not been
VETERINARIAN /Antonio. Texas. and New
completed, and is. is not at all
Miss Laurine McCuiston. Treamok Ain
countian.
a
former
that a dam will be 'built
Rogers
certain
John
litMcCuiston.
Fremon
and
McCuiston.
Mr, and Mrs W. Swann
LICENSE NO. 116
trip back with them at that location. It will be some
Mr. and Mrs. R H. Hood will leave tle Keit MeCuiston, Toy lefeCuis- also made the
can
VeterI was licensed to nracti
for Mexico City ton. Miss Edmona McCuiston, Guy and visited his brother Mart time yet before these matters
Den- the first of June
hary Medicine. Surgery
Rogers and Mr. and Mrs. J. H. be determined.
Inter- McCuiston.
the
attend
will
they
where
when
date
1916,
V.
Sept.
tistry
Yoursry,..-Aruly
Mrs. Bell McCuiston, Mrs Slema Churchill. He now resides at Tyall other veterinarians were grant- national' Rotary Convention.
.
Tennessee Valley Authority
, UfitY.
ed license in this cO
.Mrs. Harry Sledd and Miss McCuiston. Criss McCuiston. Tre- ler.
Carl A. Bock.
Among those included Sunday
Frances Sledd will go to Prattville. mor; ,McCuiston. Mrs. Susan Mc/eted at
Loe
Assistant Chief Engineer
the Hurt and
Ala.. to spend several weeks with Cuiston, Erie McCuiston, Mrs., Jim were members of
McCuiston. Mrs. Thomas MeCuis- Clark family as well' and friends
(N'S BLACKSMITH relatives.
J. C. BE
list
SHOP
Several, members of the college ton and daughter Mary Sue. Mee of the families. A complete
Murray. Ky.
list of
faculty will leave Murray the last Will McCuiston, Mrs. Trellis Mc- was not taken but a partial
Mr.
PHONE 200
of next week for one • week of Cuiston. Mrs.' W. B. MeCutaton, visitors from Murray were:
Cronorte Jail

Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Eititbr
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CAPITOL

Phone 338, Please

Thar sacra love
was Ike talk
.eirr
of Ike le_wal

Mu
sen'

Wa:
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eon

An impassioned
drama of small-town
slander...and
of a man who
knew'how'to
fight for a
woman worth
fighting fort
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Large Group Attends
LTVA Meeting Here
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Hundreds Attend
Wrather Reunion

Dr. Earl Adams

s
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Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

in a baffling murder drama
that will hold you spellbound
while you revel in romance!

Radio & Refrigerator
Service

4rMil

AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
WEDNESDAY
-PHONE 107W.

H. CARTER

Ten Years Experience

PAUL KE LLY
GENE LOCK HART-W

Fat Voiks Read This

Poldiac's Sealed Chassis
ai,taifrwiz.y.th4telat,a4livateiz

Paid No Attention
To Envious Gossipers
Mrs. J. H. Valentine of Freeport,
N Y., writes: "I lost 14 lbs. with
hen and my -husband took
off 12 lbs. in 3 weeks and intends
keeping up the good work. I think
ICruschen is simply wonderful."
Intelligent folks like Mr. and
Mr .Ventine don't listen. to ,gossiping folks who tell them 'It's impossible to reduce Safely.
Kruschen Salts is one safe reducing treatment-it's a health treatment-physicians prescribe it-just
take a half teaspoonful in a cup of
hot water first thing' everymorning-tastes fine with juice of half
lemon added-a jar lasts 4 weeks
andicosts but a few cents-any drug
nre. 'Dale -Stiebbletield -.:CO. sells
lots of it.

(aie•eis Mows ;do. • •

The destructive action of sand and rust coats
motorists thousands of dollars annually,_ But
•nadiWt•1041.
riot owners of the most beautiful thing on wheels
because Pontiac seals the titire chassis. It's' a 'more expensive method, but Pontiac used
Arcersec/
it because. Pontiac believes that buyers of
louvrired cars deserve the same guarantees
of satisfaction as buyers of expensive ears.
,
/
enOrismenneerc

.Seen e..

NTIA

:41,7:7;c4rz:Apr

,
samprmiltem meare- swot.
4••••••4•8 ears. Areilullk
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SIXES AND EIGHTS
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NEXT THUR.-FRI.

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

"I Saw Hini First"
Everyone is dis-

WOMAN or VAMPIRE
alluring . . . hiding behind a
dread mask of unearthly terror! The piclov• to shudder at ,
tur•

covering Jimnsy
Savo. HIS'S she
year.

Beautiful

find of she

Whoeo comedian!

LIONEL

rry

with
ELIZABETH ALLAN
LIONEL ATWILL
BELA LUGOSI
JEAN HERSHOLT
ni
Prodachon
Tod Browng

IP

NOTICE!

PLEASE!

Highest Market Price for
WOOL
For Highest Market Prices
Bring Your

Let your friends
learn the thrilling climax for
themselves!

IMP

CHICKENS AND EGGS
COMING! TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4th and 5th

L. S. Anderson Motor Co.•

X."

c

great novel from the pen of
ARTHUR SO MERS ROCHE
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LBS. IN 3 WEEKS
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TIMES, MU
removed, spread ore,the

The Farmer Begins To Fight
•

I should be
ground. where it would be exOvercrowded State Prisons
posed to the sun light, or plowed
Manure pits
Demand Relief of Prisoners under once a week.
cf

The Inspector Pronounces a Verdict of Death

By Keen Johnson

•

Bible study will begin next
Lord's day at 9:00 a. m. and,
preaching will begin promptly at
10:00 a. rya, according.to previous
annotarteenwetav -Mks, higcsfare remember this and be on time, for
preaching at 10:00 instead of 11:00.
This change in time will be for
next Sunday only. and was made
to accommodate the speaker,
W have been having a splendid
interest and a large attendance.
We are expecting a large attend,
ance Sunday.
A cordial invitation is extend.xl
to all. COME!
L. H. Pogue,-Nlinister

caincrela and
properly trapped for flies.
4
Dr. Thomas H. Parran, Jr., state
as one ours major importance. The
Farmers have taken up lobbying. to represent them at Washington.
state legislature in 1930 thought it health commissioner of New York,
More than four thousand. repre- But such is not necesszry if the
had provided revenue with which in a recent radio talk, "Flies Are
senting 34 states. gathered in farm population, which has been
to correct the conditions existing Dangerous." He said among other
Washington to impress upon con- so decidedly benefitted, will but
in the institutions.
111inds:
gress their desire that there be vociferously express their SentiWhen the fly eats, it steps into
There was enacted a measure
continued eentrol features of the ments, approve the AAA, defend it
known more generally as the chain the food :and not only eata' all it
Agricultural- program inaugurated to their representatives in congress
store tax, which was believed wishes but covers legs, body and
by the present administration.
and fight for its retention,
would produce revenue ample to
The group that assembled in the
wings. It may thus collect a few
The. demonstration in Washing_gradually correct unhappy condicapital expressed appreciation for
germs from a yard toilet,
typhoid
ton supplies hopeful indication
tions in the asylums and prisons.
farm - relief legislation that has
bacilli from an open custubercle
Half the revenue from that measthe first time actually put that farmers are aroused, that they
or germs of diarrhoeal disimprov- pidor
in
expended
be
to
was
Head the Classified Column.
ure
manas
submit
y in the pockets
supinely
not
will
:
9f the farmease from the sewage-soiled' bank
ing the institutions and the other of a stream. Some of the filth
given him an opportunity to ufacturing Interests, packers and
half to be applied on the state
regulate production, eliminate curand germs are sure to be deposited
textile makers try to scrap the
debt..
plusses 'which depress prices, and
on the next thing upon which it
underyet
plan
aid
farm
soundest
measure
the
of
Constitutionality
benefit from principles which big
alights—such as Perhaps the milk
self-interest
intelligent
taken.
prolonged
After
assailed.
was
industry has been applying for
In (he state reformatory at
fruit or vegetables, bread
justifies the fight. Every business
court of the pitcher,
If your complexion, is dull, mudyears.
Frankfort, eonstructed many years litigation -the supreme
or cake, the baby's bottle or the
man and professional man who redeclared
recently
States
United
dy, sallow due to clogged bowels
built to confine 1,700 inmates,
of
baby:
face
the
The AAA_ "has lifted 'the pro- sides in a rural comnalinity_which
titutional. That actake Adlerika. Just one does rids
va.e .now quarteiral- - At-the
ducers from a state of bankruptcy is dependent upon a prosperous
tion removed all'hope of revenues
your system of poisonous wastes
the
F.ddyville
-et
state
penitentiary
OF
CHURCH
FRIENDSHIP
into one of -hope", is a significant agriculture for
prosperity,
its
had been
that due cause pimples and bad
same col:dawn exists with 1.276 from this source, which aviable
CIIRIST
line in the resolution adopted. The should join with farmers in their
to
skin. Dale, Stubblefield & Co.,
eentrted in ter institution whose impounded, of becoming
processing tax from which is rais- -fight to keep the advantage- gained
finance Improvement of the instiis
540.
capacity
Next Lord's day, May 26, is our Druggists,--in Hazel by - Tombola
ed funds distributed to farmers to under the AAA. It is as much to
tutions.
Drug Co.
There are daily arrivals of new
regular preaching day.
compensate them for eo-operating the interest of this type citizen as
preeners tent by the circuit courts The Governor is powerless to
with the government plan of regu--- it Is to farmers that this legislaVampire,"
without
condition
Meer and Lionel Atwill, in Mark of the
of the state for commitment. correct the
lotion, was praised by the farmers tion be retained, modified where Donald
and shows next Tuesda* Steadily .the prison population has necessary money be provided by
as "the first effective semblance experience dictates such is desira- wihch stars Lionel Barrymore
mounted until congeston within the the legislature. Since the legislaof a protective tariff fur growers. ble, extended as needed to prfect and Wednesday at the Capitol Theatre.
institutions created a grave prob- ture will meet next January it
Recognition was taken of the the plan.
lem. All available quarters are seems unwise to call a special
Opposition to the farm relief
that "powerful
fact
prospect. There always is a temporganized
taxed to provide accommodations session to consider the problem.
alt
than
more
done
has
that
plan
who
man
the
groups are attempting to destroy
tation to vote for
Governor Laffoon is endeavoring
for inmates, and seriousness of the
tp
combined
e.
legislation
previous
the Agricultural Adjustment Adpromises most, the idea being that situation has been steadily in- to secure an appropriation .of more
the
lwpr
of
purchasing
restore
ministration" as these representawith the same percentage of re- creased from month to month.
than a million dollars of federal
IT'S THE MURRAY
tives of the unorganized, Inarticu- farmer, impresses us as being
turns, per promise, the net result
Necessity for immediate action work relief money with which to
AUTO PARTS
Mercury)
factor
(Carlisle
single
No
short-sighted.
late millissine on .farms of the nawill be greater. But it often does to relieve a situation which imper- improve and enlarge the charitable
COMPANY
The following excerpt from an not work that way. The best prom- rilled health of inmates and over- and penal institutions. In the
tion expressed vigorous opposition contributes more greatly to a
to selfish endeavors to tear down healthful national prosperity than editorial in the Lexington Herald iser very often is the worst re- taxed facilities of the prisons, in- meantime, there was no course
the only program yet devised a prospesous..fassespepelgtion. No so completely takes the bucombe sult-getter. For 20 years charges pelted Governor Laffoon to ask a open to immediately relieve the
where you wilt 'find everything you will want for
which brings dollars and cents re- one factor has done more to re- out of the campaign hokum - that and promises of this kind have been prises advisory Commission com- intolerable
within
congestion
the
its needs. Vacation,and touring needs for the movive this prostrate nation than
lief to distressed farmers. .
taxes may be reduced by abolish- made' until Kentlickians have be- posed of outstanding Kentuckians, prison walls, other than that taken
We are glad that farmers of the big increase in income of the farm- ing State jobs, that we are reprint- come so accustomed to them that men familiar with prison prob- by the Governor.
torist—Tires, tubes, batteries, polishes, finishes,
nation are aroused to the fact that ers that has resulted from opera- ing it here. Many will be surprised they feel that they are entitled to lems, to examine the reeords of
covers, and every tool imaginable.
seat
the farm relief plan which has tion of the AAA.
to know that the much-advertised hear them. That's what they want. inmates - and ascertain those that
So, it is with genuine gratificaadded millioes and millions of
Griffenhagen audit showed' that 5 And it is questionable_ whether might be released with reasonable
NUMBERLESS ACCFSSORIES—Fender Lights,
dollars to the farm income, is en- tion that we express approval of cents out of the taxpayers' dollar
they will vote for anyone who certainty that they would seek to
dangered by the resourceful on- the fact that farmers of the na- goes to maintain those branches
Cigarette Lighters, Reflectors, Mirrors, etc.
as
lawthemsetwee,
re-establish
than
less
any
them
promise
will
slaughts of the same selfish in- tion disclose a determination to of the State goverpment, which a
health
county
A.
J.
Outland,
Dr.
abiding
citizens.
promhaving
they've been used to
terests that have for decades pick- resist efforts of industry to junk lot of folks "desire to see reduced
These who are to be conditional- officer, is urging that the residents
ised them, whether there is any
ed the pockets of the farmers: .the farm program, return farming enough to save - the whole dollar."
ly pardoned understand that they of Murray and Calloway county
or
promise
the
,keeping
\
of
has
chance
which
condition
ruinous
the
to
True it" Is that farmers cannot
are released on probation, that in screen their lsomes within a short
The excerpt follows:
not.
match the textile manufacturers. s so long prevailed in which every
the
against
rthertisn.e
commit-fu
Proteenon
they
eventeast):
"On every hand there la such
"The average takpayer ,feels that less acts they will be returned to house fly and other insects.
Die large industrial &rganizations farmer* raised all he could cultiW AX
in employing resourceful lobb4sts vate. created surplosses that could a widespread desire for tailtes to ,taxes are too high. He wants taxes prison to complete their sentences.
The housefly constitutes a real
not be sold, served only to drive be reduced immediately as -a re- reduced. He wants it done by. firing
Action of the Governer under the danger.' It is the universal enemy
down prices for farm commodities sult of slashing economies that a enough useless jobholders in Frankseems justified by of man. Wherever it goes. it -carto the bankrupt level, impoverish- real good demagogue could almost fort and it might not be a bad circumstances
every dictate of humane considera- ries with it the potential seed of
ed himself and family.
sweep the state. All he would have' idea, but this wouldn't save enough tion.
disease and death. Complete proThese who are fighting the farm to say is this:
real money to make tan appreciable
The situation supplies striking tection against this menace to
processing
the
oppose
program,
Job holders at Frankfort are run- reduction in what the taxpayer is evidence of the fact that we can- health and life lies only in elimitax; are the same influential inall overseach other. There are paying.
ning
not much longer delay rehabilita- nation of the fly's breeding places.
enjoying
JUST WEST OF LERMAN'S
terests that have been
The house fly breeds in animal
going to end from Frankmany
so
"Much of the state money that tion and enlargement of our penal
conspecial favors and high tariff
Everything for Your Car
state-owned automobiles is saised through the sales tax and and charitable institutions. The manure, particularly horse manure.
cessions for years. Now that a fort in
Bright colors, brown, grey, small degree of assistance is being that they are meeting themselves ad valorem taxes goes back to the problem has long been recognized Manure of any and every sort
i4=0.4M1. 4MONNIN11.01MMWM.
NM.,
t.o1III1 1”.•11•4.11•.4•11.04MW
all out. counties, either for roads, payment
extended to farmers, these "high coming back. .Kick them
blue, red, White
waste
Stop
offices.
useless
Abolish
of debts, for schools, for the mainand mighty" buccaneers are trying
other purto wreck. the plan which is proving and graft and you can save enough Iepance of courts
off
pay
and
tax
sales
the
to repeal
so highly helpful to the farmer.
poses.
We hqpe that the farmers have the state debt.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
-The Griffenhagen report Showed
'This, of course, is an inviting
, l'eslight.
that of each dollar, exclusive of
posite Ledger & Times Office just begin!
roads.. spent by the government,
17 cents went to the general gov-ernment, Si, cents_tia education,.14.
cents to charities, hospitals, etc.,
3 cents to health and sanitation,
6 cents to conservation and 3 cents
to protection of persons and property. The(slaseents-that is spent
by the "general government" includes money spent for, the courts,
including circuit courts, grand and
petit - jury funds, 'witness fees,
sheriffs allowances, conveyance of
prisoners, etc., the courts accounting for nearly half of the entire
amount spent. Under this item also
appear the costs of the legislature
and of elections, so that it will. be
seen that of the" dollar spent fee
ere- less that five
the state teats
cents goes for maintaining those
branches .which most taxpayers
desire to see - reduced enough to
save the whole dollar.'
Approximately 300 inmates of the
two state prisons will be released
on conditional pardons shortly
when Governor Ruby Laffoon acts
on the recommendation of the
prison advisory commission which
made a, survey of the prison inmates and recommended those
deemed worthy. of ,:leniency.
MOM of those who are to be
released are youthful first offenders, cemmtted for minor ofHumanitarian considerafenses.
tions ti,vesstttect the action in
order -ler eetieve-the -cruelly crowded , 'c, ndition of the two state

I Your Complexion
Blotchy And Pimply?

When You Think
of Your CAR:

The Truth About
Our Taxes

Urges Residents
To Screen Homes

its

MURRAY AUTO PARTS CO.

4"
1

-

Dutch's Shoe Shop

From Gulfs Multi-sol process now comes a

PREMIUM MOTOR
FOR 25%

Thirty Million Miles
of ford Economy.

LA
4

OIL

Work in better feeding practices,
eullitig and testing cows for production is being continued in Washington county.
Fifty-eight Garrard county [arm-'
ers plan to have 6.300 tons of limestone ground for use in soil imton.
provement, at 75 cent

Friend Recommends
BLACK-DRAUGHT
Many a

BM"
ehi missy
the
V..,.
ethos,

. er miles. Greater economy... that
MORE ram. Fast
Ford V- g. There are conclusive figthe
of
story
its the
is the most economical
to
ures from own3rs show that it
built
over
CCr
Ford
report of
A particularly interesting and complete
has owned
owner
who
fleet
national
a
from
comes
costs
than thirty million
854 Ford cars which have run more
use.
business
miles in
5,017,075
175 -sere Model T Fords which were run
run
which
were
cars
Ford
A
Model
were
599
miles.
have
been
which
cars
V-8
Ford
24,0,-632 miles. 80 are
run 2,982,888
V-8 cars
This owner's cost records show that Ford
and
tords
A
Model
the
than
operate
to
less
cost 12%
T Fords. And they covered
Model
the
thqp
less
31%
per month! The monthly average for the
more nil
For the Model A
Model T ''ords was 1509 miles....
for the Ford V-8.
miles
2571
And
miles....
Fords, 18b6
you more in value and
Each year the Ford car gives
performance and costs you less to operate.

People who have taken BlackDraught naturally are enthusiastic
about it because of the refreshing
relief It has brought them. No wonder they urge others to try it!
Mrs. Joe G. Roberts, of Porterstrille,
Ala., writes: "A friend recotrunended
Black-Draught to me a long time

Actual
Figures
Show
The
Ford V.8 is
Mess seeCro comical
than the
latod•I A.

12

and

31% chocrniul..
More *co

go. and It has proved its worth to me.
Black-Draught Is good for oonsttpatIon.
I And tbst-taking Black -Draught preset:111
the bilious heallachas which I used to
A panels vegetable medann•
Jlawe

____
for relief of
CONSTEPAtION, BILIOUSNESS

Newly-discovered refining principle puts
premium qualities into famous 25% oil

What has happened? Just this ...

TRAVEL BY BUS!
Convenient Schedule
- BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO— 5 P. MI
Paducah: 8 A. M.. 11 A.
Hopkinsville: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.,
7:30 P. M.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
Mayfield: 6 A. M„ 11 A. M.; P.M.
Paris: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
NAIL BUMS MOSS COLLEGE t
CAMPUS
Connections to St. Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, and Everywhere.

Gulf has built a giant refinery unit
to utilize a new refining process. It
is called the Multi-so! Process—anti
gives Gulf-lube the qualities of a premium oil!

ODAY you can go into any Oulf
station and buy more motor, oil
value for a quarter than ever before!

T

This process employs solvents of
opposite actions which act as chemical
"policemen" in the oiL They separate
the desirable from the undesirable
parts of the oil ... get rid of all the
"mischief-making" elements.

No other 25% motor oil
gives you all these
quality points!
1. It Is Multi-ml processed.
2. its already high mileage has been
stepped up 20% to 25%.

Today, no other 250 motor oil in America is refined by this process!

3. Highly resistant to oxidation—non'

And here's what this means to you...

Pc

Terminal at 'SIXTH and MAIN

4. ft has a high vim-0day Index--thins
out less under heat ... easy
starting year-round. Thoroughly de-waxed.

THE
NEW

6. High film strength—a pure
mineral oil that will not corrode new alloy Isearings.c

C. RAY LINES
Murray, K y.

Use Gulf-hibe, and you will add less
oil between drains. For the Multi-sot
Process has stepped up Gulf-lube's already high mileage 20% to 25%! s'•
Try the new eulf-lube today—only
25c a quart at all Gulf dealers. Your
car will know it's a premium oil—but
your pocketbook won't!

GULF. REFINING CO.

sludging ... extra long life.

5. Forms far leas carbon.

FORD V•8

With the new Gulf-lube you'll get
better motor protection even during the
longest, hottest summer runs. You'll
get less wear, less carbon,less sludge.
You'll save the cost of many a repair
and carbon-cleaning bill.

ELF-LURE
IN CANS IPA BULK

Phone 456
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— small-city dailies in America: which has grown. under Ms. Johasoses
than they are In paying it off.
primary and keep threats of what her WA her boast was la the work Mr. and
skillful leadership to be one of most influential small-city dailies in
Mrs. Idd Amstutz an'
might come before the ides of and her constant prayer was that child. Mr. and Mrs. parent* Mille:
the United States
One rumen newspapers point so November
Consolidation of The Murray LoW.,vr, The Calloway
In 1925. he was honored with election to the presidency of
out of it. Be game; be "His
Kingdom
extended" and children of Grosse Pointe
Times, and The
be
Times-Herald, October 20, 1628
the Kentucky Press Association, one of the youngest men-if not the ninety rot is, that reporters are true to yaur muses EN foe a fair through all the world. Rem fol. Minh., Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pitmat
trained
to
Published by The Calloway County PuOlohing Co.,
have
a
nose for news. primary in August. Give
youngest-ever to hold that office. In 1933. Mr. Johnson was selected
Inc.
your can- towing the footsteps of Jesus, and child of Ann Arbor, Mich
'North Fiatu-th Street, Murray, Kentucky
by the editors of Kentucky to repiresentIfieVeseSssitillo rattenal eomdidate a majority that will not re. she went 'forth to sibeillitasoC
e4 Steven el Roya
tins
Little
Dumb thinks -freedom quire a run-off.
mittee to draw up a code of fair competition for the small-town printlonely In our midst, and, instruct- Oak, !Rich., Mr. and Mrs. Day'
Joe T Lovett
of
the
press" ham something to do
Editor ing and publishing industry of the United States Mr. Johnson made
ed by God's own loving- heart, Williams and two children
a
T. 0. Turner.
numbet of valuable suggestions which were incorporated into the with free circulation.
freely received them into her own Dearborn. Mr: and Mrs. Will HASID
Entered at the PoStella!, Murray, Kentucky,
as second class mail matter code vrhieh was adopted
noteworth
and his
y work was reeegebted,
love.
and child of Highland Park. Ml
by publishers all over the Union.
"The truth, the whole truth, and
BE IT RESOLViii.
and Mrs. Clayton Parker and nieo
nothing
His abilities were so recoanlaed by this outstanding woes
but the truth, so help you
First: That 112 her peados the Hester Walker of Detroit /larva,
that he was elected a member of the board of directors of the God." And if editors told it like
Mrs. Ellen Wells riser, one of church has lost one of the Emit aeon of Canada and are. Comp
National Editorial Association in 1934 and was re-elected this year that they surely would need
the oldest and most -*dove& num- loyal and consecrated ntesiolinre• boob neishey, Garth Walker, form
it.
NATIONAL TUTORIAL despite the
Mart that his duties prevented him from attending the New
bers of Martin's CliggeL Musk
Second: That the Sunder Selmal erly of Murray, Ky., who is eco
Orleans convention.
ployed in Detroit and son .
Our prinier's devil is looking slipped quietly away on April 14, has sustained a great lo.
d
Mr Johnson's editorials in the Register have long been recog- for
Thh-d: That the Missionary So- Charlie Walker.
the fellow who put the -rest"
nized as brilliant in form and text and one is safely in the confines of
ciety
has
suffered
loss
the
No
of
one
dates are needed to mark the
is "Wrestling,"
str.iffis j,Ji4lT"
fact in saying-that Mr. Johnson is the most widely quoted edit* in
space of the years compasiedin of Its most beloved and helpful
Miss Cloteel Slaughter of MUT
Kentucky barring none.
naNabers.
the We of Mrs. Meer, for
ray, niece of Euel Glover, is visit
Shbeeription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry
Laffoon
named
718 Colonels in
and
The press of Kentucky is behind Mr Johnson without a disStewart Counties, Tenn., 81.00 a year, Kentucky
quality of her earthty.. mheze,
BR IT FURTHER RESOLVED: ing friends and relatives of Dear
ApriL "Ape* Pool"
. SI„.50; Elsewhere, to..ou.
like sollift rare perfume, out of age
edvertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market senting voice or a single shirker in his campaign fur Lieut-Governor
Mink.
First: That the church extend he
•••••
and what more can be %aid of a man than that he has the confieWww,
furnished upon application.
other age. As the days have paw its dentist sympathy to the beThe friends'and relatives met a
-------loyalty and love of those who are associated with him most intimateRepresentative Vinson is -being ad, we have
the home of Virgil Rossi on Easte
thought of the eter1018 reeved family.
ly? Ex-service men will support him unanimously as a comrade who boomed for the Senate next year iodine that were
manifested in hsr• Second: That a copy of these Sunday, April 21, and all enjoyo
is
oppositio
n
has fought their cause diligently and effectively.
to Logan. Mx. VlIWOR his. Here was such a
resolutions be placed on the church a pleasant day and a wonderfu
Keen Johnson will. fill the chair _of Lieutenant-Governor with ought to stand back and let Mr. qtdet5.. gentle nature that mocha,
-Martin's Chapel Mission. dinner.
its
Stanley' dereiroar.1;egan-ind watt -fragrance was in danger
fidelity and dignity; to his state and honor to himself.
Those present were:
of WIPE ary Society.
until 110811 to sueceed Mr. Barkley. mimed in an age when
The announcement of Keen Johnson, editor of the Richmond
the
Mr. and Mrs. Elrnus Normar
Then Kaatusiw would have two 'aggressive. and forceful
Register, that he will shortly make his formal
receive the.
announcement for
Mr. and Mrs. Loyce Norman, Mt
Senators who hum what state attention of the crowd.
Lieutenant-Governor on the Democratic ticket brings a
liJeim..
warm glow of
and Mrs Hole Rees. Mr. and tgir
they were representing and how poesibis to think of her as' "dead"
honest enthusiasm to the innumerable friends of
this exceptionally
A great host of friends met at Harry Landfair and children. Rea
for souls like hers are iinnsortal.
to represent it.
gifted youne leader throughout the length and breadth
of the entire
June and Jerry, Mrs. Ida Jacksoi
Although handicapped by a frail the home of Bro. Clyve Compton's
COnsmonwealth It is rare when 'aman of the sterling talents
the mother of Mrs. Landfall*, Mr
of Keen
The Calloway. county fiscal court
of
Dearborn,
Mich.,
Sunday,
body,
May
Johnson can be induced to - enter the strife and turmoil
her spirit literally soared
Mr. Gay has been elected presiof a political passed their budget for
Virgil Ross, Lola and Reba Land
_the fiscal
campaign and an opportunity to obtain such meritorious
dent at the New York Stock Ex- and attained the heights of spirit- 12 ,and surprised him with a birth- fair, Virgil
material for
The
Rom and childre
selection
of
Dr.
'C.
H.
Jones
ual strength. Especially did she day dinner.
the important office of Lieutenant-Governor cannot possibly
year
July
1",
1935
to
June
changs
1936
30.
at
but
the
members
haven't
Nancy, Junior, Roina, Katherin
fail to
as county chairman for Thomas S.
reveal
Bro.
enlist the loyal and active support of every unbaiwd inditedual
their regular session last week.
Compton
the
was
Scripture
yeara
38
of
been
s
very
as
gay
the
fur
very
the
past three
and Lavern, and Mr. and Mr
whn-is
Rhea in the coming gubernatorial
age. He preached for the Primianxious for fine, clean leadership in Kentucky's governme
words-pi-God.
years.
One copy of the budget has been
nt
Clayton Ross.
Mr. Johnson is gully poseeseed of every quality which is desir- posted on the bulletin board in the primary was indeed a most forShe lived, loved, served and suf- tive Baptista at 10218 Dexter Blvd.
tunate choice for the Rhea forces.
able in this position_ He is. in the first place, as capable
fered triumphantly, until her task that day and his little talk he menas any courthouse in Murray. Any citi- Dr. Jones' name and
It has been very cool here in Di
personality
Man in Kentucky. He possesses an innate sense' of fairness
oh earth was ended and she tioned being a little older, not troit. People
zen
wishing
to know how and carry
which is
will be very glad I
a powerful weight in addition
a-guarantee of fair-play -to everyone.
was ready to go to her Heavenly knowing that the members and see some
where tax .money is spent may
warmer weather as the
to the effectiveness of whatever
friends
were
fixing
a
surprise
dinHome.
Mr. Joluisou is a man of exceedingly gracious and pleasing come to the courthouse and study
are still having` a little fire.
•
ner for him. Those that went to
personality. He is kind. generous and solicitous of the problems
the budget as drawn, that is if it work he undertakes. He is a man
Contributions to this Column Upon
The circle of !1.2r friends was a
of
who
•
-Doodle Bu
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CAN BE JUST A GAMBLE!!!
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LIFE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT!!!
SO YOU CAN BE AN ECONOMIST OR
A BR AINTRUSTER!!!

So

YOU THAT KNOW THE COLD FACTS AND FIGURES WILL NOT INVEST "20 to 1" ON A MECHANICAL BOX THAT IS ONLY ONE-THIRD
AS GOOD AS
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CHECK THIS LIST
Note Improvements Your Own Home Needs
•
Mewl developments which call for home repairs are like the proverbial "rotten
apple" which may quickly pollute the whole barrel. A small leak in a roof, for
instance, may mean little so far as the roofing material iftelf is concerned, but its
consequences inskle of tbe house may require hundreds of dollars worth of repair.
The only sure way to guard your home against major troubles is to catch the
little defects before they become major repair bills—check your home regularly—
use the chart above and our service in keeping the house fit.

Now Is.The Time
is doubly .trtie - for the man Who'is thinking of
-building or completing
a m.ajor repair :lob within the'lleXt five years.
1935 is the year to build
because at no t4me within the neitlive
years—likely lthiger, will ytiu
be able to build and remodel a4-cheaply as now.
We are prepared to furnish you with
eve
-AI /lye of material and.
- -of-the finest
-Wtc- Will gfte tree estimates and advise
you in
your plans.

PAY Your Privilege and
Automobile TAXES!
PENALTIES ARE GOING ON!
Before June 15 your taxes will be the
same as last year.
After June 14 a 10 per cent penalty
will be added.
After July 15 an additional 5 per cent
will be added.
After August 15 5 per cent- will be
added.
After September 14 WARRANTS
will be issued, arrrests made, and FINES
assessed.
-THIS SCHEDULE WILL BE RIGIDLY
FOLLOWED
By order of the City Council.

J. F. HAYS
Chief of Police

PAINTS, VARNISHES, GLASS, ROOFING
--Everything to Build -

Calloway County Lumber Co.
Telephone

72

Murray, Ky.

The City Council has ordered the enforcing of the city PAR.KINC. LAWS.
brivers MUST park within the painted
lines and spot indicators.
Remember, you will be embarrassed if
you violate the parking laws!,

s••

A
0
COSTING:-ONLY ONE-FIFTH AS MUCH AS
THE MECHANICAL FOR SAME
COOLING SPACE
Our display of COOLERATORS,
WHITE SEALS and Tennessee Valley Icers include a size for every
home. PRICED: FROM $20.00 to
$55.00. Wholesale to you.

LASTING:
FOUR TIMES AS LONG AS ANY
MECHANICAL REFRIGERATOR.
We guarantee'our ICE REFRI
GERATORS for twenty years as compared to five years guarantee by the
mechanical. Beautiful—as Yet
unsurpassed—yet built to last.

SUPPLYING:—
THE VITAL THREE-WAY FOOD
PROTECTION
(1) Uniform Cold Temperature.
(2) Proper Hurnidification.
(3) Pure Washed Air Circulation,

GUARANTEEING:—
YOU ECONOMY.
We will give you a written contract
that we will supply you Ice Refrigeration for less money than you
can own and operate any electric
refrigerator.

WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS?

Murray Consumers Coal &Jce Co.
Incorporated

PHONE 64
Murray, Ky.
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25; and from S. E. Purdom. dated Promptly with these terms.-Geo. line to the beginning containing ded. I shall proceed to offer for
Ernest Johns, Walter McIntosh.
he will win anilhow,. and perhaps
November 3.- 1922, recorded in B. Hart, Master Commissioner.
'sale at the court house door in More easily against a coalition can- Ray Cundiff and Charles Fugazzi.
seventy-one (71) acres.
Deed Book 48. Fage 520; all in the
2nd
Tract: Beginning at the Murray. .,.Kentucky, to the high- dictate.
exchange •steward, are on leaves
office of the Cle k of the Calloway
-- north east corner of the N. E. Qr. eat bidder at pitialic auction, on
iS
.1'0 illustrate:
political on account of illness at their
A
County Court. Said deeds are
of See. 21. T. 3. R. 5. East, thence Monday, the 27th day of May, diagnostician who opposed Rhea homes.
filed herewith as parts hereof,
west with section line one hundred 1935, at 1 o'clock or thereabout estimates the Rhea vote in the
Inarked Exhibits A. B, C, D, and
and twenty (120) poles to Johna- 'same being county court day), first primary at 45 per cent. On
s
C. respectively.
than creek, thence south with the upon a credit of six months, the this basis the next in line would
r
1[111111
• a.
meanders of Johnalban Creek folic/wing described property, being receere 20 per cent. When the
Also the following described
.
,and
lying in Calloway County, run-off came between these two.
fifty-six (56) poles to a rock,
property in the City of Murray,
Callaaray Circuit Court
Meet
thence east one hundred and fifty- Kentucky, towit:
alloway Count r. Ky.. namely:
The Federal Lemd Bank of
the swing of voters anxious to
Being a part of the southwest be -'en the winning side Would os-----• ,.
five (15a) poles to a rock .locatesi
ginning one hunderd eighty- Louisville,
...se
One of the best wrestling pros
gIst (1-881-1eet west of a corner --•
'
---- Plaintiff, In the N. W. Qr. of Sec. 22. T. a, one-fourth of section 13. and a part more than Piit Rhea over the
grams
that
has
s..
ever been offered
R. 5. East, thence north of nearly of the southeast one-fourth of sec- necessary 51 per cent,
made by crossin g of Olive Street
Vs.- Judgment,
'..
so fifty-eight / 58) poles to a rock tion 14, each in Township 2. Range
and Fifth Street in the Town of J. F. Miller, Hosie Hodges, R.
"Rhea backers, confident, feel to fans of Murray bring together
oppositio
nfour
of
the leading middleweight
-...
on the section line between Sec- 6 east. Beginning at a rock one that if all
Murray and it being the south- L. Osbron. Jack :Magness and
were cons..
tions 22 and 15, thence west with hundred and fifty-six (156) poles solidated behind one candidate, in this section at the Fifth street
West corner of a lot forrnerly own- Oren S. Magness, his wife and
Arena
s,
Friday night
ht
f '
said section line forty (40) poles south of the northwest corner of the
administration-backed
ed by L. M. 0 erbey and begin- Guy , Henderson,
man
The 'main go brings together
ning on the east. side of an open
Defendants. to the beginning corner contain, the southwest quarter of fractional would win in the first primary
section 13, township 2. range 6 by 51 per cent or More, making a luck Lawson middleweight chamalley and .at the southwest corner
By virtue of a judgment cied ing fifty-five (55) acres.
'
3rd Tract: Beginning at the east, and on section line; thence run-off
of a lot formerly owned by L M. order of sale of the Calloway Cirunnecessary.
Whether e.,
coast
with
south
Outland's
L.
4
E.
east
fifty
corner
line
(50)
of
the
feet;
S.
E.
Qr.
anti
cuit
or
pro-Rhea,
Overbey; thence
Court, rendered at the April
it must be con- Order
then north eightY-five (85) feet; term thereof, 1935, in the above of Sec. 16. T. 3. R. 5. East, thence fifty-seven (57) poles to a rock ceded he has the most powerfulsts
'n
Raccoon
Branch
north
,
with
hickory
pointthe
section
•
line
ninetycause
1
n
organization support see in Kenfqr. the purpose of payment
thence west fifty t50) feet to the
Calloway Circuit Court
ers:
thence
four
north
IN
twenty-five
)
poles
to
the
Hico
(25)
and
lucky in some time. It is merely G. R. Angel,
east side of sa Id alley; thence of $65.00 due October 1. 1932; $65.00
.
south to the begi nning. And being due April 1, 1933: $6500 due Octo- Wadesboro road, thence west with degrees west thirty-two 432) poles sagacity on the part of his opPlaintiff.
----,....
down
said
branch;
the
thence
meanders
of
down
the
road thirtyponents when they express a belief
the same pro serty to
which ber 1. 1993; $65.00 due April 7,
Vs. Order of Reference.
said
branch
north
thirty-nine
five
(35)
poles
to a rock, thence
(39) that drastic measu%s would be Raymond Stroud,.sne infant under
Hughes-Houston Lumber Company 1934: $6.00 due August 15. 1934, and
-.derived title fro n L. NS Overbey $162499 due April I. 1934 with south or nearly so eighty-six 486) degrees east fifty-eight (58) poles necessary to stop Rhea.
14 years of age, B. H. Stroud,- an
and
north
twenty-seven
poles
to a rock on the section
(27) de-Still, when a union of forces infant under 14 years of age and
and said deed ecorded in Deed interest on each of said sums at the
grees
east
forty-two
(42) poles to is discussed, the question of who Farmer's Bank of Hazel,
Book 80. Page 53.. of the Calloway ratesof 5es eis per annum from the line • between Sec. 21 and See. 16.
J. .j. Parker's line; thence west one would be the flag-bearer is sa.
respective
County Court C lerk's office. Said aforesaid
due
date thence east with the section line
Defendants
hundred
poles
4100)
to a rk
rock in Lent. Could the Rhea opponents
deed is filed h rewith as a part thereof until paid. and costs here- forty-eight (48) poles to the beginIt is ordered that this cause be
)
e
e,
1
west
boundar'y line of said section, unite behind Lieut-Gov. Chandler? referred to George
g
twenty-three 423) d
in expended. I shall proceed to fling containing
hereof, marked lxhibit F.
Hart, Master
( offer for sale at
thence south one hundred five Or behind Dr. James H. Rich-. commissioner
acres.
the
court
house
of
this
Court
to take
.
Also the folio ring described Ilt
beginning.
4th
Tract. Beginning
where (105) poles to the ..
mood' Or Attorney General Wont- proof of claims against the estate
door in Murray. Kentucky, toth
eP•
in Murray, Kent icky:
........
-----,,
Also, beginning • at the northeast ton' Or State
highest bidder at public auction. Johnathan creek crosses the secTreasurer Huddles- of May Angel, deceased, and all
Beginning at t he intersection of on
., tion line between Sec. 21 and Sec. corner of the southeast one-fourth ton? Or Frederick A. Wallis?
Monday, the 27th day of May,
persons holding claims against said
-the west edge of Main Street 1935, at
''t, 16 which is at a point one hundred of section 14. township 2, range 6 ."In each case the answer seems estate will present their
K
1'o'clock or the
claims,
..., OP"-Mow Fifth- -S)r etT.-and the Secii•
(same being county court day). and twenty (120) poles west of the east; thence eighteen (181 poles to to be no. The group represents dilly proven, before said Master
tion Line, tnd being the north upon
a credit of six months, the S. E. corner of the S. E. Qr. of I a rock; thence south one hundred sentitnent both for and against the Commissioner on or before the
of
Town
the
boundary li e yf
following described property, being Sec. 21.. thence west with Sec. and fifty-six (156) poles to a rock; sales tax. It includes men on both first Monday in
August., 1935
/
Murray, and r nning west with and
the Laffoon-Chandler (August 5th. 1.935). or be forever
lying in Calloway County. line one hundred and ten (110) thence east eighteen (18) poles to sides of
'
Mkt line one hundred and seventy- Kentucky,
poles to a rock, thence north or a rock (the beginning point of the Fence.
towit:
barred_ from collecting same in any
four (174) feet; thence south one
ot
"The question of coalition, arose otheremanner except through this
Cbnsisting of 137 acres, situated nearly so one hundred and six- first tract h e r e i n described);
hundred and
iftY 1150) feet/ II miles southeast of Murray.
teen (116) poles to Johnathan thence north with section line one principally out of efforts by all suit. ;
.
,
thence east one hundred and sev- tucky on
the public road. Being creek, thence in a south easterly hundred and fifty-six 1156) poles the candidates to win an organWitness my hand as Clerk of
•
enty-four (1741 feet to the west part of the
southeast and south- course with the meanders of the to the beginning, and containing ized Louisville vote. The Louis- Calloway Circuit Court, this May
.S.•1
side of Main n• Fifth Street; west quarters
in
the
aggregate
of
the
two
creek
.one
tracts
hundred
ten
and
(110)
ville
city administration adnaiitteda 43, 1935.
of section 17. part
thence north
ith Fifth Street of the southeast
...„.
quarter of section poles to a point near the bridge sixty-two (62) acres and twenty- ly could be an important factor
C. L. Miller,
one hundred an I fifty 1150) feet 18, and
eight
--eri7a
428)
square
poles.
said
over
creek.
south
thence
with
in She state race. The administrapa
part of the northwest
see..
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court
For the purchase price the punto the beginning. And being the quarter of section 20, township
1, the meanders of the creek eightywhich the range 6
property to
same
east bounded as follows: two 482) poles to the beginning chaser must execute bond with
Hughes-1175uston Lumber Company viz: Beginning
•
•
•
at a rock the corner containing sixty-two (62) approved securities, bearing legal
Investigation
will
prove to you how surprisderived title fro n Marvin Farmer southeast
corner of the southwest acres and being a part of the S. interest from the day of sale un.
.
by deed dated J une 12, 1933. and
til
paid,
and
having
the force and
W. and S. E. Qrs. of Sec. 16. T. 3.
'
quarter of said section 17, thence W
ingly
little
it
costs
to enjoy Electric
Cooking
recordeci in Dee d Book 60, Page east with section
effect of a judgment.
Bidders
'line twenty- It. 5. East.
.ray County Court eight and ene-fourth
54. of he Cello,
prepared
-only a penny per person per meal. ,
to
A. J. Burkeen obtained title to will
cornbe
(281e) poles
-Said deed filed thence north
Clerk's office
•
parallel with quarter said land by deed from J. P. Bur- Ply promptly with these terms.See the new 1935 Electric Ranges today
herewith as a Part hereof, marked line twenty-eight and one-fourth keen and wife recorded in Deed George S. Hart, Master Commisand
_ •
sioner.
Exhibit G.
(28e4) poles, thence welt parallel Book 26, page -402, office of Cellofind
out
yourself
for
how
economical
it
is
to
Court
ou at M uray,
For the purCh se price the pur- with section line twenty-eight and way Couny
t C
K y.
r
i
For the purchase
h
pride the ptirchaser must ex 'cute bonds with one-fourth 4281a) poles. thence
own
Take
one.
advantage of our unusually
•
approved securi ies. bearing legal north with quarter section line chaser must execute bond with
-ir
liberal terms.
legal
e-interest from th , day of sale un- fifty (50) poles six (6) links to approved securities. be
Iii paid, and has ing the force and rock, thence west parallel with interest from the day of sale unBidders section line two hundred and til paid. ond having the force and
effect of a ju igment
•
Bidders .
will
to comply forty-nine (249) poles to a rock, effect of • a judgment.
be
prep ired
beprepared
comply
to
promptly with t iese terms.
thence south Parallel .with quarter will
Calloway Circuit Court
_ Also the Consraissioner is fur- line seventy-eight (78) poles, six- promptly with these terms.-Geo. Bank of Murray, Etc.,
Master Commissioner.
S. Hart, Ma
/
2) links to S
r ordered an I directed to sell, teen and one-half (161
.
Plaintiff
.
4 the same time and place, seven- rock in section line, thence vest
Vs. Judgment
y-five (75) sha 'es of the capital with section line eighty-nine (89)
John Reed, Et AL
OA • ht's rest that's peaceful
stock of the Mu ray Lumber Corn- pales to rock, thence south sevenDefendants
and
ing - o oleoscrit atelos•
pany, Inc., of the par value of ty-three (73) degrees east one
By virtue of a- judgment and
phere in the lobby-the warm
400 ROOMS
$10000 each, the property of the hundred and sixty-two 4162) ,poles,
order of sale of the Calloway chi-$300
'glow that good food bringsdefendant, J.
). Houston. and thence north with quarter line to
cult Court, rendered at the April
WITH BATH
as Low as
t
Down
he
pleasant
reoction
that low
_.-_.-,....
Which stock is ow being held as the beginning 'coiner twenty-four
term thereof, 1935. in the above
prices give - these are the
FROM 0
50
Calloway Circuit Court. . cause for the purpose of payment
collateral secure y by C. B. Ful- (241 poter eorittifrring one hun36 menths to pay .
If•
•UP
thin% that mak ilk +lbourne
ton en the sun1 'of thirty 430) dred and .thirty-seven (137) acres. T. H. usher, Adm.. Etc.,
of $413.86 and interest thereon
the
choke
of
every
experienced
-five
For
purchase
(45)
,
the
shares
price
the
plaintiffs,
punfrom
forty
May
1, 1932 and wiftl.tat and.
shares. and
'
traveler.
'
Vs. Judgment,
ribs.; beingTheld iy Dr. E. B. Hous- chaser must execute bond with
interest thereon from Decembel*-14,
ton; and said Iommissioner will approved securities, bearing legal Vera Hughes Waldrop. Etc..
1925 and six per cent and costs
. „
II
a
P oftcArtiousc
Defendants herein expended. I shall proceed to
sell each lot of mid sleek at pub- interest from the day of sale MT•
•
Manage
,
and
paid,
having
and
highest
and
til
force
best
lie outcry, to the,
the
By virtue of a judgment and after fpr sale at the court house
i. •••••
Biddersorder of sale of the Calloway Cir- door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
'
bidder, on a creq it of three months, effect of a judgment.
.. .
will
prepared
be
at the place, dale and time stated
to comply cult Court, rendered at the April highest bidder at public auction,
&
I
s
LINDELL BLVD.. GRAND AVE_
above, and he w ill sell each lot in promptly with these terms-GOo. term thereof. 1935. in the BMA. on Monday. the 27th day of May,
,
,_cause for the purpose of . division 1935, at I o'clock or thereabout
elocksof $1,000 .r midtinics there- S. Hose. Master Commissioner.
Tr"
Murray, Kentucky
5
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--iirnthpet "---"Eaglea
Monday week to pay our last re- Uncle Sam vile
of the graatebt
spects to Mrs. Seaman Selceland preside:es ewer
had. 1 kaow
am
who died of tuberculosis foilowing
so.
hePtua
Was I at Frank 1A'rateers Sunflu.
:
Pickingberries is the order of
day. May 19. 19357 Indeed I was.
Mrs. Clyde Spiceland spent last thee-day but seems
like to me ff
surely, had a nice rain Sat- week end at her
Saw Dr Rufe VI:rather. Bob and
fathers and at- It ruins much moreal
akeeeLagailaja,
Bert Weather of Amarillo, Texas. urday:_Stuiday schoc,‘: at Therpe, night twhicb was Sunda eaghti
y
Bob a president of Ch-crtan Oil est hi this
.
geetiah. Some tobacco
Mrs. Rarnond Kirks writes that tha greeter portion of
the crop
Refining Co.. Inc. It was aInteet. has been set out but the flea bug, they me in Texas fur 4 tow
weeks. neat be a total lose. It even hailed
worderful reunion. Mr. and Mrs. are devouring what has been She has been telling of
having same. too.
Ourie Chunn, Mr. ,pd Mrs. Virgil planted
fried chcken often lately "Bid
Houston
Miller.- Miss *due
Headly Swift has_ about com- out a. lal of the
Lambert of Harrisburg. 111.. were
worry of rr.;.ing Frenees St
John, -Miss Italiathere and John Rogers of Tafer, pleted setting out four acres of them.
Craig alas Eva Millar and GusTeitaa and folks froin Union City, tobacco. ,
Miss -Helen Ruth Spiceland es- tave St. John were In
MUM* SatEarnest Haelley's friends, neigh- corted • new davene
Several hundred "all told" astte suite hoena urday.
b1- and relatives' gathered in last from Nashvi
trembled there.
ae last week. Looks
The doctor, who was once our Sunday end gave him a nice birth- suspicieus when folks begin
feathfamily physician at Coldwater) day dinnete They all wetted to ering their nests.
'
said that be 3ust wanted to see if enjoy taernselves very, much
I artless by now Otis Lovins'
Bud Waldrop and Joel Cawhorn conaersation OM- spent the, after- greats of berry pickers are humbl
neon
in
_a
nice. pleasing Way. ex- ing themselves an the strawb
"Eagle" were as ugly" ns ever!!
As I have been abSent for %twee
erry
changi
ng
ideas with one another. , betels near Paducah.
Of course Bud was. bu alas when
weeks. I am back ore me air Mis
Felix
Beach i; 7tiewn With tyhe had seen ole "Eagle-77 It awas
No ones experience is complete Morning. 'Tis anothet rainy mornAll in alletlearterrit,oseasisinanettell .phuid- loverealiaraTerty Trees is ,atizo until - pickleg - sbeiberries on dewy 1.se
"plenty Of tobacco to set
on the sick list.
I never shall forget.
mornings and sultry afternoons. alee How tired we will be when
Sunday was a big day at Cold-' The Rev. Davis of Kirksey filled followed
by painful relaxation this day is finished.
Well_ after this, will now start
water Church of Christ A bounti- his regular appointment at Mt. upon beds of straw at night, has
ttil dinner -on the ground". pre- Hetiren . near ileillaisburg. last been added to the list of accom- my program.
S-ueday at 11 a. m.
pared by _the _pod_ _wprnen......lot
Mr and Mrs. Edgar__Feslaill of
plishments.
_
—
ue
trell'aMich., who spent a week
Dabibtapisaieled in the forenoein, eArttrer ItObeetean has Moved into
I -certain-IV-enjoyed last week end
cur
d.__atee __-__e__ore bid _him-a-heaetySad Luther Pogue at 2aalt_p_.
we went home andhad the Mire- the guest of Mr. Lime- Mrs
come for he is .a good citizen privilege of seeing
-L
a rTey Arnett led the prayer.
many ' old George Coles and Mrs 011ie NesGaylon Myers and Red Ray con- and neighbor.
friends and acquaintances, altho bitt. retureed to their home last
Your humble scribe has been it Was sad that the
ducted song service.
funeral of one Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Dunn of
We received a good. refreshing reading "The Nations:IP Forum and acquaintance was one occasion for
rain Sunday morning for which Old Age Pension Advocate", and the meeting
Murray Duke was Nashville spent the week end with
we are so thankful unto Him who what it stands for. Looking out buried in the Concord cemetery Mr. and Mrs. Billie Dunn of Midway. They returned home. Suncreated the heavens and the earth, over the great field of action and Saturday
studying
day siec
rinciplelathe Forum
from wh
eo_rawagied__ ba
Saturday
Cei
vocates
siste(r. Mrs. Ina Nesbitt and daugh. ALso what the officials the play. "Poor Married Man''.
The farmers are surela
at
-setting of our
goverament are getting and Concord.
ter Myrtle Mae, for a brief vise
out" their limited crop of tobacI have decided in my: own mind
Mr. and Mrs_ Gilbert Grogan
co.
Sunday we had the pleasure of
•
the old people
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd should
States celebrating Mother's Day at my were guests Sunday of Mr. and
be pe
wieve
Giapton. May 16 .3 firi girt baby,
grandmother's, and thanks to that Mrs. Fred Tucker of Midway.
Mr. and Mrs. McFadden 'of
their first born. which constitute with all my bean that they de- good cook Miss Anpie Willis and
Mr. Virgil Bridges a granddeddya serve it. Any one s_ interested in perhaps ee few helpers. a bountiful Louisville. spent the week end
Uncle Bob Guetoge..visited Mr.- Old Folks pension.-should write to dinner was ready'when we arrived with the lattees sister and moth.
er. Mrs. George Coles and Mrs
- and Mrs. Ree King in the city of the National Old Age Pension Those present were Mr. and
Mrs.
. Washington.
Mayfield over the week end and Forum:
Mrs. Shelton returned
C.. pube Bill McClure, Mrs. Fannie Wise- Shelton.
like me has all kind of notions. lished by Dr. J. E Pope. and get hart and James, Mr. and Mrs. home with them Monday for an
_
a copy. Study it and see whether Odia McClure. Nell
ail at ence.
and Mason. extended visit_
am right or wrong.
Mrs. Joe laen Culpepper and sons
a Saw any dear friend. Jim.. Cole.
Mr. and Mrs Fred McClure and
'
Read Is. 12. Norman and T. B.. Mrs. Dee Pare
in • teiwn Saturday with yellow children. Mr. and. Mrs. Dave
:Lazy Ned.
Mcjacked auoder his arm, a RepubliClure and sons. Gilmer and Gray- ker and daughter, Roxie, 'Mrs.
can newspaper; interspersed with
son. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lovins, Mr. Perry Thornton and
daughter
wit humor, criticism, and sarcasm.
and Mrs. Guy Lovins. Mr. and Mrs. Dorothy and Mrs. B. S. Overbey
Otis Lovins 'and children.. Gene and daughter Pattie Mae. spent the
A boy wrote. "Dear anjels, we
have sent to you grandma._ who
4ad Jo. Mr. and Mrs. LillILS Spire- afternoon of Mother's Day with
Are -have. ilea the . Easter flurry land.. Jessie McClure. "Ma" Mc- the forrnei's aunt and the -latjust now
give- her -*
fiddle lci play on. as she is abort ero this last ti
-gag of .wealher must Clure and Miss Annie Willis and ter's mother. Mrs. J. F. Wells, andI
of breath and cannot blow, a be the 'blackberry winter. Any- now I may have left somebody Mr. Wells.
way. hot nipper: and a-•hearthfire out,, .„
We, as friends, are shocked and
.heae bess. very welcome recently,
If a microphone could have been grieved to learn of the death of
-- I'm about to wish the good road placed on that, old front
porch .not Chage Scruggs who died in Cali-had never been ,built .b...y. ,here. one .intellatible conversation
-eordete tre-pie isome..1.ean.clays.aild He had
•we're havieg. feu many gypsies have''been' broadcast,
but such a made his home here for 84 years.
Indians and nonde-script strangers merry gabble of
voices would going to California about 4 years
sightseeing_
have been hear that me doubt
ago.
othCorn planting began in earnest ers besides that Tennessean
A number of persons from this
woarld
here last week with the men wear- have said. "I've never known
community attended the Demerasuch
ing coats to the field and building hospitable folks as those
ticn 'day services at Marlin's
McClure&
a fire to eat lunch by.
Chapel and also the Children's
I'd like to take a week oft,
and
Our garden which was planted visit every one of 'them.
services at South Pelasant Giove
"
early will have yielded new cabthat night.
-Chatt
erbox
On Highway at Dexter
bage by the time this is read, and I
Ladies, and gentlemen this min Deane are blooming.
eludes my program for this time.
Where Murray' and. Benton Mrs Gertru
will be back on the all- next week.
de and Mable,SpiceMeet
-"Rose Hue

Stella Gossip

Kirkse)K
- inklets
.- We

th. Monday

Is Your Great
Oppo-riUnity
In Lerman Bros. Great

'Gunter's Flat

tic

(11
in
D.

sit

hu
In
- we

- Boys' Fast Color

Lotur:.4.-United

F

Has It!
Old Fashioned
PIT BARBECUE

Scatter-Brain's
News

Use Radi4

Saw:

"YOU'LL GET MOST FOR YOUR
MONEY
BY CHOOSING A FORD DEALER'S

R Aflifi

.

-

Mr. and Mrs Edgar Aciams had
as their guest recently Mrs. Adams
'
*sisters of Nashville and Fayett
a'yille. Tenn_
• Mr. and Mrs. John Alexan
der
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Oran
Chrisman and family visited Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. Chrisman and family near Murray last week.
- Mrs. Boman St. John and
children. Joan and
Dorothy Jean
visited her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
J.' T. Thompson and other relatives -over the week end.
Mrs.. Sam Manning and children.
Mary Pearl and Jack of near Elm
Grove church, visited in the home
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Tobe
Aearns apring the past week.
Last Sunday week dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Harmo
n
were Mr. and Mrs_ David Harmon, 44tr. and Mrs. Logan Har-

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
8c- Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
Dr. W.C. Oakley
Office at

Chiropractor
Home. f;09 West math

Under the Canopy' Top in your neighborho
Authorized Ford Dcakr is displaying, every od, an
day, a
used ear cif on t.Aanding value. And like all
used ,
cars in his stock, it is tracked by the reputother
ation of a
reliable merchant. •
Never before have Ford Dealers offered a more
attractive selection of dependable used ears—the ref.ult
of
public eagerne‘s to trade late models of all
popular
makes on the 1933 Ford S -G.
Go to your nearest Ford Dealer's outdoor used
car
department today. Look first at the Radio
Speci
al
under the Canopy Top. Its unusual value
apparent at a glance. But if it'a not exactly thewill be
mobile you and your family want, you re sure autoyour neids,perfcctly met by on:: of this dealer'sto find
other
big-value cars—at a price you ca.ily can afford
.
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A cut price mill shipment
brings a outstanding
values!
Beautiful plain and fancy marquisetles, 36 inches "wide. fur
new -spring curtains. Ivory and
white.

Double sewed, fast color blue
work shirts in 14 1-2 to 17 neck
sizes. Smooth finish, staunch
charabrays . . . extra wide and
long. Coat sty le
-• -
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Star Values! Outstanding Styles!
Men's and Boy,s

OXFORDS
$1.88

" DT

88c

Per Pair
Wing Tips Brogues and Bluchers

Per Pair

An unrivaled side of good oxfords bought
way under market vatap far this sale event.
They are alt leather 'uppers with welted
sales . . hard or rubber keels. The greatest
shoe bargains in yeses., eYoutire 1 to li,
men's 6 at if siaes. new lasts.

many worth twiessie price!
Smartly
styled, well made. Leather uppers and soles
-some with non-skid chronic wile, Saes
5,-. to 8-4a. to 11-1•1 1, to 2.

2 1-2 Yards Table I 8 Yards Fast Color
DAMASK
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BROADCLOTH

88c
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88c ,
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54 inches wide, white brocades
and
colors- I borders. extra
quality
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88c

36-inch. cut trona
nC,A' full
bolts, 18 spring patterns. 14(
and 17c quality.
•

36-inch new patterns, light or
'
dark :ground
s. feel dyes, I5c
values

Women's 260 Needle
Guage

18x36-:rich TwoThread

FASHION
HOSIERY

BATH TOWELS

for

.

Men's and Boy's Adlustable Size

Handy size turkish 1.
last through many
They are two-threed, :
textured and revertible
in white with fancy • cola, a
and do not ravel out.

Men's 220 Denim

Straw Work Hats

Men's New

OVERALLS •

18c

PANAMA HATS

68c Pair
They're made of regulation 220
weight blue denims; large in
measurements & triple-stitched. We guarantee every pair to
stand the,roughest kind of usage. 36 ta.-411 sizes. Have high
bibs and plenty of pockets
SIMINIMISNIMINNIMIMMIIIMMars

Men's 15c

for

Rib or Cuff Top Styles

8c Pair
.
Children's Spring anklets, rayon
plaited in popular cotema„,,,Farie
rib. Sizes 5 1-2 to 9. Regular 2
pairs for 25c values,

UNION SUITS
for

Boys' 59c Suspender Back
Blue Denim
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2 for 88c
4 to 12 sizes
you've never bouget there fur
a prici! Youli probably
want more but because the
supply is limited-only two
pairs per person,

_so low

Men's Large

Men's Seamless

4,

2-Ply Cotton
WORK SOX
8C Pair

Bandana
HANDKERCHIEFS
for 8c

2

Large size bandanas in red .
or
blue grounds, all over , figures
with borders. Colors are
deep
dyes that never fade out,

Nli

. OVERALLS

88c

amaze nei..v summer straw at
light as a feather Two Panama
-Combine
fine style
with
summer coolness

18c

.,ve panty-waist buttons'an:'
•'rat
bask
supra3m- Fire
lite ribbed cotton,. si.rnmei
- edit. and double cross-stitca
ans. Sizes from 2 to 12 yard.
1 all perfect. a

Feather Weights

Children's 12c

Rayon Plaited
ANKLETS

Children's 25c Body
Length

2 for 18c

18c

New Spring colors.-Lovely legshaped chardonized (dull) hosieo, in fine guage. Have pointed heels, naerow ankles and
picot tops.
Semi-sheer and
ringless 8 1-2 to 10 1-2.

Cotton and Lisle
SOCKS
8c Pair '-.•

Mr
Max
Mr.•
itue'

9 Yards Vat Dye

MailiaNEMIO

18c

Buy plenty! , Choice of plain
color black, navy blue or gray
Seamless, smooth -finish cotton
and -lisle construction
with
double heels, toes and soTna 10
to 12 sizes.

Factory cut price of elegant
clear dye gingnams. Popular
3tinamer colors In checks, plaids
and combination patterns. Nine
yards
makes
three pretty
-

Mon'

8 Yards Emerion

Mexican style straw
men, boys, and girls
biggest astortrnent of
work hats ever
In these parts. 7:nd what seen
values! They re the usual 25c and
35c kinds Tops are ventilated
Loather sweat bands.

, 88c

for

For making handsome street
dresses. Fast colors. neat baby
patterns as well as 'brilliant
plaids, pencil stripes and :field
flower designs. Single yards
15c

CHILDREN'S OXFORDS
SLIPPERS, SANDALS

$2.45 and $2.69 Values
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88c
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WHITE
TWO-TONE ELK
BLACK PATENTS And
BLACK GUNMETAL

In this group are fine kid leather
plain or perforated. smart mesh s, either
novelty
styles, tailored tree-bark or combin
of
two. Choice of smooth toe, ,moccaations
sin and
wing-tip effects . . . also fringe overlay
s.
Sizes from 3 to 9 -Short or long vamp
-All Heel Heights-Popular Widths styles
.

vie
Eve
sell

32-inch Dress

DRESS PRINTS

Sheer, cool printed lawns in a
fine range of thirty new patterns. Full 3a inches wide and
celorfast
•

WHITE SHOES
$1.88

Big
hats
too.
field

mi,50,,El

•

for

Choice of tailored, appliqued
or lace trim styles in women's
panties, step-ins, shorts, bloomers, also tailored vests. Regutar and large sizes-fine amage
rayon-double sewed throughout.

TELEPHONE 300
a Southwest Corner Square
Murray: Ky.
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k
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Sturdy, long wearing work sox
worth 12c per pair. Mack and
white or brown and white mixad colors. 10 to l'' sizes. Have
re-intorcea led arid automatic,
snug fitting bias.

'
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88c

This is the High Spat of our May
Economy Festival

for

Tradition means much here in
Kentucky—but we
1,, 1 ,„moderns must have all the comforts and conveniences
. besides. "So the Seelbach has remodeled its
and redecOrated its parlors to make them guest rooms
cleaneet ahd most comfortable yoti ever occupthe smartest,
ied.
4You've a treat awaitg you—make
the
-1 bomb when in Louisville. RATES BEGIN Seelbach•yotir
$2.50 double. WITH BA1HJ2.00 singl AT $1.50 single,
e, $3.00 double.
And remember the SEELBACH STABLES
and RATHSKELLER are the smartest and most
reasonable restaurants and bars in Louisville:
, noon.
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RAYON UNDIES

Murray, Kentucky

LOOK FOR THE CANOPY TOP

.,

36-inch rcernucker. first quality and eighty finished. Woven
stripes and plaids. Permanent
colors in tan, green, red, blue.
canary, etc.- -

Women's 25c Non-Run I

. neaman

88c

9 Yards of
PRINTED
LAWNS

36-inch solid colors or white,
vat dyed, perfect quality,

- BELLO. - BUDDY'.
Let Its Care For Your ('ar
el,
•

Men's Blue

MARQUISETTE

36-inch sun-bleached, genuine
Farmer's choicer or "Hopemuslin. Perfect quality, standard guaranteed. 15c grades.
Limit 16 yards.

4 Yards of
Stripped
SEERSUCKER

for

BEALE MOTOR COMPANY, Inc.
Telephone 170

for

10 Yards

L

Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays
In Afternoon
1 P. K to 6 P. K

USED : mocril and,ancetnilmdrresn riailuithHaarrm.donR.oy
C A R ".4 idiAsgr. andnilrars.ORrr.

A Alton and
and children !
visited, Mr. Orr who is in the
Mason Hospital recovering from an
operation.
,
Glad to see something about i
Hazel in the "Jeeeeely Joe" recently. Does me good to- have some- ii
one interested in the growth
of
a small town, although I 'do
not I
live in Hazel but I use to
end
ern proud of the fact indeed_
maybe some day Hazel will furnish

MUSLIN

. , 2 far_ 88c

aim—Please

—"OLD WIRY"—

Hope or Farmer's Choice

Well known-Puke. usuall sell
for 59c each. Blue, whitey and
fancy -patterns, fine English
Broacloth, fast to washing, 8 to
14 1-2 sizes

Across the River

Do You Lim It? ...

8 Yards

Broadcloth .
•
DRESS SHIRTS

EiB A
(
Ken tuz h„ ii„,.••

Fourth 6
Walnut Sts.

"KNOW

SETTER VALUES"

Murray

LOUISVILLE

Kentucky
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